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Abstract
Biological systems are examples of complex systems, which consist of several in-
teracting components. Understanding the behaviour of such systems requires
a multidisciplinary approach that encompasses biology, mathematics, computer
science, physiscs and chemistry. New research areas are emerging as the result
of this multidisciplinarity, such as bioinformatics, systems biology and computa-
tional biology. Computer science plays an important role in the newly emerging
research areas by offerring techniques, algorithms, languages and software to solve
research problems efficiently. On the other hand, the efforts to solve these re-
search problems stimulate the development of new and better computer science
techniques, algorithms, languages and software.
This thesis describes our approach in modelling biological systems as a way to bet-
ter understand their complex behaviours. Our approach is based on the Calculi
of Looping Sequences, a class of formalisms originally developed to model bio-
logical systems involving cells and their membrane-based structures. We choose
Stochastic CLS and Spatial CLS, two variants of the calculi that support quan-
titative analysis of the model, and define an approach that support simulation,
statistical model-checking and visualisation as analysis techniques. Moreover, we
found out that this class of formalisms can be easily extended to model popu-
lation dynamics of animals, a kind of biological systems that does not involve
membrane-based structures.
Chapter 1
Introduction
Cell biology, also called cytology, is an academic discipline that studies cells.
In the past few decades, there has been an explosion of knowledge about the
contents of living cells. Biologists realise now that, despite of its microscopic size,
a cell is full of proteins. Each protein has specific function. Frequent interactions
between proteins also occur in cells. A great variety in protein structure, function
and interaction has made us realise that a cell is a very complex system. This
urged biologists to shift from the traditional reductionist paradigm, which studies
individual components of a living system separately, to the integrative paradigm,
which studies the living system as a whole [80]. Recently, a new field of biology
that studies complex interactions in biological systems has emerged: systems
biology.
Even with the abundant amount of knowledge about cell contents, biologists still
have a difficult job in understanding many cellular processes. In fact, a cellular
process is usually a combination of many chained and concurrent subprocesses,
which results in an emergent complex behaviour. Computer science can play
an important role by supporting biologists in understanding how such a high
complexity emerges out of interacting cellular processes. In particular, formal
methods and concurrency theory provide powerful techniques that can be ap-
plied to the modelling of cellular processes. Bray [21] suggested the need for a
novel language to model the universe of cells. Inspired by the success in using
computer graphics tools to visualise protein structure, he suggested to use the
same approach to understand cell universe. Church, Apagyi and Fisher [31] de-
scribed some important aspects and challenges in developing the language for
1
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biological models, which include:
• modelling and analysis capability of the language to handle complex and
diverse problems in biology,
• ability to support the communication of the models to other biologists,
• ease of use for biologists with limited computer science background,
• ability to deal and reason with incomplete information.
The increased use of computer science techniques to solve biological problems
introduces the new terminology in silico, as an analogy to the Latin phrases in
vivo and in vitro which are commonly used in biology. In vivo and in vitro refer to
experiments done in living organisms and outside of living organisms respectively,
while in silico refers to the use of computer to perform biological studies [80].
1.1 Applications of Formal Methods to Systems
Biology
Computer scientists find similarities between concurrency theory and systems
biology. Both disciplines deal with systems consisting of smaller elements inter-
acting with each other. Following this view, process algebras have been used to
model cells and interactions occurring inside cells. A cell consists of many smaller
elements that can be modelled as algebraic processes. The interactions between
these elements can be modelled as interactions between processes.
Degano and Priami [37] claimed that both systems biology and formal methods
for concurrency can cross-fertilize each other. Being based on sound and deep
mathematics, concurrency theories may offer solid ways to describe biological sys-
tems and safely reason upon them. On the other hand, systems biology studies
many complex biological phenomena. Modelling and reasoning about these com-
plex phenomena may require techniques that are more efficient and reliable than
existing techniques. It is expected that the effort to understand biological mech-
anisms in terms of computer technology will possibly lead to new techniques that
are more robust, efficient and reliable to model and analyse complex systems.
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Regev, Silverman and Shapiro [92] observe that a formalism to model cells should
fulfill four goals:
• provide a unifying view of both the molecular data and the dynamic be-
haviour it underlies,
• formally represent data to be used for computer execution and analysis,
• facilitate comparative studies of structures, dynamics and functions within
and between species,
• be scalable and modularised to higher levels of organisations.
In the attempt to achieve these goals, several formalisms have been proposed
for modelling biological phenomena, such as Petri Nets [89, 90, 53], Brane Cal-
culi [23, 36], P Systems [84, 83], the pi-Calculus [30, 88, 100, 101], CCS-R [35],
which is a variant of Milner’s CCS (Calculus of Communicating Systems), and
Calculi of Looping Sequences [76]. Petri Nets, CCS and the pi-Calculus are gen-
eral formalisms used to model concurrent processes, thus they were not originally
designed to model cellular systems. Brane Calculi and Calculi of Looping Se-
quences are new classes of formalisms developed specifically for modelling cells.
P Systems, the class of formalisms inspired by membrane systems in Cell Biology,
were not initially intended to model cellular systems. In P Systems, the compu-
tational nature of various features of membranes is explored and investigated in
order to be used in a model of computation. However P Systems have been later
also used to model cells as computing processes.
Reddy, Liebman and Mavrovouniotis were the first to apply formal methods in
modelling biological systems. In their work [90, 89], they proposed a method for
qualitative analysis of biochemical pathways using Petri Nets. They used several
Petri Net properties, such as boundedness, liveness, and invariants to identify
properties in the biological system. For example, the accumulation of some toxic
intermediates in a biological system can be identified using the boundedness of
a Petri Net. Barjis and Barjis also used Petri Nets to model protein production
process in details and showed how to convert the model into an executable pro-
gram [11]. A limitation of these approaches is that the use of ordinary Petri Nets
for modelling biological systems is limited to the analysis of qualitative properties
of the systems.
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In order to overcome this limitation, extended versions of Petri Nets were also
applied in Systems Biology. The first extension was Functional Petri Nets. In
Functional Petri Nets it is possible to assign to Petri Nets arcs equations us-
ing marking variables instead of natural numbers as in standard Petri Nets [53].
Hofesta¨dt and Thelen [59] used Functional Petri Nets to do quantitative mod-
elling of biochemical networks. They extended the model developed by Reddy,
Liebman and Mavrovouniotis by allowing dynamic representation of concentra-
tion of metabolites participating in a chemical reaction.
Hardy and Robillard surveyed the use of three other extensions of Petri Nets
in modelling biological systems: Coloured Petri Nets (CPN), Hybrid Petri Nets
(HPN) and Stochastic Petri Nets (SPN) [53]. Goss and Peccoud [50, 51] modelled
quantitative aspects of molecular interactions. Using a Stochastic Petri Nets tool
called UltraSAN, they were able to model and perform quantitative analysis of
two case studies: protein synthesis and plasmid ColE1 replication.
Matsuno, Doi, Nagasaki and Miyano [73, 77, 78] proposed a method for mod-
elling biological systems using HPN. HPN extend Petri Nets by allowing places
and transitions to have real numbers as values of tokens. HPN enable modelling
complex and more realistic biological systems. Real numbers in places and tran-
sitions can be used to represent various features. For instance, they can be used
to represent concentrations and speed of reactions [73]. Just like SPN, HPN
support probabilistic analysis of the system. The choice between SPN and HPN
depends on the nature of the system to be modelled. If the model deals with
a big number of molecules, HPN is usually preferred since it enables using real
numbers to represent big numbers. If the model deals with a small number of
molecules, SPN is usually preferred.
CPN also support quantitative modelling and analysis of biological systems. Gen-
rich, Ku¨ffner and Voss [45] use colours of tokens to represent time-related infor-
mation needed for simulation of the model. Voss, Heiner and Koch use colours
to distinguish the origin of molecules in a place [102]. Marking the origin of
molecules is useful in the completeness and feasibility analysis of the model.
Overall, Petri Nets and their extensions support modelling chemical reactions in
biological systems as well as qualitative and quantitative analysis. Petri Nets are
equipped with graphical representations, which make them favourable to be used
for modelling and analysis of biological systems. However no classes of Petri Nets
support modelling the structural details of biological systems.
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Regev, Silverman and Shapiro were the first to use the pi-calculus to model bi-
ological systems [92, 93]. The pi-calculus enables modelling interaction between
processes using complementary channels, and communicating names of channels
via channels. This feature allows network structure to change with interaction
(mobility). Regev, Silverman and Shapiro developed a piece of software called
PiFCP to simulate their model. They also suggested the use of bisimulation as
a way to check equivalence between two processes. In the context of cell biology,
this facilitates comparative studies of several biological systems. Comparison of
similar pathways is the first step to study cell evolution.
Priami, Regev, Silverman and Shapiro used stochastic pi-calculus to model bio-
logical systems [87]. Their approach supports qualitative modelling of biological
systems. They also developed a piece of software called BioSPI to simulate the
model.
Formalisms that originated from concurrency theory are capable of modelling
activities inside cells (chemical reactions), but are not capable to model com-
partments. A molecule or an object in a cell can do its function only when it
is on the right location. Compartments play an essential role by organising bio-
logical systems hierarchically and also introduce the notion of object’s location.
This was first realised by Regev, Panina, Silverman, Cardelli and Shapiro [91].
They developed the pi-calculus into BioAmbients in order to model compartments.
BioAmbients models both membrane-bound compartments, in which boundaries
are clearly defined, and molecular compartments, in which the boundaries are
not clearly defined.
Cardelli was the first to define specific formalisms for describing cellular systems.
He named such a class of formalisms Brane Calculi [23]. In Brane Calculi, cellu-
lar systems are modelled as membrane systems that can perform computations.
Computations are performed on membranes rather than inside them. A mem-
brane system may consist of several membranes. Computations on membranes
are defined using actions.
The simplest version of Brane Calculi is the PEP Calculus. In the PEP Calculus,
there are only three kinds of actions: Phago, Exo and Pino. Phago (phagocytosis
or literally ”cellular process of eating”) and Pino (pinocytosis or ”cell drinking”)
are endocytosis, cellular processes of engulfing solid particles by the cell mem-
brane. In Phago the process engulfs one external membrane while in Pino no
external membrane is engulfed. Exo (exocytosis) is the reverse process of endo-
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cytosis, where the membrane ejects objects to the extracellular environment.
Cardelli also extended the PEP Calculus by adding more actions to be performed
on membranes, such as Mate, Bud ad Drip [23]. He also defined molecules which
may interact with the membranes, and defined complexation of molecules to
model protein complexes. Other extensions in his work are communications be-
tween membranes, choice operations and atonal transport. Danos and Pradalier
also extended PEP Calculus by replacing actions with directed actions [36]. They
defined two kinds of directed actions: inward and outward actions.
P Systems were first defined by Pa˘un [82] as a model of computation inspired
by membrane systems. In P Systems, computation occurs inside the membrane.
The membrane only functions as a boundary, so that the system can be modelled
hierarchically. The computation performed by the system is modelled using a set
of rewrite rules.
More recently P Systems have been also used for modelling biological systems.
For example, Bernardini [15] and Bianco [17] in their theses showed how to use
variants of P Systems to model biological systems. Bernardini’s work focuses on
two main issues in P Systems, exploiting a variant of P Systems called Popula-
tion P Systems, and investigating bio-inspired communication mechanisms in P
Systems. He showed his approach by modelling quorum-sensing in bacteria, a
communication strategy among many bacteria to coordinate gene expression ac-
cording to the local density of bacteria producing signalling molecules. Bianco’s
work focuses on dynamics of signal transduction networks. Perez-Jimenez and
Romero-Campero modelled the epidermal growth factor receptor signalling cas-
cade [85]. P Systems models are always analysed through simulation, followed
by a comparison of the in silico result with the in vitro result.
There are also works on comparing Brane Calculi and P Systems. Busi and
Zandron compared Brane Calculi and P Systems [22] by modelling the LDL
cholesterol degradation pathway in both Brane Calculi and P Systems. Cardelli
and Pa˘un [24] showed the expressiveness of P Systems by emulating Brane Calculi
actions Pino, Exo, Bud and Mate using P Systems. Krishna extended this work
by adding actions Phago and Drip to the emulation of Brane Calculi using P
Systems [65].
In our work, we will mainly deal with Calculi of Looping Sequences. In his
thesis [76], Milazzo has defined the Calculus of Looping Sequences (CLS) and
four additional variants of it. He has used these formalisms to model several
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biological phenomena. Milazzo has also contributed to develop a Stochastic CLS
simulator [96]. He has used the simulator to simulate gene regulation in E. coli
and compared the result of the simulation with the real experiment.
Biologists already know that biological systems can be modelled as stochastic sys-
tems. Parameter values of the model are taken from the results of in vitro/in vivo
experiments. Therefore simulation can be performed to analyse the model quan-
titatively. Another kind of analysis that can be done is model-checking. Model-
checking is useful for both qualitative and quantitative analysis. There have been
several attempts to apply model-checking to biological systems. Chabrier-Rivier,
Chiaverini, Danos, Fages and Schachter developed a formalism to model biolog-
ical phenomena [27] and proposed the use of Computation Tree Logic (CTL) to
query the model. Later Fages, Soliman and Chabrier-Rivier [40] developed this
modelling formalism into a modelling environment called Biochemical Abstract
Machine (BIOCHAM). They showed two examples of modelling biological sys-
tems, the mammalian cell cycle control and the regulation of gene expression
[26, 27]. They also showed some possible properties about the model and how
to model-check such properties. Bernot, Comet, Richard and Guespin formally
modelled biological regulatory networks using graphs and analysed CTL proper-
ties of the model using the SMV model-checker [16].
David Harel et al. [63, 95] used statecharts and LSC (Live Sequence Charts) to
model and verify biological models. Harel proposed the task of fully modelling
a muti-cellular animal as a grand challenge in computing [54]. He proposed to
model Caenorhabditis elegans nematode worm (C. elegans) as grand challenge
case study. C. elegans is very well-defined in terms of anatomy and genetics. In
his long-term proposal, Harel suggested to employ formal verification technique
to compute ways to satisfy a desired scenario. Harel et al. started with modelling
C. elegans vulval development, which occurs during egg development [63, 64]. By
combining the state-based approach of statecharts and scenario-based approach
in LSC, they performed in silico experiments with their model and compared the
result with data observed from in vivo experiments [95, 41, 42].
Bodei, Bracciali and Chiarugi [18] offered a simple formalism to model-check
causality in biological systems. Their formalism was implemented in Prolog, using
Horn-clauses to represent chemical reactions in biological systems. They modelled
the metabolic network of E. coli K-12 genes. They simulated gene knock-out and
compared the result with the in vitro experiment. Gene knock-out is important
to find out which genes are essential to produce a specific metabolite. Some
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genes are even essential for the life and death of the cell. Since Bodei, Bracciali
and Chiarugi only focus on causality, many details are abstracted away in their
approach.
To perform quantitative model-checking on a system Kwiatkowska, Norman and
Parker developed a probabilistic model checker called PRISM [67]. In PRISM,
models can be defined by using either discrete-time Markov chains (DTMCs),
Markov decision processes (MDP) or continuous-time Markov chains (DTMCs).
PRISM has been successfully used to model and analyse several biological case
studies: FGF (Fibroblast Growth Factor) signalling pathway [57], 3-way biochem-
ical oscillator [6], MAPK cascade [66] and mRNA translation [19]. Although all
these case studies show the success of modelling and analysing quantitative as-
pects of biological systems, there is one common limitation of the approach. In
order to avoid the state explosion problem, the state space is reduced by limiting
the number of molecular species or the number of molecules for each molecular
species involved in the system.
1.2 Modelling Biological Systems at Different
Levels of Representation
Most approaches described in Section 1.1 use texts and plots to show results.
Although texts and plots provide detailed information on specific aspects of the
analysed biological system, they are often inadequate when the aim is to acquire
global knowledge about the high-level organisation and dynamics of the biological
system. For example, in most experiments the analyst can only vary molecular
concentrations in the environment and within cells, whereas the aim of the ex-
periment or simulation may be to observe the resultant behaviour of cells or even
the whole organ or organism. Such high-level behaviours can be better described
through two or three dimensional visualisation/animation rather than using texts
and plots.
The work on visualisation of biological systems started in 1968, when Aristid Lin-
denmayer defined his famous formal model of plant development which is called
L-systems (or Lindenmayer systems) [70, 71]. L-systems have successfully been
used to model the growth of parts of a plant, without dealing with the molecular
interactions triggering the growth. Only interactions between the plants cells and
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external factors in the environment are taken into account [52, 86, 44].
Slepchenko, Schaff, Macara and Loew developed a tool to visualise cellular sys-
tems according to a model of the system at the molecular level [98]. This tool,
which is called Virtual Cell, is based on a deterministic numerical simulation of
the model, which is defined by using differential equations.
David Harel and his group developed an approach in modelling at different levels
of representation [55]. They used object oriented approach and defined the cell as
the basic building block of their approach. Their approach uses scenario to define
system behaviour and uses animation on a 2-dimensional grid [2]. Scenarios define
cell behaviour related with interactions between molecules in the environment
and their receptors on cell membranes. Another interesting application of their
approach is the modelling of pancreatic organogenesis [97]. In this application
they show how molecular interactions affect cell growth and, in the end, affect
the growth of mammalian pancreas. A three dimensional visualisation is used to
visualise the pancreatic organogenesis process.
In both Virtual Cell and the works of Harel and his group visualisation of the
higher level behaviour of a biological system is triggered by the behaviour of the
system at the lower level. This kind of research brings in silico biology closer to
in vivo and in vitro biology. However, those two approaches are deterministic,
whereas real biological systems are stochastic.
Michel, Spicher and Giavitto use rule-based programming language MGS to
model and simulate the λ phage genetic switch [75]. They present a multilevel
model of the system; a molecular level defined by using built-in Gillespie’s al-
gorithm (which is a stochastic algorithm) and a population of cells level defined
by using GBF (Group Based Field) and Delaunay topological collections. The
result of a simulation can be printed into a file, which later can be visualised by
using another tool.
1.3 Modelling Population Dynamics of Biologi-
cal Systems
Research in population biology aims to study factors that affect the dynamics of a
population of individuals and how to regulate the population size. Mathematical
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models are often used as tools to predict population dynamics. Population dy-
namics modelling and analysis are usually important for the following purposes:
• controlling the spread of a disease,
• conservation of endangered species,
• predicting the economical impacts of the population dynamics.
Diseases like Malaria and Dengue are rapidly spread by mosquitoes. Female
mosquitoes need blood to oviposit and humans are the main source of blood for
these mosquitoes. A few models of mosquito population have been proposed [1,
68]. Some works have also connected the population models to disease spread [60,
43].
In the case of insect population models scientists have to deal with more uncer-
tainties than in the models of bigger animals. For instance, mosquitoes usually
spend their immature stages in water and field data about their immature stages
are not available. The result of simulating these models can only be compared
with real data for adult mosquitoes.
Armstrong and his group monitored the population of some birds in New Zealand
and proposed a population model based on the data [5, 4, 3]. By comparing the
simulation result of their model with the real data they calibrate the parameters of
the model. They considered factors such as population density, age, and gender.
Jenouvrier, Barbraud, Cazelles and Weimerskirch proposed a model of seabird
population by considering the stages in the bird’s development and climate factors
in the model [61].
Economy also affects population of some animals. Many animal products are
traded legally or illegally. Some research have started to model animal population
by considering economical factors. Examples of this kind of research are modelling
the effect of legalising markets to the population of some animals [58, 94].
All approaches described above are deterministic.There are also some approaches
that model nondeterminism in the systems using formal methods. Barbuti et al.
[10] extend P Systems with features typical of timed automata with the purpose
of describing periodic environmental events such as changes of seasons. Cardona
et al proposed a formal modelling approach based on P systems and applied
it to model the population dynamics of bearded vulture in the Pyrenees [25].
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McCaig, Norman and Shankland [74] present a process algebraic approach to the
modelling of population dynamics.
1.4 Contributions of the Thesis
This thesis focuses on the use of Calculi of Looping Sequences to quantitatively
model and analyse biological systems. Simulation is still used in our approach,
but we also propose the use of model checking [14]. In Chapter 3, to deal with
the large size of the state space we propose the use of statistical model checking.
This requires a compact representation of system states and the definition of an
operational semantics for Stochastic CLS based on such compact representation.
The second contribution of this thesis is the definition of an approach based on
Spatial CLS to model a biological system at different levels of representation [13].
This approach, presented in Chapter 4, is stochastic and supports visualisation
of the system. In this way we provide a modelling approach that makes the
presentation of experimental results close to what we observe with in vitro and
in vivo experiments.
In Chapter 5, we propose an approach to model population dynamics of animals.
We define a general approach to deal with environmental factors, which are not
controlled by the simulation algorithm but affect the rates of events in the model.
To handle this new context we extend Stochastic CLS with a list of external events
modelling environmental factors. In this way we can use real environmental data
such as temperature and rainfall to calibrate the parameters in our model and
then compare the simulation results with real data [12].
Chapter 2
Background
The goal of this thesis is to explore the use of Calculi of Looping Sequences to
model biological systems. We define biological systems as systems that contain
organisms inside them or subsystems of any organism. Examples of these sys-
tems may include an organism that interacts with its environment, a part of an
organism, a population of an organism living in a specific area, or the interaction
between populations within an ecosystem.
A given structure from Calculi of Looping Sequences may be mapped to different
structures in biological systems. In this chapter we start by introducing some
domains in which Calculi of Looping Sequences can be applied to model biological
systems. For each domain we identify the important factors of biological systems
that need to be modelled. Then we explain the Stochastic Simulation Algorithm
defined by Gillespie. This algorithm becomes the basis of all algorithms we will
develop in later chapters. Finally we explain the syntax of the Stochastic and
Spatial CLS, two variants of Calculi of Looping Sequences that we will use in later
chapters, and gives an introduction of Maude, the language that will be used to
implement our approach, and LTL, a logic that we will use to define properties
about our model.
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2.1 Application Domains
We introduce two application domains of biological systems in which our approach
can be applied: Cell Biology and Population Biology.
2.1.1 Cell Biology
The origin of cell biology dates back to 1655 when Robert Hooke observed cells for
the first time while watching a cork tree through a primitive microscope. Hooke
is therefore credited with the discovery of cells. In 1838 Schleiden and Schwann
proposed a theory called Cell Theory, which states that:
(i) All life forms are made from one or more cells.
(ii) Cells only arise from pre-existing cells.
(iii) The cell is the smallest form of life.
Cell theory has become one of the foundations of biology. It defines life forms
and the importance of cells in life forms. Figure 2.11 shows some major events
in cell biology.
In biology, organisms (life forms) are divided into prokaryotes and eukaryotes.
Prokaryotes are organisms that do not have cell nuclei. They are divided into
bacteria and archaea. Bacteria and archaea are both unicellular organisms. They
have outer cell membranes, but lack of internal membranes. Eukaryotes are
organisms whose cells have nuclei. They could be unicellular or multicellular.
Animals, plants, fungi and protists are eukaryotes. Figure 2.22 and 2.33 show the
differences in the structures of prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells.
Cell membrane (or plasma membrane) plays an important role in cell biology.
Its function is similar to the skin in our body. It also plays a role as a selective
boundary, by regulating what can enter and exit the cell. It contains proteins
and lipids.
1taken from http://202.114.65.51/fzjx/wsw/website/bioproject/cell bio/tutorials/cells/cells3.html
2taken from http://www.the-simple-homeschool.com/study-cell-biology.html
3taken from http://www.williamsclass.com/SeventhScienceWork/CellTheoryParts.htm
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Figure 2.1: Major Events in Cell Biology
The main content of a eukaryotic cell is a fluid region called cytoplasm. Cytoplasm
is the internal part of eukaryotic cells excluding nuclei and consists of cytosol or
intracellular fluid (more than 50%), which is the liquid found inside cells, and
organelles. Prokaryotic cells contain cytosol but do not contain organelles inside
the cells. Most cellular activities occur in cytosol.
Organelles are intracellular structures surrounded by membranes. Their function
is similar to the function of organs of human body (from which they get their
name). Some examples of organelles are:
• cell nucleus, which contains most of the DNA,
• mitochondria, whose function is as the center of the oxidation of cellular
”fuel” molecules and also contains a small part of DNA,
• Golgi apparatus, which plays a key role in the processing and packaging of
molecules in view of their delivery to other organelles or their secretion by
the cell,
• ribosome, translates RNA into functional proteins,
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Figure 2.2: The structure of a eukaryotic cell
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Figure 2.3: The structure of a prokaryotic cell
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• smooth Endoplasmic Reticulum (smooth ER), whose functions are to detox-
ify drugs and toxic compounds, and also to synthesize lipids, steroids and
phospholipids,
• rough Endoplasmic Reticulum (rough ER),whose functions are to synthesize
proteins for cell secretion and cell membrane,
• endosomes, vesicular organelles which perform the sorting and the transport
of materials collected by endocytosis, or issued from Golgi apparatus, before
producing lysosomes,
• lysosomes, degrades proteins that are no longer necessary or are a danger
to the cell,
• peroxisomes, breaks down cells that that can be dangerous.
2.1.2 Population Biology
Another field of biology in which modelling and verification of biological systems
are expected to help is population biology. Population biology is the study of
populations of organisms, especially the regulation of population size and life
history traits. Population dynamics is the branch of population biology that
studies short- and long-term changes in the size and age composition of popula-
tions, and the biological and environmental processes influencing those changes.
Models in population dynamics usually deal with some parameters that control
the population, such as:
• birth rate,
• mortality rate or death rate, which includes natural mortality and non
natural mortality rate,
• carrying capacity, which is the number of organisms that the environment
can sustain indefinitely, given the food, habitat, water and other necessities
available in the environment.
Many environmental factors affect populations. Organisms in a population com-
pete for food, air, space, which are limited in the environment. The competition
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among organisms of the same kind is related with the population density. Other
factors such as temperature and rainfall rate also play an important part in creat-
ing an ideal condition for the organism growth and reproduction, and thus affect
birth rate and mortality rate.
Models of population dynamics are important tools in wildlife management. The
purpose of wildlife management is to maintain the wild species at desirable levels.
It is important for game keeping, wildlife conservation and pest control. Game
keeping aims to manage an area for hunting. Wildlife conservation aims to protect
species from excessive rates of extinction. Pest control is the regulation of a
species that is harmful for humans health, the ecology or economy.
Modelling a population is also useful for studying the spread of diseases. Some
animals play important roles as disease vectors. Models of their population dy-
namics can be used to study the effectiveness of human attempts to control the
population size, such as using pesticides or source reduction (limiting the breeding
sites).
2.2 Simulating Biochemical Reactions
At molecular level, interactions between molecular populations in a biological
system occur through biochemical reactions. To perform in silico analysis of a
biological system, the behaviour of the system must be simulated. The problem
of simulating chemically reacting system is stated by Gillespie [48] as follows:
A volume V contains a mixture of N chemical species S1, . . . , SN which can
interreact through M chemical reaction channels (R1, . . . , RM). Given the initial
numbers of molecules of each species, what will these molecular population levels
be at any later time?
There are two main approaches to simulate the behaviour of a biological system.
The first approach assumes that the time evolution of a biological system is con-
tinuous and deterministic. This approach defines the relation between molecular
population and time by using differential equations. By solving the set of dif-
ferential equations, we can simulate the behaviour of a biological system over
time.
The second approach regards time evolution of a chemically reacting system as
discrete and stochastic. The most common approach to the stochastic simulation
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of chemical reactions is the one proposed by Gillespie [47]. In his Stochastic
Simulation Algorithm, the state of the system is represented by a vector X(t) =
(X1(t), · · · , XN(t)), where Xi(t) represents the number of Si molecules in V at
time t. Gillespie assumed that for every reaction channel Rµ, there is a constant
cµ such that cµdt is the average probability a particular combination of reactant
molecules in Rµ will react accordingly in the next infinitesimal time interval
dt. To calculate the probability that a reaction Rµ will occur in V in the next
infinitesimal time interval (t, t+ dt), we must multiply cµdt by the total number
of distinct combinations of Rµ reactant molecules in V at time t. For instance,
the probability that the reaction
R1 : S1 + S2
c1−→ 2S1
will occur in a volume with X1 molecules of S1 and X2 of S2 in the next in-
finitesimal time interval (t, t + dt) is X1X2c1dt. The probability that its inverse
reaction
R2 : 2S1
c2−→ S1 + S2
will occur in the next infinitesimal time interval (t, t+ dt) is X1(X1−1)
2
c2dt.
Given that X(t) = x, the total number of distinct combinations of reactant
molecules in Rµ is denoted with hµ(x). Gillespie defined the propensity function
aµ(x) for reaction Rµ as the product of hµ(x) and cµ, such that aµ(x) dt is
the probability that one Rµ reaction will occur in the next infinitesimal time
interval [t, t+dt). Propensity functions are used by Gillespie to define his famous
Stochastic Simulaton Algorithm (SSA). Given an initial state, SSA simulates
the dynamics of a biological system by repeatedly answering the following two
questions:
• When will the next reaction occur?
• What reaction will occur next?
There are a few ways to implement Gillespie’s SSA. In this thesis we will use
Direct Method [48] as the basis of our simulation algorithms.
2.2.1 Direct Method
Let a0(x) =
∑M
i=1 ai(x), t be the current simulation time, t+τ represent the time
for the next reaction to occur and Rµ represents the reaction to occur at time
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t+τ . Gillespie showed in his paper [48] that the time of the next reaction to occur
is exponentially distributed with parameter a0(x). Gillespie used a general Monte
Carlo method called inversion method to compute the exponentially distributed
τ and µ from two uniformly distributed random numbers as follows:
τ =
1
a0(x)
ln(
1
r1
) (2.1)
µ = the integer for which
µ−1∑
v=1
av(x) < r2a0(x) ≤
µ∑
v=1
av(x) (2.2)
where r1, r2 ∈ U [0, 1] are two real values generated by a random number genera-
tor.
Algorithm 2.1. Direct Method Algorithm
Step 0 Input M values representing reaction constants c1, . . . , cM , and N values
representing initial molecular population numbers X1, . . . , XN . Input the
duration of simulation total time and initialise simulation time t to 0.
Step 1 Calculate propensities ai(x) for i = 1 to M . Calculate the sum of all
propensities a0(x).
Step 2 Generate two random numbers r1 and r2 and calculate time increment
τ and the index of next reaction µ.
Step 3 Increase simulation time t by τ . If t > total time then stop simulation,
otherwise execute the next reaction Rµ, update X1, . . . , XN accordingly and
return to Step 1.
2.2.2 Other Methods to Implement Gillespie’s SSA
The second method to implement Gillespie’s SSA is called the First Reaction
Method. The algorithm that implements this method generates a tentative time
τi for each reaction channel Ri to occur, that is a time at which a reaction will
occur if no other reaction occurred first.
τj =
1
aj(x)
ln(
1
rj
) (j = 1, . . . ,M) (2.3)
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where r1, . . . , rM are randomly generated values ∈ [0, 1]. Then the smallest value
τ is selected from {τ1, . . . , τM} and µ is the index of such smallest τµ = τ . This
method is less efficient than the first method, since in every step we have to
calculate M tentative reaction times, but only one is used.
Gibson and Bruck [46] developed another method for implementing an algorithm
called the Next Reaction Method. They modified the First Reaction Method
by storing the M − 1 tentative reaction times which were not used by the First
Reaction Method within a data structure that supports efficient operations on
the data. The stored reaction times are used in later computations. The resulting
algorithm is more efficient than the First Reaction Method.
The three implementations of Gillespie’s algorithm are exact simulations of the
system: every step in the simulation corresponds to a reaction occurring in the
system. More recently, Gillespie also developed an approximate method to sim-
ulate chemically reacting systems, which he called the τ-leap Method [49]. In
the τ -leap Method, several reactions may occur for each step of the simulation.
In this thesis we choose the Direct Method as the algorithm to simulate biological
systems behaviour. However we will see in the next chapters that the nature of
biological systems we are going to analyse and the kinds of analysis we intend to
perform require some modifications on the original algorithm.
2.3 Calculi of Looping Sequences
Calculi of Looping Sequences were first introduced in Milazzo’s PhD thesis [76].
Milazzo’s objective was to develop a formalism that is powerful enough to model
cells, but has a simple syntax and semantics. Milazzo started by describing
Full CLS. Terms in Full CLS were defined by using combinations of 4 opera-
tors: sequencing, parallel composition, looping and containment. The parallel
composition operator was the same as the one used in other formalisms such
as the pi-Calculus and Brane Calculi. Sequencing makes Calculi of Looping Se-
quences different from other formalisms and is inspired by the structure of some
molecules. For instance, DNA and proteins are best modelled as sequences. The
looping operator is used to model a membrane-like structure and is always applied
together with the containment operator. In this way membrane-like structures
that contain other elements such as cells and nuclei can be modelled.
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Full CLS has a complex set of congruence relations. This complexity was devel-
oped to overcome the ambiguities arising in the syntax. CLS is a subset of Full
CLS, that is not as complex as Full CLS. Since both Full CLS and CLS are Turing
Complete, they have the same expressiveness. Everything that can be modelled
using Full-CLS, can also be modelled using CLS and vice versa. However, using
Full-CLS to model a biological system is easier than using CLS.
Some cases in cell biology cannot be modelled by using CLS. For example, in
protein interactions proteins are represented by nodes with a fixed number of
domains. These domains determine which other proteins they can interact with.
To be able to model protein interactions at the domain level, CLS was extended
with a labelling mechanism that can represent linked elements. These variant of
CLS is called LCLS (Calculus of Linked Looping Sequences).
Another variant of CLS is CLS+. CLS+ extends CLS by allowing application of
looping operator to parallel composition of sequences. This formalism supports
modelling membranes more naturally.
The last extension of CLS in Milazzo’s thesis is Stochastic CLS. Stochastic CLS
supports modelling quantitative aspects of cells such as time and probabilities.
CLS models the structure of cells in two dimensional space. It does not cope
with the exact position of objects in the membrane. Pardini [81] extended CLS
with some topology to allow modelling exact positions of objects. The formalism,
which is called Spatial CLS, allows modelling in n-dimensional space. It extends
Stochastic CLS with spatial information and a semantics to handle collision be-
tween objects.
In this section we explain three variants of the calculi: CLS, Stochastic CLS and
Spatial CLS. All variants will be used as modelling formalisms in next sections.
2.3.1 CLS
We start by defining the syntax of sequences and terms, the basic building blocks
of CLS. We assume the existence of a possibly infinite set of symbols E . These
symbols are the basic entities to define complex terms.
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Definition 2.1. Sequences S and Terms T are defined as follows:
S ::= 
∣∣ S · S ∣∣ a
T ::= S
∣∣ (T)L c T ∣∣ T | T
where  represents the empty sequence and a ∈ E . We denote the set of all terms
with T , and the set of all sequences with S.
Terms are used to model the states of biological systems. There are three opera-
tors in CLS. The sequencing operator · is used to model ordered structures. The
parallel composition operator | is used to model a mixture of elements. The
looping and containment operator is used to model a structure which has two
compartments. A term
(
T1
)L c T2 models a structure (modelled by the term T2)
in a compartment surrounded by another structure (modelled by T1) in another
compartment. Structure T1 is called the loop part and structure T2 is called the
content part .
It is possible to represent the same structure by using syntactically different terms.
In CLS we use structural congruence relations to define equivalence between
terms.
Definition 2.2. The structural congruence relations ≡S and ≡ are the least con-
gruence relations on sequences and on terms, respectively, satisfying the following
rules:
S1 · (S2 · S3) ≡S (S1 · S2) · S3 S ·  ≡S  · S ≡S S
S1 ≡S S2 implies S1 ≡ S2
T1 | T2 ≡ T2 | T1 T1 | (T2 | T3) ≡ (T1 | T2) | T3
T |  ≡ T ()L c  ≡ 
To model the behaviour of a biological system, we use rewrite rules. Rewrite
rules are used to modify the term that represents the state of the system.
Before defining rewrite rules, we define patterns. A pattern is a term which may
contain variables. We assume a set of all term variables TV ranged over by
X, Y, Z, . . ..
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Definition 2.3. Patterns P and Term Patterns TP are defined as follows:
TP ::= S
∣∣ (P)L c P ∣∣ TP | TP
P ::= TP
∣∣ TP | X
where X ∈ TV . We denote with P the set of all patterns. We denote with Var(P )
the set of variables in P .
Definition 2.4. An instantiation is a partial function σ : TV → T . We denote
with Σ the set of all possible instantiations.
Given P ∈ P , we denote with Pσ the term obtained by replacing all variables
X ∈ Var(P ) with σ(X). We use patterns to define CLS rewrite rules.
Definition 2.5. A rewrite rule is a pair (P1, P2), denoted with P1 7→ P2, where
P1, P2 ∈ P and such that Var(P2) ⊆ Var(P1).
Definition 2.6. The semantics of CLS is the least labelled transition relation →
on terms, satisfying the following inference rules:
1.
P1 7→ P2 ∈ R, σ ∈ Σ, P1σ 6≡ 
P1σ → P2σ
2.
T1 → T2
T1 | T3 → T2 | T3
3.
T1 → T2(
T3
)L c T1 → (T3)L c T2
4.
T1 → T2(
T1
)L c T3 → (T2)L c T3
Note that there are other variants of CLS [8, 7], whose syntaxes are different from
the syntax we define here. The syntax we define here is taken from the paper by
Basuki, Cerone and Milazzo [14]. In Definition 2.3, we put a restriction in the
syntax of patterns such that in the top level and also in every compartment there
is at most one variable. We use the syntax and semantic of CLS as the basis for
syntax and semantics of Stochastic CLS. This restriction simplifies the semantics
of Stochastic CLS and the translation of CLS into Maude.
Now we can model a biological system as a pair (T,R), where T is a term repre-
senting the state of the system and R is a set of rewrite rules representing events
or reactions that may occur in the system.
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2.3.2 Stochastic CLS
We extend the definition of rewrite rules in CLS with rates. In Stochastic CLS the
syntax of sequences and terms, the congruence relations, the syntax of patterns
and the definition of instantiation are the same as in CLS.
Definition 2.7. A rewrite rule is a triple (P1, k, P2), denoted with P1
k7→P2, where
P1, P2 ∈ P, k ∈ R and such that Var(P2) ⊆ Var(P1).
We won’t use the semantics of Stochastic CLS that has been previously de-
fined [8, 7]. We will instead define an operational semantics for Stochastic CLS
in Chapter 3. This new semantics will be used to implement the formalism more
efficiently.
2.3.3 Spatial CLS
We start by defining the syntax of terms. We assume a possibly infinite alphabet E
of symbols ranged over by a, b, c, . . . and a setM of names of movement functions.
Each symbol represents an atomic component of the system.
Definition 2.8. Terms T , Branes B and Sequences S are given by the following
grammar:
T ::= λ
∣∣ (S)d ∣∣ (B)Ld c T
∣∣ T | T
B ::= λ
∣∣ (S)d ∣∣ B | B
S ::= 
∣∣ a ∣∣ S · S
where a is a generic element of E ,  represents the empty sequence, λ represents
the empty term, and d ∈ D = ((Rn×M)∪ {.})×R+. We denote with T , B and
S the infinite set of terms, branes and sequences.
There are four operators in the formalism. A sequencing operator · is used to
compose some components of the system in a structure that has the properties of
a sequence. For instance, sequencing can be used to model DNA/RNA strands or
proteins. The spatial information operator ( ) attaches spatial information to a
sequence to form a term. The looping-containment operator
( )L c is applied to
one brane, one spatial information and one term. Looping-containment allows the
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modelling of a membrane and its content and also attaches spatial information to
the membrane. Finally the parallel composition operator | is used to compose
juxtaposition of entities in the system. Brackets can be used to indicate the order
of application of the operators, and we assume
( )L c to have precedence over
| .
In Spatial CLS there are two kinds of terms, positional and non-positional terms.
Positional terms have spatial information, while non-positional terms do not. A
term with a ‘.‘ in its spatial information represents a non-positional term.
Every positional term is assumed to occupy a space, modelled as a sphere. The
spatial information of a term contains three parts: the position of the centre
of the sphere, its radius and a movement function. In this way every object
is assumed to have an autonomous movement. Variable d in the above syntax
models such spatial information. In this thesis we only consider terms without
autonomous movement. Therefore, we can omit movement functions from our
spatial information.
We now define patterns, which are terms enriched with variables. We distinguish
between normal variables and position variables. A normal variable can either be
a symbol variable, a sequence variable, a brane variable or a term variable. We
assume the following sets of normal variables: X for symbol variables x, y, . . .,
SV for sequence variables x˜, y˜, . . ., BV for brane variables X¯, Y¯ , . . ., and TV for
term variables X, Y, . . .. We denote with V = X ∪ SV ∪ BV ∪ TV the set of
all normal variables. We denote with PV the set of all position variables ranged
over by u, v, . . ..
Definition 2.9. An instantiation function for normal variables in V is a partial
function σ : V → T ∪B∪S∪E that respects the type of variables. An instantiation
function for position variables in PV is a partial function τ : PV → D.
We denote with Σ the set of all instantiation functions for normal variables and
with T the set of all instantiation functions for position variables.
Definition 2.10. Left Brane Patterns BPL, Sequence Patterns SP and Right
Brane Patterns BPR are given by the following grammar:
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BPL ::= (SP )u
∣∣ BPL | BPL
BPR ::= (SP )g
∣∣ BPR | BPR
SP ::= 
∣∣ a ∣∣ SP · SP ∣∣ x˜ ∣∣ x
where u ∈ PV , x ∈ X , x˜ ∈ SV and g ∈ T
Definition 2.11. Left Patterns PL and Right Patterns PR are given by the
following grammar:
PL ::= (SP )u
∣∣ (BPLX)Lu c PLX
∣∣ PL | PL
BPLX ::= BPL
∣∣ BPL | X¯ ∣∣ X¯
PLX ::= PL
∣∣ PL | X
PR ::= 
∣∣ (SP )g ∣∣ (BPRX)Lg c PR
∣∣ PR | PR ∣∣ X ∣∣ X¯
BPRX ::= BPR
∣∣ BPR | X¯ ∣∣ X¯
where u ∈ PV , X ∈ TV , X¯ ∈ BV and g ∈ T.
We denote the sets of all left patterns by PL, and by PR the set of all right
patterns. We denote by Var(P ) the set of all variables appearing in a pattern P ,
including position variables from PV .
Definition 2.12. A rewrite rule is a 4-tuple (fc, PL, PR, k), usually written as
[fc]PL
k7→ PR
where fc : Σ ∪ T → {tt, ff}, k ∈ R+, Var(PR) ⊆ Var(PL), and each function
g appearing in PR refers only to position variables in Var(PL). A rewrite rule
whose left and right hand sides are brane patterns is called a brane (rewrite) rule.
Rewrite rules are used to define reactions that may occur in a system. The left
pattern of a rule is matched against the term that represents the current state
of the system, to check its applicability. It is possible to define a rewrite rule
that has a precondition defined by fc. A precondition is checked against any
term matches in the left pattern of a rule. Finally the right pattern of the rule
is matched with the term representing system state, and the system moves to
the new state (the result of matching the right pattern of the rewrite rule with
the old system state). The rate constant k models the propensity of a reaction.
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The value 1/k represents the expected duration of a reaction involving reactant
combinations.
Barbuti, Maggiolo-Schettini, Milazzo and Pardini [9] define a semantics for Spa-
tial CLS, as a Probabilistic Transition System. In this semantics, they consider
each evolution step of a biological system as composed of two phases: (1) applica-
tion of at most one reaction; (2) updating of positions according to the movement
functions. In this thesis we omit movement functions, thus simplifying the evo-
lution step into one phase only.
The combination of looping and containment operators and parallel composition
operators in Spatial CLS defines a notion of layers in the terms. The parallel
composition operators model the objects as multisets, while the looping and
containment operators create boundaries between these multisets. Objects within
the same boundary are considered to be in the same layer. We need to define
some functions in order to calculate the rate of a rule application. In the following
definitions, we denote the multiset of top-level elements appearing in a pattern
P by P¯, and assume the function n : T × T → N such that n(T1, T2) gives
the number of times T1 appears at top-layer in T2. We define τ as instantiation
function for position variables and σ as instantiation function for other variables.
comb(PL1 | PL2, τ, σ) = comb(PL1, τ, σ) · comb(PL2, τ, σ)
comb(
(
BPLX
)L
u
c PLX , τ, σ) = comb′(BPLX , τ, σ) · comb′(PLX , τ, σ)
comb(SPu, τ, σ) = 1
comb(PL | U, τ, σ) =
∏
T∈PLτσ
(
n((PL|U)τσ, T )
n(PLτσ, T )
)
· comb(PL, τ, σ),
U ∈ BV ∪ TV
comb′(PL, τ, σ) = comb(PL, τ, σ)
binom(T1, T2, T3) =
∏
T∈T1
∏
n(T3,T )
i=1
n(T2,T )+i
n(T2,T )−n(T1,T )+i
Given a finite set of rewrite rules R, let RB ⊆ R be the set of all brane rules and
let
R,T,c→ with R ∈ R, T ∈ T and c ∈ N, be the least labelled transition relation
on terms satisfying inference rules in Figure 2.4.
Definition 2.13. The set of all reactions enabled in a state T using rewrite rule
R is
Appl(R, T ) = {(Tr, c, T ′)|T R,T,c−−−→ T ′ ∧ Tr is a subterm of T}
.
The number m
(R)
T of different reactant combinations enabled in state T, for a
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(R : [fc]PL
k7→ PR) ∈ R fc(σ) = tt τ ∈ T σ ∈ Σ
PLτσ
R,PLτσ,comb(PL,τ,σ)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ PRτσ
B
R,T,c−−−→ B′ R ∈ RB T1 R,T,c−−−→ T ′1
(
B
)L
d
c T1
R,
(
B
)L
d
c T1,c−−−−−−−−→ (B′)L
d
c T ′1
(
B
)L
d
c T1
R,
(
B
)L
d
c T1,c−−−−−−−−→ (B′)L
d
c T1
T1
R,T,c−−−→ T ′1
T1 | T2 R,T,c·binom(T,T1,T2)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ T ′1 | T2
Figure 2.4: Inference rules used for calculating rates of rewrite rules
reaction R, and the total number mT of reactions considering a set of rules R,
are defined as:
m
(R)
T =
∑
(Tr,c,T ′)∈Appl(R,T )
c
and
mT =
∑
R∈R
m
(R)
T
Let T describe the state of the system at a certain step, and kR denote the rate
associated with a rewrite rule R. At each step of the evolution of the system, in
order to assume that at most one reaction can occur, we have to choose a time
interval δt such that (
∑
R∈R kRm
(R)
T )δt ≤ 1. Given a set of rewrite rules R, we
choose an arbitrary value N such that for each rule R ∈ R it holds 0 < kR/N ≤ 1.
Then we compute the time interval for a step as δt = 1/NmT , thus satisfying the
above condition. The value of N also determines the maximum permitted length
of each step as 1/N time units.
The probability that no reaction happens in the time interval δt is:
p¯T = 1−
∑
R∈R
(
∑
(Tr,c,T ′)∈Appl(R,T )
kR
NmT
c)
and the probability P (T1 → T2, t) of reaching state T2 from T1 within a time
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interval δt after t is such that:
P (T1 → T2, t) =
∑
R∈R
(
∑
(Tr,c,T2)∈Appl(R,T1)
kR
NmT1
c) +
{
p¯T1 if T1 = T2
0 otherwise
The semantics of Spatial CLS is given by a Probabilistic Transition System de-
fined as follows.
Definition 2.14. Given a finite set of rewrite rules R, the semantics of Spatial
CLS is the least relation satisfying the following inference rules:
(Tr, c, T2) ∈ Appl(R, T1) R ∈ R
p = P (T1 → T2, t) δt = 1NmT1
〈T1, t〉 p→ 〈T2, t+ δt〉
p = P (T → T ′, t) δt = 1
N max(1,mT1 )
〈T, t〉 p→ 〈T ′, t+ δt〉
Now we can define a Spatial CLS model as a pair (T,R), where T is a term
representing the current state of the biological system of interest and R is a set
of rewrite rules describing the events which may cause the system to evolve.
2.4 LTL Model Checking
Model checking is an automatic technique for verifying finite-state concurrent
systems [32]. More recently some approaches have been developed to model-
check infinite-state systems. However, in this thesis we focus on systems with a
finite number of states.
Temporal logic is the most common logic used to express properties of state
transition systems. Therefore it is widely used in model checking. This section
will introduce LTL (Linear Time Temporal Logic), the variant of temporal logic
that will be used in this thesis. The syntax of LTL used here is the syntax defined
in the Maude manual [33], while its semantics is taken from a book by Clarke,
Grumberg and Peled [32].
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LTL is an extension of Propositional Logic. It uses propositions to represent
properties of a system that are true at a particular state. Like other temporal
logics, it does not mention time explicitly in its syntax. Temporal logics view time
as a sequence of states. Some temporal operators are used to define modalities
like eventually or never. These operators are combined with boolean connectives
and propositions to form formulae.
Given a set AP of atomic propositions, boolean connectives ∨ and ¬, and tempo-
ral operators © (next) and U (until), we can define all LTL formulae LTL(AP )
as follows:
• > ∈ LTL(AP ),
• if p ∈ AP then p ∈ LTL(AP )
• if ϕ ∈ LTL(AP ) then ©ϕ ∈ LTL(AP )
• if ϕ, ψ ∈ LTL(AP ) then ϕ U ψ ∈ LTL(AP )
• if ϕ ∈ LTL(AP ) then ¬ϕ ∈ LTL(AP )
• if ϕ, ψ ∈ LTL(AP ) then ϕ ∨ ψ ∈ LTL(AP )
The semantics of an LTL formula is associated with a model. A model is a state
transition system representing the system of interest. A model M is a triple
(S,R, L), where S is the set of states, R ⊆ S × S is the transition relation and
L : S → 2AP is a function that labels each state in S with a set of atomic propo-
sitions true in that state. A path pi inM is an infinite sequence of states s0, s1, . . .
such that for every i ≥ 0, (si, si+1) ∈ R. If f is an LTL formula, then the notation
M, s |= f means that f holds at state s in model M . The relation |= is defined
inductively as follows.
M, s |= > for all s ∈ S
M, s |= p iff p ∈ L(s)
M, s |=©f iff M, s′ |= f for all s′ such that (s, s′) ∈ R
M, s |= f1 U f2 iff for all path pi starting from s there is a k ≥ 0 such that
pi = s, s1, s2, . . . , sk, . . . and M, sk |= f2 and for all 0 ≤ j < k
M, sj |= f1
Definitions of other LTL operators can be derived from the above minimal set of
connectives as follows.
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• Other Boolean connectives
– ⊥ = ¬>
– ϕ ∧ ψ = ¬((¬ϕ) ∨ (¬ψ))
– ϕ→ ψ = (¬ϕ) ∨ ψ
– ϕ↔ ψ = ¬((¬((¬ϕ) ∨ ψ)) ∨ (¬((¬ψ) ∨ ϕ)))
• Other temporal operators
– Eventually : ♦ϕ = > Uϕ
– Henceforth : ϕ = ¬♦¬ϕ
– Release : ϕ R ψ = ¬((¬ϕ) U (¬ψ))
– Unless : ϕ W ψ = (ϕ U ψ) ∨ (ϕ)
– Leads-to : ϕ ψ = (ϕ→ (♦ψ))
– Strong-implication : ϕ⇒ ψ = (ϕ→ ψ)
– Strong-equivalence : ϕ⇔ ψ = (ϕ↔ ψ)
2.5 An Introduction to Maude
Maude [33] is a specification language, equipped with efficient analysis tools,
which supports three modelling paradigms: algebraic style (via equations), rewrite
logic (via rewrite rules) and object-oriented paradigm (via classes and messages).
System components are modelled in Maude as modules. A functional module
is a Maude module that contains only the signature and equations of a system.
The signature specifies type structure (in terms of sorts, subsorts and kinds) and
operators. Equations are applied from left to right to simplify expressions. Func-
tional modules are enclosed by keywords fmod and endfm. A system module is a
functional module enriched with rewrite rules. System modules are enclosed by
keywords mod and endm. An object-oriented module is basically a system mod-
ule, equipped with a richer syntax to define classes (and objects), messages and
configurations of objects and messages. Object-oriented modules are enclosed by
keywords omod and endom.
Real-Time Maude [79] extends Maude by introducing two more kinds of module,
timed modules and object-oriented timed modules. Timed modules are enclosed
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by keywords tmod and endtm, and object-oriented timed modules are enclosed by
keywords tomod and endtom. Any timed module or object-oriented timed module
automatically imports a predefined TIME module, which defines abstract time
domains. We can choose between two kinds of time domain: discrete time, which
uses natural numbers, and dense time, which uses positive rational numbers.
Maude recognises two varieties of types: sorts, which correspond to well-defined
data, and kinds, which may contain error elements. We can define hierarchical
relations between sorts using subsort relations. For example, the subsort relations
between natural numbers, integers and rational numbers are defined in Maude as
follows:
sorts Nat Int Rat .
subsorts Nat < Int < Rat .
In this way, sorts are grouped into connected components, which are sets of sorts
connected with subsort relations. To define connected components, the user must
avoid cycles in subsorts declarations.
In Maude sorts are grouped into equivalence classes called kinds. Two sorts are
grouped into the same kind if and only if they belong to the same connected
component. A kind is implicitly associated with a connected component of sorts
and is named by enclosing one or more sorts belonging to the connected compo-
nent with square brackets [...]. For example, in the connected components of
numbers we may have kinds such as [Nat], [Int], [Nat,Int], etc.
After declaring sorts and subsorts, we can declare operators corresponding to
sorts. Keyword op is used to declare a single operator and keyword ops is used
for multiple operator declarations.
op zero : -> Nat .
ops + * - : Nat Nat -> Nat .
An operator can be declared with zero or more arguments. In the above example
zero is a natural number constant, which is declared as an operator with no
arguments. The other operators are binary operators which represent addition,
multiplication and subtraction. The operators can then be defined by using op-
erator attributes or equations. For instance we can define that addition operator
for rational numbers is commutative, associative and has zero as its identity ele-
ment by using the following syntax:
op + : Nat Nat -> Nat [comm assoc id: zero] .
and we can define the distributive property of multiplication over addition using
the following equation.
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vars i j k : Nat .
eq i * j + i * k = i * (j + k) .
It is also possible to define a conditional equation by adding a conditional clause
preceded by an if keyword just before the period (’.’) that ends the equation.
Keyword vars is used to declare variables of the same sort.
Applications of operators result in terms. It is possible to have a term that belongs
to a kind but does not belong to any sort. This kind of term is called error term
or undefined term. For example, we may write 3 - 5 which is a syntactically
correct term but does not belong to any sort according to our definition of ’-’
operator.
Using sorts, subsorts, operators and equations, we can define the state of a system
in Maude. To define transitions between states, we need rewrite rules. A Maude
rewrite rule is written as
rl [l ] : t => t’ .
or
crl [l ] : t => t’ if cond .
Label l is the name of the rewrite rule, which is useful for debugging purpose.
Pattern t matches the system state and, after the rule is executed, changes to t’.
Real-time Maude introduces the notion of time in rewrite rules. There are two
kinds of rewrite rules in Real-Time Maude: instantaneous rules and tick rules.
Instantaneous rules are the normal rewrite rules defined in Maude system mod-
ules. These rewrite rules take 0 time to occur. Tick rules are rewrite rules that
have durations. Tick rules are written as
crl [l ] : {t } => {t’ } in time τ if cond .
or
rl [l ] : {t } => {t’ } in time τ .
where τ denotes the duration of the rewrite.
Tick rules can be either deterministic or nondeterministic. Time-deterministic
tick rules have the following forms:
crl [l ] : {t } => {t’ } in time c if cond .
where c is a constant.
Time-nondeterministic tick rules have one of the following forms:
crl [l ] : {t } => {t’ } in time x if cond /\ x r u /\ cond’ [nonexec] .
crl [l ] : {t } => {t’ } in time x if cond [nonexec] .
where x is a time variable which does not occur in t and which is not initialised in
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the condition, r is either < or <= and u denotes the maximum amount by which
time can elapse from state {t} in one tick step. Attribute nonexec ensures that
the rule is not directly executed in Maude. In fact, variable x is not assigned
to any value, making nondeterministic tick rules nonexecutable in Maude. A
time-sampling strategy, which assigns a value to variable x, must be chosen by
the user at run-time to enable the execution of these rules.
The type structure and operators in the signature of a Maude module are used to
define the state of the system of interest. The behaviour of the system is defined
by using rewrite rules. Maude provides three ways of analysing a system:
• simulating the behaviour of the system by using commands rew or frew,
• model-checking invariants of the system,
• model-checking whether the system satisfies a specific property expressed
in LTL.
By using command rew or frew we explore one possible behaviour of a system,
through sequential applications of the system rewrite rules until no more rules
can be applied. This is equivalent to simulating one possible behaviour of a
system. The result is deterministic and depends on the strategy implemented
in Maude to choose which rewrite rules to apply during the simulation. Each
of the commands rew or frew uses a distinct built-in strategy. However, Maude
supports definition of user-defined strategies to choose the rewrite rules to apply
during a simulation. We will show in the next chapters how we implement our
own strategy of choosing the rewrite rules to be applied.
The second way to analyse a model in Maude is by using the search command.
It is useful for invariant checking. If k is the sort of the system state and init is
the initial state, we define an invariant of the model as I(x:k). Then we execute
the command
search init =>* x:k such that I(x:k) =/= true .
which searches all states in the path starting from init at which the invariant is
not true. If the system satisfies the invariant, a No Solutions . message will be
given as a result. Otherwise, a list of states at which the invariant is not true will
be given. In this way, we can analyse the system to find out why the invariant is
not satisfied.
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We have seen how to check invariants by using the search command. To model-
check other kinds of properties of a system we have to use LTL model-checking
(red modelCheck command in Maude and mc command in Real-Time Maude).
Section 2.4 has described LTL that can be used to express properties about
systems.
Chapter 3
Modelling at Molecular Level
In this chapter we show how we use Stochastic CLS to model biological systems
and then translate them into rewriting logic. The purpose of this translation is to
get an executable model to be used for simulation and model-checking. Stochas-
tic CLS models are implemented in Maude, a rewriting logic-based language
equipped with tools for simulation and model-checking. We start by defining a
semantics for Stochastic CLS.
3.1 Defining a Semantics for Stochastic CLS
Following Gillespie’s SSA, we have seen in Section 2.2.1 that the combinations
of reactants play a crucial role in simulating a biological system. In Stochastic
CLS the combinations of reactants are analog to the different occurrences of the
instantiations of a left hand side of a rewrite rule. To count these occurrences we
define a function occ(T, T ′) that gives the number of occurrences of a term T in
another term T ′. This function will be used to define the semantics of Stochastic
CLS.
As we have seen in Chapter 2, terms are used to represent states of biological
systems. Terms may be very long, for instance when representing combinations
of many molecules. Many molecules may be of the same kind. For instance, term
T = a|a|a|a|b|b|b|c|c contains 4 molecules of kind a, 3 molecules of kind b and 2
molecules of kind c. In order to define an efficient computation of function occ,
37
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we propose to represent such terms in a compact form.
3.1.1 Representing CLS Terms as Grouped Terms
We introduce grouped terms, as a way to represent terms containing many
molecules of the same kind in a more compact form. By grouping molecules
of the same kind the computation of the combinations of reactants in a given
term is easier and requires a smaller number of steps.
Definition 3.1. Grouped Terms GT and Base Terms BT are given by the fol-
lowing grammar:
GT ::= {BT}N ∣∣ GT | GT
BT ::=
(
GT
)L c GT ∣∣ S
where S is as defined in Definition 2.1 and N ∈ N.
Based on the definition of grouped terms, we can represent a given term us-
ing syntactically different grouped terms. To avoid this, we need to define two
structural congruence relations: ≡GT and ≡BT .
Definition 3.2. Structural congruence relations ≡GT and ≡BT are the least con-
gruence relation on grouped terms and base terms, satisfying the following rules:
S1 ≡S S2 implies S1 ≡BT S2
GT1 ≡GT GT3 and GT2 ≡GT GT4 implies
(
GT1
)L c GT2 ≡BT (GT3)L c GT4({BT}0)L c {BT}0 ≡BT 
{}N ≡GT {BT}0
BT1 ≡BT BT2 implies {BT1}N | {BT2}M ≡GT {BT1}N+M
GT1 | GT2 ≡GT GT2 | GT1 GT1 | (GT2 | GT3) ≡GT (GT1 | GT2) | GT3
GT1 | {BT}0 ≡GT GT1
where ≡S is as defined in Definition 2.2.
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Proposition 3.1. Any Stochastic CLS term can be represented as a grouped
term.
Proof. From the syntax of terms, we see that a term could only have one of these
forms:
(i) S,
(ii)
(
T1
)L c T2, or
(iii) T1 | T2.
A sequence S can be represented as a grouped term {S}1. A term (T1)L c T2
can be represented as a grouped term {(GT1)L c GT2}1 and a term T1 | T2 can
be represented as a grouped term GT1 | GT2. Note that in both cases T1 and T2
can be represented as grouped terms GT1 and GT2 respectively by repeating the
same procedure.
In the following we shall always assume a minimal representation in which struc-
turally congruent terms composed in parallel are always grouped together. For
instance, as the only valid grouped representation of
(
a
)L c ((b)L c (c | d) |(
b
)L c (d | c)) we will always consider {({a}1)L c ({({b}1)L c ({c}1 | {d}1)}2)}1
and not {({a}1)L c ({({b}1)L c ({c}1 | {d}1)}1|{({b}1)L c ({d}1 | {c}1)}1)}1
since the two inner loopings are structurally congruent and can be grouped to-
gether.
Definition 3.3. Grouped terms subset (⊆) is defined as follows:
(i) {}N ⊆ {BT}M for any N,M ∈ N
(ii) {BT1}N | GT ⊆ {BT2}M | GT1 if N ≤M , BT1 ≡BT BT2 and GT ⊆ GT1
(iii) GT 6⊆ GT1 otherwise.
Now, by relying on the grouped representation of CLS terms we define in subsec-
tion 3.1.2 a function occ that, given two (grouped) terms GT1 and GT2, computes
the number of occurrences of GT1 in GT2 (up to structural congruence). However
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to compute the different occurrences of the instantiations of a left hand side of a
rewrite rule, we need to consider not only grouped terms but also grouped pat-
terns. We extend the definitions of Grouped Terms and Grouped Term Subset
by including variables.
Definition 3.4. Grouped Patterns GP , Grouped Term Patterns GTP and Base
Term Patterns BTP are given by the following grammar:
GP ::= GTP
∣∣ GTP | X
GTP ::= {BTP}N ∣∣ GTP | GTP
BTP ::=
(
GP
)L c GP ∣∣ S
where S is as defined in Definition 2.1, X is a generic term variable ∈ TV and
N ∈ N.
Definition 3.5. The instantiable equivalence relation ≡inst is defined as follows:
BTP ≡inst BT if ∃σ ∈ Σ ·BTPσ ≡BT BT
GTP ≡inst GT if ∃σ ∈ Σ ·GTPσ ≡GT GT
GTP |X ≡inst GT if ∃σ ∈ Σ ·GTPσ ≡GT GT
Definition 3.6. Grouped Patterns subset (⊆) is defined as follows:
(i) {BTP}N ⊆ {BT}M | GT if N ≤M and BTP ≡inst BT
(ii) {BTP}N | GTP ⊆ {BT}M | GT if N ≤M , BTP ≡inst BT and GTP ⊆
GT
(iii) GTP 6⊆ GT otherwise.
3.1.2 Defining occ
We start by defining the relation occ for grouped terms.
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Definition 3.7. Relation occ is recursively defined as follows:
occ(GT, ) = 0 if GT 6≡GT  (1)
occ(,GT ) = 1 (2)
occ(GT1, GT2) = occ(GT1, GT3) if GT2 ≡GT GT3 (3)
occ({BT1}M |GT1, {BT2}N |GT2) =(
N
M
)
× occ′(GT1, GT2) + occ({BT1}M |GT1, GT2) if BT1 ≡BT BT2 (4)
occ({BT}M |GT1, {
(
GT2
)L cGT3}N |GT4) =
N × (occ({BT}M |GT1, GT2) + occ({BT}M |GT1, GT3))+ occ({BT}M |GT1, GT4)
if {BT}M 6⊆ {(GT2)L cGT3}N |GT4 (5)
occ({BT}M |GT1, GT2) = 0 if {BT}M 6⊆ GT2 and ∀GT3, GT4, N.{
(
GT3
)L c GT4}N 6⊆ GT2
(6)
where relation occ′ is recursively defined as follows:
occ′(GT, ) = 0 if GT 6≡GT  (1’)
occ′(,GT ) = 1 (2’)
occ′(GT1, GT2) = occ
′(GT1, GT3) if GT2 ≡GT GT3 (3’)
occ′({BT1}M |GT1, {BT2}N |GT2) =
(
N
M
)
× occ′(GT1, GT2) if BT1 ≡BT BT2 (4’)
occ′({BT}M |GT1, GT2) = 0 if {BT}M 6⊆ GT2 (5’)
Note that GT,GT1, GT2, GT3, GT4 in Definition 3.7 are generic grouped terms,
BT,BT1, BT2 are generic base terms and N,M ∈ N. Let us consider a notion of
set of layers of a term containing the term itself (which is the first layer) and all
its subterms that are operands of some looping and containment operator. For
instance, a | (b)L c (c)L c (d | d) has itself, b, (c)L c (d | d), c and d | d as
layers. Every computation of occ consists of two parts. The first part computes
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the number of occurrences of a term in the first layer. The second part computes
the number of occurrences of a term in the inner layers. The function occ calls
occ′ to recursively compute the first part, while the second part is computed
by recursively calling occ itself. We give an example of computation of the occ
function.
Example 3.1. We compute the number of occurrences of term a | a | b in term
a | a | (c)L c (a | a | a | b) | b | b as follows:
occ({a}2 | {b}1, {a}2 | {({c}1)L c ({a}3 | {b}1)}1 | {b}2)
=
(
2
2
)× occ′({b}1, {({c}1)L c ({a}3 | {b}1)}1 | {b}2)+
occ({a}2 | {b}1, {({c}1)L c ({a}3 | {b}1)}1 | {b}2) (by rule 4)
= 1× occ′({b}1, {b}2 | {({c}1)L c ({a}3 | {b}1)}1)+ (by rule 3’)
1× (occ({a}2 | {b}1, {c}1) + occ({a}2 | {b}1, {a}3 | {b}1))+
occ({a}2 | {b}1, {b}2) (by rule 5)
=
(
2
1
)× occ′(, {({c}1)L c ({a}3 | {b}1)}1)+ (by rule 4’)
1× (0 + (32)× occ′({b}1, {b}1) + occ({a}2 | {b}1, {b}1)) + 0 (by rule 6,4,6)
= 2× 1 + 3× (11)× occ′(, ) + 0 (by rule 4’,6)
= 2 + 3× 1 (by rule 2)
= 5
The same result can be obtained if we represent a | a | b as {b}1 | {a}2.
occ({b}1 | {a}2, {a}2 | {({c}1)L c ({a}3 | {b}1)}1 | {b}2)
= occ({b}1 | {a}2, {b}2 | {a}2 | {({c}1)L c ({a}3 | {b}1)}1) (by rule 3)
=
(
2
1
)× occ′({a}2, {a}2 | {({c}1)L c ({a}3 | {b}1)}1)+
occ({b}1 | {a}2, {a}2 | {({c}1)L c ({a}3 | {b}1)}1) (by rule 4)
= 2× (22)× occ′(, {({c}1)L c ({a}3 | {b}1)}1)+ (by rule 4’)
occ({b}1 | {a}2, {({c}1)L c ({a}3 | {b}1)}1 | {a}2) (by rule 3)
= 2× 1× 1+ (by rule 2)
1× (occ({b}1 | {a}2, {c}1) + occ({b}1 | {a}2, {a}3 | {b}1))+
occ({b}1 | {a}2, {a}2) (by rule 5)
= 2 + 1× (0 + occ({b}1 | {a}2, {b}1 | {a}3)) + 0 (by rule 6,3,6)
= 2 +
(
1
1
)× occ′({a}2, {a}3) + occ({b}1 | {a}2, {a}3) (by rule 4)
= 2 + 1× (32)× occ′(, ) + 0 (by rule 4’,6)
= 2 + 3× 1 (by rule 2)
= 5
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We said that occ is a function, but this does not follow immediately from its
definition. Let us prove the following result.
Proposition 3.2. Relation occ and occ′ are total functions on grouped terms.
Proof. We first prove that occ is total, namely it is defined for all possible pairs
of arguments (GT1, GT2). Rules (1) and (2) deal with the cases in which one of
the two arguments is , rule (4) with the case in which the first base term of
the first argument occurs also in the first layer of the second argument (possibly
repeated a different number of times), and rules (5) and (6) with the case in
which the first base term of the first argument does not occur in the first layer
of the second argument. The difference between (5) and (6) is that in the former
the second argument contains a looping while in the latter it does not. Rule (3)
ensures that if the two arguments are in the situation in which rule (4) should
apply, then the second argument can be rearranged in such a way that rule (4)
becomes applicable. A similar, but simpler, totality proof can be given for occ′.
Now we prove that occ is a function. Given GT1 and GT2 we might have more
than one way of computing occ(GT1, GT2) mainly for two reasons:
(i) if GT1 6⊆ GT2 but GT1 = {BT}N |GT ′1 and GT2 ≡ {BT}M |GT ′2 withN < M
then both rule (4) and one between (5) and (6) can be applied, and
(ii) structural congruence applied by means of rule (4) can change the order of
the loopings to which rule (5) is applied.
We have to prove that in both cases (i) and (ii) all the different ways of computing
occ(GT1, GT2) lead to the same result. As regards (i), we only have to observe
that the binomial coefficient in (4) is equal to zero (by definition) when N < M
and that occ({BT1}M |GT1, GT2) essentially searches for occurrences of the first
argument in inner layers of GT2 as done by rule (5). As regards (ii), the result is
the same thanks to the commutativity of +. Similar considerations can be done
for occ′.
Now we extend the definition of relation occ and occ′ to include variables. Given a
grouped pattern GP and a grouped term GT , occ′(GP,GT ) computes the number
of occurrences of GP in GT (up to structural congruence) in the first layer and
occ(GP,GT ) computes the number of occurrences of GP in GT (up to structural
congruence) in all layers.
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Definition 3.8. Relation occ is recursively defined as follows:
occ(GTP1|X,GT1) = occ(GTP1, GT1) (7)
occ({(GTP1|X)L c GTP2}M |GTP3, {(GT1)L c GT2}N |GT3) =
(
N
M
)
× occ′(GTP1, GT1)× occ′(GTP3, {
(
GT1
)L c GT2}N−M | GT3)+
N × (occ((GTP1|X)L c GTP2}M |GTP3, GT1) + occ((GTP1|X)L c GTP2}M |GTP3, GT2))
+occ′′({(GTP1|X)L c GTP2}M , GTP3, GT3, {(GT1)L c GT2}N )
if GTP1 ⊆ GT1 and GTP2 ≡inst GT2 and N ≥M (8)
occ({(GTP1)L c (GTP2 | X)}M | GTP3, {(GT1)L c (GT2)}N | GT3) =
(
N
M
)
× occ′(GTP2, GT2)× occ′(GTP3, {
(
GT1
)L c GT2}N−M | GT3)+
N × (occ({(GTP1)L c (GTP2|X)}M |GTP3, GT1) + occ({(GTP1)L c (GTP2|X)}M |GTP3, GT2))
+occ′′({(GTP1)L c (GTP2 | X)}M , GTP3, GT3, {(GT1)L c GT2}N )
if GTP1 ≡inst GT1 and GTP2 ⊆ GT2 and N ≥M (9)
occ({(GTP1 | X)L c (GTP2 | Y )}M | GTP3, {(GT1)L c (GT2)}N | GT3) =
(
N
M
)
× occ′(GTP1, GT1)× occ′(GTP2, GT2)× occ′(GTP3, GT3 | {
(
GT1
)L c GT2}N−M )+
N × (occ({(GTP1|X)L c (GTP2|Y )}M |GTP3, GT1) + occ({(GTP1|X)L c (GTP2|Y )}M |GTP3, GT2))
+occ′′({(GTP1 | X)L c (GTP2 | Y )}M , GTP3, GT3, {(GT1)L c GT2}N )
if GTP1 ⊆ GT1 and GTP2 ⊆ GT2 and N ≥M (10)
occ({BTP1}M |GTP1, {
(
GT1
)L cGT2}N |GT3) =
N × (occ({BTP1}M |GTP1, GT1) + occ({BTP1}M |GTP1, GT2))+ occ({BTP1}M |GTP1, GT3)
if {BTP1}M 6⊆ {
(
GT1
)L cGT2}N |GT3 (11)
occ({BTP}M |GT1, GT2) = 0 if {BTP}M 6⊆ GT2 and ∀GT3, GT4, N.{
(
GT3
)L c GT4}N 6⊆ GT2
(12)
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where relation occ′ is recursively defined as follows:
occ′(GTP1|X,GT1) = occ′(GTP1, GT1) (6’)
occ′({(GTP1|X)L c GTP2}M |GTP3, {(GT1)L c GT2}N |GT3) =
(
N
M
)
× occ′(GTP1, GT1)× occ′(GTP3, {
(
GT1
)L c GT2}N−M | GT3)+
occ′′′({(GTP1|X)L c GTP2}M , GTP3, GT3, {(GT1)L c GT2}N )
if GTP1 ⊆ GT1 and GTP2 ≡inst GT2 and N ≥M (7’)
occ′({(GTP1)L c (GTP2 | X)}M | GTP3, {(GT1)L c (GT2)}N | GT3) =
(
N
M
)
× occ′(GTP2, GT2)× occ′(GTP3, {
(
GT1
)L c GT2}N−M | GT3)+
occ′′′({(GTP1)L c (GTP2 | X)}M , GTP3, GT3, {(GT1)L c GT2}N )
if GTP1 ≡inst GT1 and GTP2 ⊆ GT2 and N ≥M (8’)
occ′({(GTP1 | X)L c (GTP2 | Y )}M | GTP3, {(GT1)L c (GT2)}N | GT3) =
(
N
M
)
× occ′(GTP1, GT1)× occ′(GTP2, GT2)× occ′(GTP3, {
(
GT1
)L c GT2}N−M | GT3)+
occ′′′({(GTP1 | X)L c (GTP2 | Y )}M , GTP3, GT3, {(GT1)L c GT2}N )
if GTP1 ⊆ GT1 and GTP2 ⊆ GT2 and N ≥M (9’)
occ′({BTP1}M |GTP1, GT1) = 0 if {BTP1}M 6⊆ GT1 (10’)
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relation occ′′ is defined as follows:
occ′′(GTP1, GTP2, {
(
GT1
)L c GT3}N | GT4, GT2) =
N × (occ(GTP1|GTP2, GT1) + occ(GTP1|GTP2, GT3)) + occ(GTP1|GTP2, GT4)
if GTP1 6⊆ {
(
GT1
)L c GT3}N | GT4 (1”)
occ′′({(GTP1|X)L c GTP2}M , GTP3, {(GT1)L c GT2}N |GT3, GT4) =
(
N
M
)
× occ′(GTP1, GT1)× occ′(GTP3, {
(
GT1
)L c GT2}N−M | GT3 | GT4)+
N × (occ((GTP1|X)L c GTP2}M |GTP3, GT1) + occ((GTP1|X)L c GTP2}M |GTP3, GT2))
+occ′′({(GTP1|X)L c GTP2}M , GTP3, GT3, GT4 | {(GT1)L c GT2}N )
if GTP1 ⊆ GT1 and GTP2 ≡inst GT2 and N ≥M (2”)
occ′′({(GTP1)L c (GTP2 | X)}M , GTP3, {(GT1)L c (GT2)}N | GT3, GT4) =
(
N
M
)
× occ′(GTP2, GT2)× occ′(GTP3, {
(
GT1
)L c GT2}N−M | GT3 | GT4)+
N × (occ((GTP1|X)L c GTP2}M |GTP3, GT1) + occ((GTP1|X)L c GTP2}M |GTP3, GT2))
+occ′′({(GTP1)L c (GTP2 | X)}M , GTP3, GT3, GT4 | {(GT1)L c GT2}N )
if GTP1 ≡inst GT1 and GTP2 ⊆ GT2 and N ≥M (3”)
occ′′({(GTP1 | X)L c (GTP2 | Y )}M , GTP3, {(GT1)L c (GT2)}N | GT3, GT4) =
(
N
M
)
× occ′(GTP1, GT1)× occ′(GTP2, GT2)× occ′(GTP3, {
(
GT1
)L c GT2}N−M | GT3 | GT4)+
N × (occ((GTP1|X)L c GTP2}M |GTP3, GT1) + occ((GTP1|X)L c GTP2}M |GTP3, GT2))
+occ′′({(GTP1 | X)L c (GTP2 | Y )}M , GTP3, GT3, GT4 | {(GT1)L c GT2}N )
if GTP1 ⊆ GT1 and GTP2 ⊆ GT2 and N ≥M (4”)
occ′′(GTP1, GTP2, GT1, GT2) = occ
′′(GTP1, GTP2, GT3, GT2) if GT1 ≡GT GT3
(5”)
occ′′(GTP1, GTP2, GT1, GT2) = occ(GTP1 | GTP2, GT1)
if ∀GT3, GT4, N.{
(
GT3
)L c GT4}N 6⊆ GT1 (6”)
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and relation occ′′′ is defined as follows:
occ′′′(GTP1, GTP2, GT1, GT2) = 0 if GTP1 6⊆ GT1 (1”’)
occ′′′({(GTP1|X)L c GTP2}M , GTP3, {(GT1)L c GT2}N |GT3, GT4) =
(
N
M
)
× occ′(GTP1, GT1)× occ′(GTP3, {
(
GT1
)L c GT2}N−M | GT3 | GT4)+
occ′′′({(GTP1|X)L c GTP2}M , GTP3, GT3, GT4 | {(GT1)L c GT2}N )
if GTP1 ⊆ GT1 and GTP2 ≡inst GT2 and N ≥M (2”’)
occ′′′({(GTP1)L c (GTP2 | X)}M , GTP3, {(GT1)L c (GT2)}N | GT3, GT4) =
(
N
M
)
× occ′(GTP2, GT2)× occ′(GTP3, {
(
GT1
)L c GT2}N−M | GT3 | GT4)+
occ′′′({(GTP1)L c (GTP2 | X)}M , GTP3, GT3, GT4 | {(GT1)L c GT2}N )
if GTP1 ≡inst GT1 and GTP2 ⊆ GT2 and N ≥M (3”’)
occ′′′({(GTP1 | X)L c (GTP2 | Y )}M , GTP3, {(GT1)L c (GT2)}N | GT3, GT4) =
(
N
M
)
× occ′(GTP1, GT1)× occ′(GTP2, GT2)× occ′(GTP3, {
(
GT1
)L c GT2}N−M | GT3 | GT4)+
occ′′′({(GTP1 | X)L c (GTP2 | Y )}M , GTP3, GT3, GT4 | {(GT1)L c GT2}N )
if GTP1 ⊆ GT1 and GTP2 ⊆ GT2 and N ≥M (4”’)
occ′′(GTP1, GTP2, GT1, GT2) = occ
′′(GTP1, GTP2, GT3, GT2) if GT1 ≡GT GT3
(5”’)
As in the definition of occ for grouped terms every computation of occ consists of
two parts: computing the number of occurrences of a term in the outermost layer,
which is handled by calling occ′, and computing the number of occurrences of a
term in the inner layers, which is handled by recursively calling occ. However the
presence of variables makes the computation complex. A portion of a term that
has matched a subpattern can still match the other subpatterns, and therefore
still needs to be considered in the computation. This complication is handled by
calling occ′′. The relation occ′′′ has a similar function as occ′′ but limited only to
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search the number of occurrences of a pattern in the outermost layer.
From the definition of occ we see that when we call occ(GTP1|GTP2, GT1|GT2)
and GTP1 matches GT1, we have to call occ
′′(GTP1, GTP2, GT2, GT1) to compute
the number of occurrences of pattern GTP1 within the other portion of term GT2.
In this call GT1 is still included as the fourth parameter because GTP2 may match
any subterm in GT2|GT1.
Example 3.2. Let’s consider a grouped term GT = {({a}1)L c ({b}2)}2 |
{({a}1|{b}1)L c ({b}1)}3 and a ruleR = {({a}1|X)L c X ′}1 | {(Y )L c ({b}1|Z)}1 k7→
{({a}1|{b}1|X)L c X ′}1 | {(Y )L c (Z)}1. We compute the number of occurrences
of the left pattern of R in GT as follows:
occ({({a}1|X)L c X ′}1 | {(Y )L c ({b}1|Z)}1,
{({a}1)L c ({b}2)}2 | {({a}1|{b}1)L c ({b}1)}3)
= 2× (2 + 3) + 2× (0 + 0) + 3× (2 + 2× 2)
= 28
In this computation {({a}1|X)L c X ′}1 may match either {({a}1)L c ({b}2)}2 or
{({a}1|{b}1)L c ({b}1)}3. Subpattern {({a}1|X)L c X ′}1 matches {({a}1)L c ({b}2)}2
in two ways and {({a}1|{b}1)L c ({b}1)}3 in three ways. In the first case
{(Y )L c ({b}1|Z)}1 matches the rest of GT , which is {({a}1)L c ({b}2)}1 |
{({a}1|{b}1)L c ({b}1)}3, in 5 ways and in the second case {(Y )L c ({b}1|Z)}1
matches {({a}1)L c ({b}2)}2 | {({a}1|{b}1)L c ({b}1)}2 in 6 ways. Since the left
pattern of R does not occur in the inner layers of GT then the total number of
occurrences of the left pattern of R in GT is 28.
Proposition 3.3. Relation occ and occ′ are total functions.
Proof. We first prove that occ is total. Rule (7) deals with variable occurring in
the outermost layer, and simplifies the first argument of occ into a grouped term
pattern. A grouped term pattern is a parallel composition of grouped base term
pattern {BTP}N . Rule (1) - (6) from Definition 3.7 handle the case when BTP
is a grouped term (there is no variables in BTP ). Variables in BTP may appear
inside a compartment in the outermost layer, or in inner layers. Rules (8), (9)
and (10) handle all possible occurrences of variables in the outermost layer, while
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rule (11) recursively checks the variables in inner layers. Rule (12) deals with
patterns that cannot match any part of the second argument.
Now we prove that occ is a function. We see that rules (7) - (10) only deal with
patterns containing variables. Rule (7) only deals with variables that occur in
outermost layer. Rule (8) only deals with patterns whose variables only occur
inside the loop part. Rule (9) only deals with patterns whose variables only occur
in the content part and rule (10) only deals with patterns whose variables occur
in both loop part and content part. Rules (11) and (12) may handle grouped
terms, so we must prove that the computation of occ using rules (11) and (12) for
grouped terms produce the same result as the computation of occ for the same
grouped terms using rules (5) and (6) respectively. It is easy to see that rules (5)
and (6) are actually the special cases of rules (11) and (12). We can derive rules
(5) and (6) from rules (11) and (12), by removing all variables in every pattern
in rules (11) and (12). In this way we show that applying rules (11) and (12)
for grouped terms gives the same result as applying rules (5) and (6). Similar
consideration can be done for occ′.
Regarding occ′′, it is easy to see from the definition of occ and occ′ that the first
argument of occ′′ is always in the form of {BTP}N and always contains variables.
Rules (1”) - (4”) handle the case in which the third argument has inner layers and
rule (6”) handles the case in which the third argument has only one layer. Rules
(2”) - (4”) deal with the cases in which some variables occur in the loop part or
content part. Rule (1”) deals with the case in which variables occur in the inner
layers. Rule (5”) ensures that the third argument can be rearranged in order to
apply rules (1”) - (4”). Therefore we show that occ′′ is a function. Function occ′′
is not total because it is only defined for the case in which the first argument
contains variables, which is sufficient for occ and occ′. Similar consideration can
be done for occ′′′.
3.1.3 Semantics of Stochastic CLS
Using the definition of occ, we define the semantics of Stochastic CLS. This
version of semantics is defined only for grouped terms.
Definition 3.9. The semantics of Stochastic CLS is the least labelled transition
relation
R,r→ on terms, where R ∈ R is the rewrite rule applied in the transition
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and r ∈ R is the application rate, satisfying the following inference rules:
1.
R : GPL
k7→ GPR ∈ R, σ ∈ Σ, GPLσ 6≡GT GPRσ
GPLσ
R,k·occ′(GPL,GPLσ)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ GPRσ
2.
GT1
R,r−−→ GT2
GT1 | GT3 R,r·occ
′(GT1,GT1 | GT3)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ GT2 | GT3
3.
GT1
R,r−−→ GT2(
GT1
)L c GT3 R,r−−→ (GT2)L c GT3
4.
GT1
R,r−−→ GT2, GT4 R,r
′
−−−→ GT5, GT4 ≡GT
(
GT3
)L c GT1, GT5 ≡GT (GT3)L c GT2(
GT3
)L c GT1 R,r+r′−−−−→ (GT3)L c GT2
The semantics of Stochastic CLS is defined as a labelled transition system where
each transition T1
R,r−−→ T2 represents the application of the rewrite rule R to
term T1 yielding term T2. In this case, r represents the application rate. We use
four inference rules. Rule 1 is used to derive a transition corresponding to the
instantiation of a rewrite rule. Its application rate is obtained by multiplying
the rate constant of the rule with the number of different reactant combinations
appearing in the first layer of the instantiation of the left pattern of the rule. This
is computed using the occ′ function. Rules 2, 3 and 4 deal with complex terms
containing the | and ( )L c ( ) operators. Combination of rule 1 and either
rule 3 or 4 is used to compute the application rate of a transition corresponding
to the instantiation of the left pattern in the inner layers. Such application rate
is given by the sum of rates of all instantiation functions that can be used to
yield a given term.
Example 3.3. Let us consider a Stochastic CLS model consisting of term
GT ≡ {({m}1)L c {({m}1)L c {a}1}1}1
and rewrite rule
R1 : {
({m}1)L c X}1 k7→ X
Given two instantiation functions σ1 = {X, {a}1} and σ2 = {X, {
({m}1)L c {a}1}1},
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it is possible to derive the following transition:
R1:{
(
{m}1
)L
c X}1
k
7→X, σ1={X,{a}1}
{
(
{m}1
)L
c {a}1}1
R1,k−−→{a}1
R1:{
(
{m}1
)L
c X}1
k
7→X, σ2={X,{
(
{m}1
)L
c {a}1}1}
{
(
{m}1
)L
c {
(
{m}1
)L
c {a}1}1}1
R1,k−−→{({m}1)L c {a}1}1
GT
R1,k+k−−−−→ {({m}1)L c {a}1}1
We note that given a term T representing the state of the system and a transition
T
R,r−−→ T ′, the application rate of this transition is rateT,T ′(R) = r.
Given a term T representing the state of the system, we define successorR(T ), i.e.
the set of all states resulting by applying rewrite rule R to T , and successor(T ),
i.e. the set of all states resulting by applying any rewrite rule to T .
Definition 3.10. For any rewrite rule R : PL
k7→ PR and term T , successorR(T ) =
{T ′ ∈ T |T R,r−−→ T ′} and successor(T ) = ⋃R∈R successorR(T )
Application of a rewrite rule R to a term T may yield more than one successor
state represented by successorR(T ). It means that there may be more than one
transition representing the application of a rewrite rule R to a term T , each of
which has its own application rate. The reaction rate of a rewrite rule R on a
term T is defined as follows:
Definition 3.11. For any rewrite rule R : PL
k7→ PR and term T , the reaction
rate or event rate of R is rateT (R) =
∑
T ′∈successorR(T )
rateT,T ′(R).
We give an example that shows the application of the Stochastic CLS semantics.
Example 3.4. Let us consider a Stochastic CLS model consisting of term
T ≡ (m)L c (a | a) | (m)L c (a | a) | a · b | a
and rewrite rules
R1 :
(
m
)L c X k17→ 
R2 :
(
X
)L c (a | Y ) k27→ a | (X)L c Y
R3 : a
k37→ b
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Term T can be represented as a grouped term
GT = {({m}1)L c ({a}2)}2 | {a · b}1 | {a}1
and the three rules can be represented as
R1 :
({m}1)L c X k17→ {}1
R2 :
(
X
)L c ({a}1 | Y ) k27→ {a}1 | (X)L c Y
R3 : {a}1 k37→ {b}1
Given an instantiation function σ = {(X, {a}2)}, it is possible to derive the
following transition using rule R1:
R1:({m}
1)L c X
k1
7→{}1, σ={(X,{a}2)}
({m}1)L c ({a}2)
R1,k1−−−→{}1
{({m}1)L c ({a}2)}2
R1,2k1−−−−→{({m}1)L c ({a}2)}1
GT
R1,2k1·1−−−−−→ {({m}1)L c ({a}2)}1 | {a · b}1 | {a}1
The only transition using rewrite rule R1 on term T is
T
R1,2k1−−−−→ (m)L c (a | a) | a · b | a
with reaction rate rateT (R1) = 2k1.
Using rewrite rule R2, given an instantiation function σ = {(X, {m}1), (Y, {a}1)},
it is possible to derive the following transition:
R2:(X)
L c ({a}1 | Y )
k2
7→{a}1 | (X)L c Y, σ={(X,{m}1),(Y,{a}1)}
{({m}1)L c ({a}2)}1
R2,2k2−−−−→{a}1 | {({m}1)L c {a}1}1
{({m}1)L c ({a}2)}2
R2,4k2−−−−→{({m}1)L c ({a}2)}1 | {a}1 | {({m}1)L c {a}1}1
GT
R2,4k2·1−−−−−→ {({m}1)L c ({a}2)}1 | {({m}1)L c {a}1}1 | {a · b}1 | {a}2
The only transition using rewrite rule R2 on term T is
T
R2,4k2−−−−→ (m)L c (a | a) | (m)L c (a) | a | a | a · b
with reaction rate rateT (R2) = 4k2.
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Using rewrite rule R3, it is possible to derive the following transition:
R3:{a}
1k37→{b}1, σ=Ø
{a}1
R3,k3−−−→{b}1
{a}2
R3,2k3−−−−→{a}1 | {b}1
({m}1)L c ({a}2)
R3,2k3−−−−→({m}1)L c ({a}1 | {b}1)
{({m}1)L c ({a}2)}2
R3,4k3−−−−→{({m}1)L c ({a}2)}1 | {({m}1)L c ({a}1 | {b}1)}1
GT
R3,4k3·1−−−−−→ {({m}1)L c ({a}2)}1 | {({m}1)L c ({a}1 | {b}1)}1 | {a · b}1 | {a}1
and also the following transition:
R3:{a}1
k37→{b}1, σ=Ø
{a}1
R3,k3−−−→{b}1
GT
R3,k3·1−−−−→ ({m}1)L c ({a}2) | ({m}1)L c ({a}2) | {a · b}1 | {b}1
Finally, we have two transitions starting from term T using rewrite rule R3:
T
R3,4k3−−−−→ (m)L c (a | a) | (m)L c (a | b) | a · b | a
and
T
R3,k3−−−→ (m)L c (a | a) | (m)L c (a | a) | a · b | b
with reaction rate rateT (R3) = 5k3.
3.2 Translation of CLS into Rewriting Logic
Rewriting logic is parameterised with respect to the version of the underlying
equational logic. Since the abstract syntax of CLS consists of two different sorts
(terms and sequences), for a natural translation of CLS into rewriting logic we
should consider a many-sorted logic. However, since we use a version of CLS
in which sequences cannot contain variables, we can consider CLS sequences as
taken from a given countably infinite set S. This permits us to rewrite the syntax
of CLS terms and patterns in the following equivalent (single sorted) way:
T ::= 
∣∣ S ∣∣ (T)L c T ∣∣ T | T
P ::= 
∣∣ S ∣∣ (P)L c P ∣∣ P | P ∣∣ X
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where S ∈ S and X ∈ V .
Now, we recall from Marti-Oliet and Meseguer [72] the definition of rewriting logic
based on an unsorted equational logic and with unconditional rewrite rules. Given
a signature (Σ, E), where Σ = {Σn | n ∈ N} is a ranked alphabet and E is a set
of equations on Σ-terms, sentences of rewriting logic have the form [t]E −→ [t′]E,
where t and t′ are Σ-terms possibly involving some variables from the countably
infinite set X = {x1, . . . , xn, . . .}, and [t]E and [t′]E are E-equivalence classes of t
and t′. In what follows we shall denote the set of all such equivalence classes with
TΣ,E(X) and we always omit the subscript E from the notation of E-equivalence
classes.
Definition 3.12. A rewrite theory R is a 4-tuple R = (Σ, E, L,R) where (Σ, E)
is a signature, L is a set of labels and R ⊆ L×TΣ,E(X)2 is a set of rewrite rules.
We denote a rewrite rule (r, t, t′) with r : [t] −→ [t′].
Definition 3.13. A rewrite theory R entails a sequent [t] −→ [t′], namely R `
[t] −→ [t′], if and only if [t] −→ [t′] can be obtained by finite application of the
following rules of deduction:
(r1)
[t] −→ [t] (r2)
[w1] −→ [w′1] . . . [wn] −→ [w′n]
[t(w1, . . . , wn/x1, . . . , xn)] −→ [t′(w′1, . . . , w′n/x1, . . . , xn)]
(r3)
[t1] −→ [t′1] . . . [tn] −→ [t′n]
[f(t1, . . . , tn)] −→ [f(t′1, . . . , t′n)]
(r4)
[t1] −→ [t2] [t2] −→ [t3]
[t1] −→ [t3]
where (r2) applies for each rewrite rule r : [t(x1, . . . , xn)] −→ [t′(x1, . . . , xn)] in
R.
The syntax and the structural congruence of CLS can be easily translated into a
signature (Σ, E). We have Σ = Σ0∪Σ2 where Σ0 = S∪{}, Σ2 = {
( )L c , | }
and E containing equations stating the commutativity and associativity of |
and the neutral role of  with respect to | . The variables that can appear in Σ-
terms coincide with CLS variables. A set of CLS rewrite rulesR can be translated
into a rewrite theory (Σ, E, L,R) as follows. Let us assume that R contains
n rules, (Σ, E) is the signature obtained from the syntax and the structural
congruence of CLS, L is the set of labels {R1, . . . , Rn} and each rule P1 7→ P2
in R (let us assume it is the i-th rule of R) is translated into the rewrite rule
Ri : [P1] −→ [P2] in R.
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Now, by assuming →∗ to be the symmetric and transitive closure of →, we can
prove the following results.
Lemma 3.1. Given T1, T2 ∈ T , it holds T1 → T2 ⇒ [T1] −→ [T2].
Proof. We prove the implication by induction on the derivation of the transition
relation of CLS. The base case is when the transition T1 → T2 is derived by
applying rule 1 of the semantics of CLS. In this case a CLS rewrite rule P1 7→ P2
has been applied with P1σ ≡ T1 and P2σ ≡ T2. Such a rewrite rule has a
corresponding rewriting logic rewrite rule in R that can be applied by means of
deduction rule (r2) in order to obtain [T1] −→ [T2]. The induction cases are when
the transition T1 → T2 is obtained by applying as the last deduction rule either
rule 2, 3 or 4 of the CLS semantics. In all these cases an equivalent rewriting
logic transition can be derived by applying deduction rule (r3). For instance, if
T1 ≡ T ′1 | T ′′1 → T ′2 | T ′′1 ≡ T2, namely rule 2 has been applied as the last one, we
have that (r3) can be used with premises [T ′1] −→ [T ′2] (to which the induction
hypothesis applies) and [T ′′1 ] −→ [T ′′2 ] in order to obtain [T1] −→ [T2].
Proposition 3.4. Given T1, T2 ∈ T , it holds T1 →∗ T2 ⇔ [T1] −→ [T2].
Proof. The implication from left to right follows from Lemma 3.1 and from de-
duction rules (r1) and (r4) of rewriting logic that are reflexivity and transitivity
rules. The implication from right to left can be proved by induction on the
derivation of the transition relation of rewriting logic. The only non-trivial as-
pect of this proof is that deduction rules (r2) and (r3) allow the simultaneous
application of two rewrite rules in two different positions of the current term. For
instance, we might have [T ′1 | T ′′1 ] −→ [T ′2 | T ′′2 ] by applying (r3) with premises
[T ′1] −→ [T ′2] and [T ′′1 ] −→ [T ′′2 ] with both T ′1 6≡ T ′2 and T ′′1 6≡ T ′′2 (namely, a
rule has been applied to T ′1 and another one – possibly the same – to T
′
2). This
problem can be solved by observing that the two rules are applied to different
(independent) subterms, hence the simultaneous application can be simulated by
a sequence of two rule applications in the semantics of CLS. Hence we have that
[T ′1 | T ′′1 ] −→ [T ′2 | T ′′2 ] corresponds to T ′1 | T ′′1 → T ′2 | T ′′1 → T ′2 | T ′′2 , that is
T ′1 | T ′′1 →∗ T ′2 | T ′′2 .
We remark that the transition relation of rewriting logic contains transitions be-
tween non-ground terms (namely patterns in P in which some variable occurs)
that have no corresponding transition in CLS semantics. However, these transi-
tions never arise when an initial ground term is considered.
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3.3 Simulating Stochastic CLS Models
The most common approach to the stochastic simulation of chemical reactions is
the one proposed by Gillespie [48], which has been explained in Section 2.2. We
have two options in implementing the SSA in Maude:
(i) using Real-Time Maude, or
(ii) using Maude.
Initially we implemented Gillespie’s SSA in Real-Time Maude, which required
us to modify the algorithm to suit with the way Real-Time Maude works. More
recently, we also implemented the same algorithm in Maude. The latter version
is simpler than the former one, however not all kinds of analysis performed on
the former version can be performed on the latter version. Our discussion in this
section will be based on the Real-Time Maude version. However we also discuss
its main differences with the Maude version whenever it is necessary.
3.3.1 Modifying Direct Method Algorithm
Time progression in Real-Time Maude is controlled by tick rules. As explained
in Section 2.5 there are two kinds of tick rules in Real-Time Maude. Time-
deterministic tick rules only allow us to set time progression to a constant value.
Time-nondeterministic tick rules give more flexibility by allowing us to set time
progression to the value of a variable. To this variable a value is assigned by
using a time-sampling strategy, which is chosen by the user at run-time. How-
ever, neither deterministic tick rules nor nondeterministic ones are suitable for
implementing Gillespie’s algorithm in which time progression must be calculated
as in Eq. (2.1). To solve this problem, we add another time variable to Gillespie’s
algorithm that is always incremented by a fixed amount of time ∆t. This new
time variable is interpreted by Real-Time Maude (and its analysis tools) as the
simulation time. Note that the simulation algorithm is still exact as the new time
variable has no influence on the simulation. In the following algorithm we use
variable t to represent the actual simulation time, and variable tstep to represent
the Real-Time Maude simulation time.
For our purpose, we modify Gillespie’s algorithm as follows:
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Algorithm 3.1. Direct Method Algorithm with Fixed Time Increment.
Step 0 Input M values representing reaction constants c1, . . . , cM , and N values
representing initial molecular population numbers X1, . . . , XN . Input the
duration of simulation total time and initialise simulation time variable t
and Real-Time Maude simulation time variable tstep to 0.
Step 1 Calculate propensities ai for i = 1 toM . Calculate the sum of all propen-
sities a0 =
∑M
v=1 av. Select a value to initialise variable seed used to gener-
ate random numbers during the simulation.
Step 2 Generate a random number r1 and calculate τ according to equation
(2.1). Increase seed by 2.
Step 3 While t + τ ≥ tstep do increase tstep by ∆t. If tstep > total time then
stop simulation. Otherwise generate another random number r2 and select
the index of next reaction µ according to equation (2.2), increase seed by
2 and increase t by τ .
Step 4 Execute Rµ. Update X1, . . . , XN and a1, . . . , aM according to the execu-
tion of Rµ.
Step 5 Calculate
∑M
v=1 av. Return to Step 2.
In this algorithm we use variable tstep to record the current time of the simu-
lation. Variable total time is used to limit the duration of simulation. Time is
always increased by ∆t. Between two time progressions, several reactions may oc-
cur. Variable t is used to record the real simulation time according to Gillespie’s
algorithm. Variable τ is used to record the time lapse until next reaction occurs.
In step 3, we compare t (after an increase by τ) with tstep to check whether
the next reaction will occur within this interval, or within the next interval. If
the next reaction will not occur within the current interval, tstep should be re-
peatedly increased by ∆t until the correct time interval is reached. We use the
built-in random number generator from Real Time Maude, which can be used to
generate random numbers in [0,1]. Variable seed is a parameter of the random
number generator. In order to generate distinct random numbers, this variable
must be updated after being used to generate a random number.
In the original definition of Gillespie’s Direct Method [48] the values of a1, . . . , aM
are updated every time a reaction occurs. In our approach, we combine the idea
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of Gibson and Bruck [46], who define a data structure to support recalculating
only the propensity of reactions which are affected by the application of a specific
reaction, into Gillespie’s Direct Method. Step 4 of our algorithm implements this
idea. Section 3.3.2 shows how we implement this algorithm for a specific case
study.
In the Maude version of this algorithm, we do not need the tstep variable. This
simplifies the algorithm especially in Step 3, in which the comparison with the
total time variable is done with the actual simulation time (t + τ). The Direct
Method implementation in Maude is as follows:
Algorithm 3.2. Direct Method Algorithm implemented in Maude
Step 0 Input M values representing reaction constants c1, . . . , cM , and N values
representing initial molecular population numbers X1, . . . , XN . Input the
duration of simulation total time and initialise simulation time variable t
to 0.
Step 1 Calculate propensities ai for i = 1 toM . Calculate the sum of all propen-
sities a0 =
∑M
v=1 av. Select a value to initialise variable seed used to gener-
ate random numbers during the simulation.
Step 2 Generate a random number r1 and calculate τ according to equation
(2.1). Increase seed by 2.
Step 3 If t + τ ≥ total time then stop simulation. Otherwise generate another
random number r2 and select the index of next reaction µ according to
equation (2.2), increase seed by 2 and increase t by τ .
Step 4 Execute Rµ. Update X1, . . . , XN and a1, . . . , aM according to the execu-
tion of Rµ.
Step 5 Calculate
∑M
v=1 av. Return to Step 2.
As explained in Section 2.5, there are two internal strategies in Maude which are
associated with commands rew and frew. These two internal strategies determine
how Maude chooses which rewrite rules to apply. In our approach we use Direct
Method to control the simulation of a biological system. In this way, instead of
using Maude internal strategies we define our own internal strategy to choose
which rewrite rule to apply during a simulation (see step 3 of the algorithm).
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3.3.2 Translating Stochastic CLS Terms and Rewrite Rules
We start by defining the syntax for CLS terms in the following module.
(omod CLS is
pr NAT .
sorts Elem Seq Term .
subsorts Elem < Seq < Term .
op empty : -> Seq [ctor] .
op _._ : Seq Seq -> Seq [assoc gather (E e) id: empty ctor] .
op ‘{_‘}_ : Term Nat -> Term .
op ‘[_‘]LContains‘[_‘] : Term Term -> Term [prec 41 gather (& &) ctor] .
op _|_ : Term Term -> Term [assoc comm prec 45 gather (E e)
id: empty ctor] .
.
.
.
endom)
In this module we define CLS elements, sequences and terms, as well as all related
operators. The set of elements is defined as a subset of the set of sequences, and
the set of sequences is defined as a subset of the set of terms. We combine
the looping and containment operators into one operator, LContains. Keywords
assoc and comm are used to define associativity and commutativity of an operator.
Keyword id: is used to define the identity of an operator. Constructors are
denoted by the ctor attribute. Keyword prec is used to define the precedence
of an operator. Keyword gather is used to remove ambiguity in parsing, by
indicating the precedence of arguments in an operator definition. We give a
sequence of as many E, e, or & values as the number of arguments in the operator.
An e value indicates that the precedence of the argument must be lower than
the precedence of the operator. An E value indicates that the precedence of the
argument must be lower than or equal to the precedence of the operator. To
allow any precedence for an argument, we must use & in the gather attribute.
In module SCLS we define data structures needed by the simulation algorithm.
The term that models the state of the system is incorporated within class CLSTerm.
We also define another class, Admin, that records all variables in the algorithm.
We define the SCLS module as follows:
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(tomod SCLS is
inc CLS .
sorts Propensity Propensities .
subsort Propensity < Propensities .
class CLSTerm | term : Term .
class Admin | seed : Nat, step : Nat, tau : Float, mu : Nat,
a : Propensities, acum : Propensities,
tstep : Float, t : Float .
.
.
.
endom)
Attributes seed, step, tau, mu, tstep and t represent variables used by the
algorithm. We define Propensity as a sort to represent the index and value of a
propensity function. The list of all propensity functions are represented as a sort
Propensities. The attribute a represents the list of ai for i = 1 to M , while
attribute acum represents the list of
∑i
v=1 av for i = 1 to M .
Module CLS and SCLS defined above are the Real-Time Maude version. The
Maude version of module CLS and SCLS are similar with the Real-Time Maude
version except in these two points:
• the class Admin in the Maude version does not have attribute tstep, and
• the declarations of both classes CLS and SCLS are not enclosed by ( and ).
We define rewrite rules in a new module that imports the SCLS module. In the
new module we define every chemical species involved in the system as a Maude
operator with Elem type. We explain this using the Lotka reactions [48].
We consider the simple irreversible isomerisation reaction and the Lotka reactions
as case studies. The simple irreversible isomerisation reaction is defined as
S1
k→ S2 (3.1)
where k = 0.5. The Lotka reactions are defined as follows:
S1
k1→ S1|S1 S1|S2 k2→ S2|S2 S2 k3→  (3.2)
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where k1 = 10, k2 = 0.01 and k3 = 10.
For each case study we define a module that imports the previously defined CLS
and SCLS modules. Then we implement step 0 and step 1 of the algorithm by
defining equations and rewrite rules that initialise the system as follows.
ops S1 S2 : -> Elem .
ops lotka Adm : -> Oid .
op INIT : Term Nat -> GlobalSystem .
op ReactionNum : -> Nat .
eq ReactionNum = 3 .
eq INIT(T,N) =
{ < lotka : CLSTerm | term : T >
< Adm : Admin | seed : 0, t : 0.0, step : 1, tstep : 0.0,
a : ([1 (10 * occ({ S1 } 1,T))]
[2 (occ({ S1 } 1 | { S2 } 1,T) / 100)]
[3 (10 * occ({ S2 } 1,T))]),
acum : ([1 0] [2 0] [3 0]), tau : 0.0, mu : 0 >
} .
rl [ initialise1 ] :
< Adm : Admin | step : 1, a : P, acum : P’ >
=>
< Adm : Admin | seed : random(1), step : 2, a : P,
acum : sum(P’,P,1,ReactionNum) > .
.
.
.
rl [ initialise100 ] :
< Adm : Admin | step : 1, a : P, acum : P’ >
=>
< Adm : Admin | seed : random(1), step : 2, a : P,
acum : sum(P’,P,1,ReactionNum) > .
Operators lotka and Adm represent objects instantiated from classes CLSTerm
and Admin. Operator ReactionNum is a constant that represents the number of
reaction channels (which is represented asM in Algorithm 3.1). The occ function
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is used to compute the propensity of each reaction. The rules initialise1
to initialise100 perform two things: calculating the cumulative propensity
acum using function sum (which is defined in module SCLS), and initialise the
random number generator with 100 distinct numbers. In this way we model
nondeterminism in the system by allowing the simulation to run in 100 different
behaviours.
We notice in the above rewrite rules that in object-oriented modules only relevant
attributes are shown in the left-hand side of the rules. In the right-hand side of
the rules only attributes whose values are changed are needed.
Step 2 of the algorithm is defined using the following rewrite rule.
rl [ calculate-tau ] :
< Adm : Admin | step : 2, acum : (P [ReactionNum F1]), seed : M >
=>
< Adm : Admin | step : 3, tau : ((- log(float(rand(M)))) / float(F1)),
seed : (M + 2) > .
Step 3 of the algorithm is defined using the following rewrite rules.
crl [ select-mu ] :
< Adm : Admin | step : 3, acum : (P [ReactionNum F1]), tau : F’’,
tstep : F’, seed : M, t : F >
=>
< Adm : Admin | step : 4, seed : (M + 2), t : (F’’ + F),
mu : findmu(rand(M) * F1,P [ReactionNum F1],
ReactionNum) >
if F + F’’ < F’ .
crl [ tick ] :
{ < Adm : Admin | step : 3, tau : F’’, tstep : F’, t : F >
C:Configuration }
=>
{ < Adm : Admin | step : 3, tstep : (F’ + float(R)) >
C:Configuration} in time R
if F + F’’ >= F’ [nonexec] .
Function findmu(R,P,M) is a function that chooses the next reaction (µ) in ac-
cordance with equation (2.2). The second rule, which is the implementation of
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the while-loop in Step 3 of Algorithm 3.1, is not directly executable in MAUDE
since variable R is not yet assigned to any value. Real-Time MAUDE allows the
user to choose a time-sampling strategy (or tick mode) for instantiating variable
R in each tick rule application. In the following we choose the default mode to
instantiate variable R with 1/100. This is equivalent to setting variable ∆t to
0.01 in Algorithm 3.1.
(set tick def 1/100 .)
The Real-Time Maude rule select-mu above implements the otherwise-part of
Step 3 of Algorithm 3.1. The if-part is not explicitly defined in the Real-Time
Maude version because it is handled implicitly by Real-Time Maude engine using
its internal time variable (which has the same value as our tstep attribute). In
the Maude version rule tick is removed and another rule called stop is added,
which explicitly implements the if-part.
crl [ stop ] :
< Adm : Admin | step : 3, tau : F’’, t : F >
=>
< Adm : Admin | step : 0 >
if F + F’’ >= 0.1 .
The stop rule above set the value of total time variable to 0.1. In the Real-Time
Maude version the value of total time variable is set using a Real-Time Maude
command that will be explained in Subsection 3.3.3.
The execution of Lotka reactions (step 4 of the algorithm) can be defined as
follows:
crl [ S1 ] :
< O : CLSTerm | term : (T | { S1 } i) >
< Adm : Admin | a : ([1 F1] [2 F2] P), mu : 1, step : 4 >
=>
< O : CLSTerm | term : (T | { S1 } (i + 1)) >
< Adm : Admin | a : ([1 (occ({ S1 } 1,T | { S1 } (i + 1)) * 10)]
[2 (occ({ S1 } 1 | { S2 } 1,T | { S1 } (i + 1)) / 100)]
P),
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step : 5 >
if i > 0 .
crl [ S2 ] :
< O : CLSTerm | term : (T | { S1 } i | { S2 } M) >
< Adm : Admin | mu : 2, step : 4 >
=>
< O : CLSTerm | term : (T | { S1 } sd(i,1) | { S2 } (M + 1)) >
< Adm : Admin | a : ([1 (occ({ S1 } 1,T | { S1 } sd(i,1) |
{ S2 } (M + 1)) * 10)]
[2 (occ({ S1 } 1 | { S2 } 1,T | { S1 } sd(i,1) |
{ S2 } (M + 1)) / 100)]
[3 (occ({ S2 } 1,T | { S1 } sd(i,1) |
{ S2 } (M + 1)) * 10)]),
step : 5 >
if i > 0 /\ M > 0 .
crl [ S3 ] :
< O : CLSTerm | term : (T | { S2 } i) >
< Adm : Admin | a : ([2 F2] [3 F3] P), mu : 3, step : 4 >
=>
< O : CLSTerm | term : T | { S2 } sd(i,1)>
< Adm : Admin | a : ([2 (occ({ S1 } 1 | { S2 } 1,
T | { S2 } sd(i,1)) / 100)]
[3 (occ({ S2 } 1,
T | { S2 } sd(i,1)) * 10)]
P), step : 5 >
if i > 0 .
where sd(i,1) is the Maude notation for i−1. Again here we use the occ function
to calculate the propensity of each reaction. To optimise the performance of the
simulation, we modify the algorithm such that in every application of a rule (that
represents the occurrence of a reaction) we only need to recalculate the propensity
of reactions that have been modified by the application of the rule.
Step 5 of the algorithm is defined as follows:
rl [ summing-propensities ] :
< Adm : Admin | a : P’, acum : P, step : 5 >
=>
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< Adm : Admin | a : P’, acum : sum(P,P’,1,3), step : 2 > .
where sum(acum,a,1,M) is a function to modify acum based on new values in a.
3.3.3 Analysis
In this section we show how to analyse the Stochastic CLS models using Real-
Time Maude analysis tools.
Lotka reactions
The first way to analyse reactions using our approach is to run a simulation of
their Maude model. Maude has no features to visualise the result of a simulation.
Therefore we try to plot charts representing simulation results, and compare our
charts to similar charts from previous work (see [48]).
The following command performs a simulation of the Lotka reactions with 100
molecules of S1 and 100 molecules of S2 in 1/10 time units. In this way the value
of total time variable in Algorithm 3.1 is set to 0.1. The simulation is performed
by using 1/100 as a tick value.
(set tick max def 1/100 .)
(tfrew INIT({S1} 100 |{S2} 100) in time <= 1/10 .)
rewrites: 1000656 in 6094650579ms cpu (97927ms real) (0 rewrites/second)
Timed fair rewrite INIT({S1}100 |{S2}100)in LOTKA-INIT with mode
maximal time increase with default 1/100 in time <= 1/10
Result ClockedSystem :
{< Adm : Admin | a :([1 2480]([2 2976/25][3 480](),acum :([1 2480]([2
64976/25][3 76976/25](),t : 9.9892214323839157e-2,
.
.
.
in time 1/10
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The above simulation shows that within 1/10 time units (e.g. after 0.0999 time units as
shown by attribute t) the Lotka reactions will stop because the next tick rule execution
will increase time to a value greater than the time limit (1/10 time units). Using
attribute a, we can calculate the number of molecules of each reactant that are present
at the end of the simulation.
Figure 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 compare our simulation results for the simple irreversible iso-
merisation reaction and the Lotka reactions with the simulation results from Gillespie’s
paper [48]. Each figure contains two charts, the above chart shows our simulation re-
sult and the below chart shows the result from Gillespie’s paper. We see that the two
results are similar.
By using the search command, we can check all possible behaviours of the system.
We have defined 100 rules to initialise the random number generator with 100 distinct
random numbers. This allows Maude engine to explore a state space with 100 different
behaviours. Although this approach cannot cover all possible behaviours of the system,
it yields a significant sample of behaviours. The following example shows the use of a
search command initialised with 4 molecules of S1 and 4 molecules of S2, and limited
to the first 10 states where no more occurrences of S2 are available in the system.
(tsearch [10] INIT({S1} 4 | {S2} 4) =>* {< O:Oid : CLSTerm | term : T:Term >
C:Configuration} such that occ({ S2 } 1,T:Term) = 0 in time <= 1/10 .)
Timed search [10] in LOTKA-INIT
INIT({S1}4 |{S2}4)=>* {< O:Oid : CLSTerm | term : T:Term > C:Configuration}
in time <= 1/10 and with mode maximal time increase with default 1/100 :
Solution 1
C:Configuration --> < Adm : Admin | a :([1 50]([2 0][3 0](),acum :([1 50]([2
1001/20][3 1201/20](),t : 7.8293318117206676e-2,
.
.
.
Solution 10
C:Configuration --> < Adm : Admin | a :([1 80]([2 0][3 0](),acum :([1 80]([2
80][3 80](),t : 5.6307289864345335e-2
Another interesting search command is the find earliest command, which searches
for the earliest time when a given state is reached. The following example shows that
the earliest time S2 vanishes from a system initialised with 4 molecules of S1 and 4
molecules of S2 occurs within 3/50 time units (e.g. after 0.0563 time units).
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Figure 3.1: Simple irreversible isomerisation reaction with 1000 molecules [48]
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Figure 3.2: Simple irreversible isomerisation reaction with 5000 molecules [48]
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Figure 3.3: Lotka reactions with 1000 molecules [48]
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(find earliest INIT({S1} 4 | {S2} 4) =>* {< O:Oid : CLSTerm | term : T:Term >
C:Configuration} such that occ({ S2 } 1,T:Term) == 0 .)
Find earliest {< O:Oid : CLSTerm | term : T:Term > C:Configuration} in
LOTKA-INIT such that INIT({S1}4 |{S2}4)=>* {< O:Oid : CLSTerm |
term : T:Term > C:Configuration} with mode maximal time increase with
default 1/100 :
Result: {< Adm : Admin | a :([1 80]([2 0][3 0](),acum :([1 80]([2 2002/25]
[3 2252/25](), t : 5.6307289864345335e-2,mu : 3,seed : 1646868826,
step : 5,tstep : 6.0e-2,tau : 1.3291670449923896e-3 > < lotka : CLSTerm |
term :({S1}8)>} in time 3/50
To perform model-checking we define another module as follows:
(tomod MODEL-CHECK-LOTKA is
inc TIMED-MODEL-CHECKER .
pr LOTKA-INIT .
op vanished : Term -> Prop .
op IsLessThan : Term Term -> Prop .
eq { < O : CLSTerm | term : T’ > C} |= vanished(T) = (occ(T,T’) == 0) .
eq { < O : CLSTerm | term : T’’ > C} |= IsLessThan(T,T’) = (occ(T,T’’) <
occ(T’,T’’)) .
.
.
.
endtom)
In the above module, we define some properties of the system, using our occ function:
vanished(T) indicates that term T has vanished from the system,
IsLessThan(T,T’) indicates that the number of occurrences of term T in the system
behaviour is less than the number of occurrences of T’.
We give two examples of model-checking for Lotka reactions with 4 molecules of S1
and 4 molecules of S2 as initial states. The first example shows that S2 will eventually
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vanish from the system in 1 time unit. The second example shows that the amount of
S2 will become eventually less than the amount of S1 in the system in 1 time unit.
(mc INIT({S1} 4 | {S2} 4) |=t <> vanished({ S2 } 1) in time <= 1 .)
Model check INIT({S1}4 |{S2}4) |=t <> vanished({S2}1)in MODEL-CHECK-LOTKA
in time <= 1 with mode maximal time increase with default 1/100
Result Bool :
true
(mc INIT({S1} 4 | {S2} 4) |=t <> IsLessThan({ S2 } 1,{ S1 } 1) in time
<= 1 .)
Model check INIT({S1}4 |{S2}4) |=t <> IsLessThan({S2}1,{S1}1) in
MODEL-CHECK-LOTKA in time <= 1 with mode maximal time increase with
default 1/100
Result Bool :
true
Maude uses Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) as the logic to express properties in
model checking. The <> p formula is an LTL formula that means eventually
property p will hold in the system.
3.3.4 The lactose operon
The lactose operon is a sequence of six genes of the E. coli bacterium that are re-
sponsible for producing three enzymes for lactose metabolism, namely the lactose
permease, which is incorporated in the membrane of the bacterium and actively
transports the sugar into the cell, the beta galactosidase, which splits lactose into
glucose and galactose, and the transacetylase, whose role is marginal. The first
three genes of the operon (i,p,o) regulate the production of the enzymes, and the
last three (z,y,a), called structural genes, are transcribed (when allowed) into the
mRNA for beta galactosidase, lactose permease and transacetylase, respectively.
The regulation process is as follows (see Figure 3.4): gene i encodes the lac
Repressor, which, in the absence of lactose, binds to gene o (the operator). Tran-
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Figure 3.4: The regulation process in the Lac Operon.
scription of structural genes into mRNA is performed by the RNA polymerase
enzyme, which usually binds to gene p (the promoter) and scans the operon from
left to right by transcribing the three structural genes z, y and a into a single
mRNA fragment. When the lac Repressor is bound to gene o, it becomes an
obstacle for the RNA polymerase, and transcription of the structural genes is not
performed. On the other hand, when lactose is present inside the bacterium, it
binds to the Repressor preventing it from stopping the activity of the RNA poly-
merase. In this case the transcription is performed and the enzymes for lactose
degradation are synthesized.
In Stochastic CLS we can model the membrane of the bacterium as the looping(
m
)L
, where the alphabet symbolm generically denotes the whole membrane sur-
face in normal conditions. Moreover, we model the lactose operon as the sequence
lacI · lacP · lacO · lacZYA (lacI−A for short), in which each symbol corresponds
to a gene (apart from the last three genes that are grouped together in the sym-
bol lacZYA). We replace lacO with RO in the sequence when the lac Repressor
is bound to gene o, and lacP with PP when the RNA polymerase is bound to
gene p. When the lac Repressor and the RNA polymerase are unbound, they are
modelled by the symbols repr and polym, respectively. We model the mRNA of
the lac Repressor as the symbol Irna, a molecule of lactose as the symbol LACT ,
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and beta galactosidase, lactose permease and transacetylase enzymes as symbols
betagal, perm and transac, respectively. Finally, since the three structural genes
are transcribed into a single mRNA fragment, we model such mRNA as a single
symbol Rna.
The initial state of the bacterium when no lactose is present in the environment
and when 100 molecules of lactose are present is modelled by the following terms
(where n× T stands for a parallel composition T | . . . | T of length n):
Ecoli ::=
(
m
)L c (lacI−A | 30× polym | 1× repr) (3.3)
EcoliLact ::= Ecoli | 100× LACT (3.4)
The dynamics of the system is modelled by the rules in Figure 3.5, where x can be
either lacO or RO and y either lacP or PP . A rule with one of these placeholders
can be implemented in Maude either by writing two different rules or by using
conditional rules.
Rules (R1) and (R2) describe the transcription and translation of gene i into
the lac Repressor. Rules (R3) and (R4) describe binding and unbinding of the
RNA polymerase to gene p. Rules (R5) and (R6) describe the transcription and
translation of the three structural genes. Transcription of such genes can be
performed only when the sequence contains lacO instead of RO, that is when the
lac Repressor is not bound to gene o. Rules (R7) and (R8) describe binding and
unbinding of the lac Repressor to gene o. Finally, rules (R9) and (R10) describe
the binding and unbinding, respectively, of the lactose to the lac Repressor.
Rule (R11) describes the incorporation of the lactose permease in the membrane
of the bacterium, rule (R12) the transportation of lactose from the environment
to the interior performed by the lactose permease, and rule (R13) the decompo-
sition of the lactose into glucose (denoted GLU) and galactose (denoted GAL)
performed by the beta galactosidase. Finally, rules from (R14) to (R20) describe
the degradation of all the proteins and pieces of mRNA involved in the process:
We have translated the Stochastic CLS model into Maude and analyse it. The
simulation runs quite fast and produces similar behaviour as the result in the
work by Barbuti, Carvagna, Maggiolo-Schettini, Milazzo and Pardini [8]. Our
intention in this thesis is to show that we can perform not only chart-based
analysis, but also analysis on some logical properties of the system. We show this
by analysing two properties of this case study.
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lacI−A 0.027−→ lacI−A | Irna (R1)
Irna
0.17−→ Irna | repr (R2)
polym | lacI · lacP · lacO · lacZYA 0.17−→ lacI · PP · lacO · lacZYA (R3)
lacI · PP · lacO · lacZYA 0.017−→ polym | lacI · lacP · lacO · lacZYA (R4)
lacI · PP · lacO · lacZYA 20.07−→ polym | Rna | lacI−A (R5)
Rna
0.17−→ Rna | betagal | perm | transac (R6)
repr | lacI · y · lacO · lacZYA 1.07−→ lacI · y ·RO · lacZYA (R7)
lacI · y ·RO · lacZYA 0.017−→ repr | lacI · y · lacO · lacZYA (R8)
repr | LACT 0.0057−→ RLACT (R9)
RLACT
0.17−→ repr | LACT (R10)(
X
)L c (perm | Y ) 0.17→ (perm | X)L c Y (R11)
LACT | (perm | X)L c Y 0.0017→ (perm | X)L c (LACT |Y ) (R12)
betagal | LACT 0.0017→ betagal | GLU | GAL (R13)
perm
0.0017→  Irna 0.0017→  transac 0.0017→  (R14-R16)
repr
0.0027→  betagal 0.017→  Rna 0.017→  (R17-R19)
RLACT
0.0027→ LACT (R20)
Figure 3.5: Rewrite rules of the Stochastic CLS model of the lactose operon.
The first property is related with the amount of enzymes (beta galactosidase and
lactose permease) in the absence of lactose in the environment. The amount of
such enzymes (in number of molecules) should always be below some limit. Here
we show that our model satisfies this property, with 20 as the limit. We use
the Maude search command to check whether there is a state where the number
of beta galactosidase or lactose permease is greater than 20. The Maude engine
shows No solution as the answer, which means that there is no such state.
(tsearch INIT({ [{ m } 1] LContains [{ laci . lacp . laco . lacz . lacy .
laca } 1 | { polym } 30 | { repr } 1] } 1) =>* {< O:Oid : CLSTerm |
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term : T:Term > C:Configuration} such that occ({ perm } 1,T:Term) >
20 or occ({ betagal } 1,T:Term) > 20 in time <= 1500 .)
Timed search in MODEL-CHECK-LOTKA
INIT({[{m}1]LContains[{laci . lacp . laco . lacz . lacy . laca}1 |{
polym}30 |{repr}1]}1)=>* {< O:Oid : CLSTerm | term : T:Term >
C:Configuration}
in time <= 1500 and with mode maximal time increase with default 1 :
No solution
The second property is related with the amount of enzymes beta galactosidase
and lactose permease in the presence of lactose. We want to show that with
the presence of lactose, the number of molecules of each of such enzymes will
eventually be greater than 20. Now we use the Maude model check command to
verify this property. The result shows that this property holds in our system.
((mc INIT({ [{ m } 1] LContains [{ laci . lacp . laco . lacz . lacy .
laca } 1 |{ polym } 30 | { repr } 1] } 1 | { LACT } 100) |=t (<>
IsGreaterThanN({ betagal } 1,20)) /\ (<> IsGreaterThanN
({ perm } 1,20)) in time <= 1500 .)
Model check INIT({[{m}1]LContains[{laci . lacp . laco . lacz . lacy .
laca}1 |{polym}30 |{repr}1]}1 |{LACT}100) |=t <> IsGreaterThanN
({betagal}1,20)/\ <> IsGreaterThanN({perm}1,20)in MODEL-CHECK-LOTKA
in time <= 1500 with mode maximal time increase with default 1
Result Bool :
true
Chapter 4
Modelling at Visual Level
4.1 Levels of Representation in Spatial CLS
In this section we define an approach to model biological systems at different levels
of representation using Spatial CLS. We distinguish between a molecular level, in
which rewrite rules are used to model biochemical reactions among molecules, and
one or more visual levels, in which rewrite rules define the dynamics of a higher
level of organisation of the biological system under analysis. These rewrite rules
refer to a single level of representation. Therefore, we call them horizontal rules.
At visual level the state of the system, which is called visual state, is defined by
using the spatial information in positional terms of the system. A visual state
describes three kinds of information:
(i) spatial information;
(ii) a stage of the system evolution, which we call visual stage;
(iii) information on whether that stage has been visualised.
Example of stages of the system at cellular level are a small cell at the beginning of
the growing phase or a cell with two nuclei during mitosis. Within a specific stage,
state transitions are triggered by rewrite rules that modify spatial information
and tag the current stage of the system evolution as “visualised”.
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In this way, we can attain visualisation using spatial information. Moreover, vi-
sual states represent both the biological stage of the system and the status of the
visualisation, while rewrite rules control the flow of the visualisation. Visualisa-
tion can then be used to simulate the behaviour of the system and to perform
comparison with and prediction of in vivo and in vitro experiments.
At molecular level we can see biological systems as composed of molecules which
are not associated with spatial information in our model. The state of the system
is represented by the combination of molecular populations. State transitions are
defined as rewrite rules representing biochemical reactions modifying molecular
populations. Therefore the molecular level is modelled by using a subset of Spatial
CLS equivalent to Stochastic CLS.
To model a biological system, we can start from the visual level. The informa-
tion about the system behaviour at this level is purely descriptive. It is based
on observation of visible events independently of the biochemical processes that
cause them. Such visual events are modelled through transitions of visual states,
whose spatial information is defined in such a way to mimic visible events ob-
served during in vivo and in vitro experiments. Molecules are confined within
membranes using the looping and containment operator. However, such a con-
finement is logical rather than spatial. Chemical reactions are modelled by rules
with no visual effect and then linked to the visual level by vertical rules, which
control the transition of stage in the system evolution, by evaluating conditions
at molecular level and checking that the current stage has been visualised.
Figure 4.1 describes visually the architecture of our approach in modelling bio-
logical systems by using different levels of representation. We see two kinds of
rules in Figure 4.1: vertical and horizontal rules. Vertical rules are defined by
using Spatial CLS rewrite rules that have the form of [fc] PL
∞7→ PR. By putting
∞ as the rate of these rules we define vertical rules as instantaneous rewrite
rules. These rules are applied immediately after their preconditions are satisfied.
Horizontal rules are defined by using Spatial CLS rewrite rules that have the
form of [fc] PL
k7→ PR. These rules are not instantaneous, as the value 1/k repre-
sents the expected duration of one such rule. The application of horizontal rules
are controlled by the Stochastic Simulation Algorithm that will be explained in
Section 4.3.1.
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Levels of
Representation
Visual
ﬀ
horizontal rules
Molecular
ﬀ
horizontal rules
6
vertical rules
Figure 4.1: Architecture of our approach
4.2 Case Study: Cell Cycle
In this section we illustrate our approach using the cell cycle of budding yeast as a
case study. In this case study we consider two levels of representation, molecular
level and cellular level. The cellular level is the only visual level in this model.
4.2.1 Cellular Level
Cell cycle is the process by which cells duplicate themselves, grow, and prepare to
divide again. It is required to sustain life by supporting reproduction and growth
and also replacing dead cells. It consists of four steps:
(i) G1 phase
It starts from the end of the previous M phase until the beginning of DNA
synthesis. During this phase the biosynthetic activities of the cell, which
had been considerably slowed down during the M phase, resume at a high
rate. The cell grows and becomes larger. This phase is marked by synthesis
of various enzymes that are required in the S phase, mainly those needed for
DNA replication. Duration of G1 is highly variable, even among different
cells of the same species.
(ii) S phase
It starts when DNA synthesis commences and ends when all of the chromo-
somes have been replicated. Thus, during this phase, the amount of DNA
in the cell has effectively doubled. The duration of the S phase is relatively
constant among cells of the same species.
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Figure 4.2: Cell Cycle
(iii) G2 phase
Significant protein synthesis occurs during this phase, mainly involving the
production of microtubules, which are required during the process of mito-
sis. Inhibition of protein synthesis during the G2 phase prevents the cell
from undergoing mitosis.
(iv) M (mitotic) phase
It consists of mitosis, followed by cytokinesis. Mitosis is the phase by which
a cell duplicates the chromosomes in its nucleus in order to generate two
identical daughter nuclei. Cytokinesis is the process of dividing the cyto-
plasm, nucleus, organelles and cell membranes of a single cell into two child
cells containing equal shares of these components.
The G1, S and G2 phases are called interphase. A cell sometimes stops dividing
itself and enters a quiescent state (the G0 phase). This usually happens after the
G1 phase. A cell can remain in this state for a long period, possibly indefinitely.
Some cells may even die in this period if there is no stimulation for them to
re-enter the cell cycle. Figure 4.2 shows the schematic diagram of cell cycle.
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Stage cell radius # of nuclei # of chromosomes avg. time (min)
1 3r/4 single single 40
2 r single single 30
3 r single double 25
4 r double double 5
Table 4.1: The four visual stages of cell-cycle
Our visualisation is based on the four phases of cell cycle. However, at cellular
level, only phase S fully characterises a visual stage, that is the stage where
chromosomes inside the nucleus are replicated. Phase G1 incorporates different
steps of cell growth, phase G2 does not have any visual counterpart and phase
M includes one visual stage corresponding to nucleus division.
In our model we consider only two steps in cell growth: the cell size before and
after the growth. Therefore we define 4 visual stages:
(i) small cell before growth (beginning of phase G1)
(ii) big cell after growth (end of phase G1)
(iii) chromosomes inside the nucleus (end of phase S)
(iv) cell with two nuclei (phase M before cytokinesis)
Based on the above explanation, we define three attributes identifying visual
stages:
• cell radius
• number of nuclei in a cell
• number of chromosomes in a cell nucleus.
Table 4.1 shows the values of these attributes in each visual stage.
State transitions are defined by using Spatial CLS rewrite rules. Our example
is similar to the one presented by Barbuti, Maggiolo-Schettini, Milazzo and Par-
dini [9]. We define four rewrite rules to model the cell cycle. Barbuti, Maggiolo-
Schettini, Milazzo and Pardini consider the 24 hour mammalian cell cycle [9].
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We model instead budding yeast cell cycle whose duration is only about 100
minutes [29]. The initial state of the system is defined by the following term:
(b)L.,R c (m)L[0,0,f ], 3r
4
c ((n)L c (cr.gN2.gB5 | cr.gB2.gC2)|stage1)
The above term represents a sphere with radiusR, which contains a cell positioned
at its center. The cell contains a nucleus, with 2 chromosomes. Each chromosome
contains 2 genes, whose function will be explained in Section 4.2.2. The cell is
initially in stage 1 (phase G1). At this level the cell cycle is defined by the
following rules:
R1 :
(
m
)L
[p,f ], 3r
4
c (X | stage1) 0.0257−→
(
m
)L
[p,f ],r
c (X | stage1 | visualised1)
R2 :
(
m
)L
[p,f ],r
c ((n)Lu c (cr.x˜ | cr.y˜) | stage2) 0.0337−→
(m)L[p,f ],r c ((n)Lu c (2cr.x˜ | 2cr.y˜) | stage2 | visualised2)
R3 :
(
n
)L
[(0,0,0),f ], 2r
5
c (2cr.x˜ | 2cr.y˜) | stage3 0.047−→
(n)L
[(− r
2
,0,0),f ], 2r
5
c(cr.x˜ | cr.y˜) | (n)L
[( r
2
,0,0),f ], 2r
5
c (cr.x˜ | cr.y˜) | stage3 | visualised3
R4 :
(
m
)L
[p,f ],r
c ((n)L
u
c X | (n)L
v
c Y | stage4) 0.27−→(
m
)L
[p,f ], 3r
4
c ((n)L
u
c X | stage4 | visualised4) |(
m
)L
[getpos,f ], 3r
4
c ((n)L
u
c Y | stage4 | visualised4)
In the above rules we only model objects without autonomous movement. Func-
tion f on their spatial information represents a function that maps from position
p to the same position p. Every cell is assumed to double its volume during cell
cycle. This is shown by rule R1, which represents the growing process in phase
G1. By changing the cell radius from
3r
4
to r, the volume is nearly doubled.
Rule R2 represents the chromosomes replication inside nucleus. It is represented
by modifying symbol cr that precedes each chromosome to 2cr. Rule R3 repre-
sents the nucleus division, where the only nucleus inside a cell is duplicated into
two identical nuclei. To avoid collision between nuclei, pairs of nuclei are moved
toward opposite directions. Finally rule R4 represents the cytokinesis, which di-
vides the cell and all its contents into two child cells with the identical size and
content. This is represented by:
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(i) removing the parent cell whose radius is r and having two nuclei,
(ii) putting a child cell with radius 3r
4
at parent cell’s position,
(iii) putting a child cell with radius 3r
4
at a new position.
We assume the existence of function getpos() (as shown in rule R4) that will find
a position for a newly created cell during cytokinesis. Section 4.3.1 will discuss
the implementation of this function in our simulation and visualisation tool.
Symbols stage1, stage2, stage3, stage4 are used to model the current visual stage
of a cell. Symbols visualised1, visualised2, visualised3, visualised4 decompose
each visual stage into two visual states, which model whether the current stage
has been visualised or not. Therefore, at visual level, rewrite rule Ri models the
transition between the two visual states that correspond to visual stage i, that is
from the non-visualised to the visualised state of stage i.
Although in general rewrite rules at visual level modify spatial information, this
is not the case for rule R2 because chromosomes are logically positioned within
the nucleus, but do not have any quantitative spatial information associated with
them. In fact rule R2 just doubles the number of chromosomes; choices about
where to visualise the duplicated chromosomes are purely aesthetic and are left
to the implementation of the visualisation.
The constant associated with each rule defines the rate with which that rule is
applied. The rate for rule Ri is calculated as the inverse of the average duration
for visual stage i. This ensures that the time needed for each stage to be visualised
mimics the actual time observed in nature. The last column of Table 4.1 shows
the average durations of the four stages.
4.2.2 Molecular Level and Vertical Rules
To model cell cycle at molecular level, we adopt the model of budding yeast cell
cycle introduced by Chen et al [29]. Figure 4.3 shows a diagrammatic view of
the model. This diagram is equipped with a set of differential equations describ-
ing the detailed behaviour of the cell cycle at molecular level. By solving the
set of differential equations, the model can be simulated and the result can be
compared with the results of in vivo and in vitro experiments. However, the
behaviour of differential equations based models is deterministic. Real biological
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Figure 4.3: Budding Yeast Cell Cycle [29]
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Figure 4.4: A Boolean Network Model of Budding Yeast Cell Cycle [69]
systems are usually nondeterministic systems, as observed from the different re-
sults we get from performing in vivo or in vitro experiments. In a more recent
paper [34], Csika´sz-Nagy, Battogtokh, Chen, Nova´k, and Tyson define a model
for eukaryotic cell cycle, which is a generalisation of the model defined by Chen
et al. Another model of budding yeast cell cycle is developed by Li et al us-
ing boolean network [69]. Boolean network models are simpler than differential
equations based models. The model is represented by using a graph, where each
node represents the presence/absence of a particular molecule of the system of
interest. Figure 4.4 shows the boolean network that models budding yeast cell
cycle. Only a limited form of qualitative analysis can be performed on this kind
of models.
One important process that often occurs in molecular level is phosphorylation.
Phosphorylation is is the addition of a phosphate (PO4) group to a protein or
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other organic molecule. Phosphorylation is useful in our cell cycle model because
it often alters the activity of an enzyme (turning an active enzyme into inactive
or vice versa).
Another important process that often occurs in molecular level is complexation.
Complexation is a chemical reaction that takes place between a metal ion and a
molecular or ionic entity known as a ligand that contains at least one atom with
an unshared pair of electrons. Complexation is useful in our cell cycle model
because it often deactivates an enzyme or forms a complex that is needed by
other reactions.
Cell cycle is controlled by complexes of cyclin and cyclin-dependent kinases. Cy-
clins and cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) are two key classes of regulatory
molecules. They determine the cell sequential progress in cell cycle. Many of
the genes encoding cyclins and CDKs are conserved among all eukaryotes, but
in general more complex organisms have more elaborate cell cycle control sys-
tems that incorporate more individual components. There are 4 kinds of cyclins
involved in budding yeast cell cycle:
• Cln3, which starts phase G1,
• Cln2, which induce the G1/S transition,
• Clb5, which controls the phase S,
• Clb2, which controls the phase M .
These four cyclins form complexes with Cdc28.
We define rules that control the state of the system at molecular level. To define a
link between the visual state (which is controlled by the rules at visual level) and
the biochemical state at molecular level, we define 4 rules that cause a transition
to next visual stage when a specific condition at molecular level is verified. Since
these rules do not correspond to any time-consuming biochemical process but
operate at a meta-level by providing a link between distinct representation levels,
we define them as instantaneous by using ∞ as the value for their rates.
Let condi be the condition at molecular level that triggers a transition from visual
stage i to next visual stage. We define the vertical rule
Ti : visualisedi | condi | stagei ∞7−→ condi | stagenext(i)
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where
next(i) =
{
1 if i = 4
i+ 1 if 0 < i < 4
Symbol visualisedi is introduced by the application of rule Ri, which marks the
completion of the visualisation of stage i. The completion of the visualisation
of the current stage is obviously a precondition for the transition to next visual
stage. Therefore, symbol visualisedi appears as a precondition in vertical rule
Ti, which defines the transition to next visual stage next(i). The removal of
visualisedi by rule Ti enables rule Rnext(i) to be applied.
Vertical rules also allow the introduction and removal of biochemical signals whose
accumulation or degradation is not sufficiently understood in order to be dealt
with at molecular level. The form of vertical rules that deal with introduction
and removal of biochemical signals is as follows:
• introduction, Ti : visualisedi | condi | stagei ∞7−→ condi | stagenext(i) | signal
• removal, Ti : signal | visualisedi | condi | stagei ∞7−→ condi | stagenext(i)
We use the following convention for naming objects. Molecule names start with
capital letters, except in some cases where the molecules could be in two different
statuses. For example, we prefix the molecule names with i to indicate that
this molecule is inactive. We also prefix the molecule names with p when the
molecule is phosphorylated. Names starting with g are used for genes. We use ’-’
to concatenate two names of molecules, indicating a complex formed by binding
two molecules.
4.2.3 Molecular Level: Phase G1
Cell cycle starts when a cell grows in phase G1. This is triggered by a growth
factor, which is present in the environment, and binds with its receptor in the cell
membrane. The resultant complex then triggers the production of cyclin Cln3.
Cyclin Cln3 (after binding with its kinase partner Cdc28) activates SBF and
MBF , the transcription factors for cyclins Cln2 and Clb5. Genes gN2 and gB5
control expression of cyclin Cln2 and Clb5. Cyclin Cln2 controls the transition
between phase G1 and S. Cyclin Clb5 controls the exit of phase S. At this point
some molecules that are not needed in this phase, but will be needed in later
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phases, are temporarily deactivated. In phase G1, Clb5 is deactivated by Sic1.
Later Cln2 forms a complex with Cdc28 and phosphorylates Sic1, releasing Clb5.
Cyclin Clb2, which is needed in mitosis, is bound with Sic1 in phase G1. Protein
Cdc14, which is needed in mitosis exit, is bound with Net1 in phase G1. Protein
Cdc14, which is abundant in this phase also activates phosphorylated Sic1, whose
function is as Clb5 inhibitor.
Based on their duration, we classify reactions into four categories: very fast, fast,
slow, and very slow. We define four numerical values to characterise reaction
rates for the above categories: 20, 5, 1, 0.25. The higher the rate, the faster the
reaction. Obviously, reaction times are many magnitudes smaller than durations
of visual stages defined in Table 4.1. Therefore, we introduce a speeding factor
s, which defines the ratio between these magnitudes for the specific visual rep-
resentation we are modelling. The actual rate of a reaction is then given by the
product between the speeding factor and the numerical value corresponding to
the category of that reaction.
To simplify the model, we do not define rules for complexation of cyclins with its
kinase partners (Cdc28). Phase G1 is therefore modelled as follows:
S1 : GF | (GFR | Y )LcX 20·s7−→ (iGFR | Y )Lc(X | Cln3)
S2 : Cln3 | iSBF | iMBF 1·s7−→ Cln3 | SBF | MBF
S3 : SBF | (n)Lc(y˜ · gN2 · x˜ | Y ) 20·s7−→ SBF | (n)Lc(y˜ · gN2 · x˜ | Y ) | Cln2
S4 : MBF | (n)Lc(y˜ · gB5 · x˜ | Y ) 20·s7−→MBF | (n)Lc(y˜ · gB5 · x˜ | Y ) | Clb5
S5 : Sic1 | Clb5 5·s7−→ Sic1−Clb5
S6 : Net1 | Cdc14 5·s7−→ Net1−Cdc14
S7 : pSic1 | Cdc14 20·s7−→ Sic1 | Cdc14
S8 : Sic1 | Clb2 5·s7−→ Sic1−Clb2
S9 : Cln2 | Sic1−Clb5 5·s7−→ pSic1 | Clb5 | Cln2
The accumulation of Cln2 triggers the transition from phase G1 to S [29]. We
introduce the following vertical rule:
T1 : Cln3
N | visualised1 | Cln2mc(Cln2,2) | stage1 ∞7−→ Cln2mc(Cln2,2) | stage2
to instantaneously perform a transition from stage 1 to stage 2, after rule R1 has
visualised the cell growth. This vertical rule also removes all Cln3 molecules from
the cell, because the removal process of Cln3 is unknown. The function mc(r, i)
represents the concentration of r that is needed to trigger transition to stage i.
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4.2.4 Molecular Level: Phase S
Cyclin Clb5 forms a complex with its kinase partner Cdc28, and triggers the
duplication of chromosomes. Meanwhile Cln2 is not needed anymore, so it is
degraded by SCF . Protein SCF also degrades phosphorylated Sic1, enabling
Clb5 to optimally work. The cyclin-dependent kinases (Cln2−Cdc28 and Clb5−
Cdc28) activate Mcm1, which is the transcription factor for Clb2. Expression of
Clb2 is controlled by gene gB2. Cyclin Clb2 controls phase M . Active Cdh1,
whose function is to degrade Clb2, is deactivated by cyclin-dependent kinases. In
this way the degradation of Clb2 is postponed until the end of phase M . Finally
Clb2 is transcribed and then binds with Cdc28.
Phase S is therefore modelled as follows:
S10 : pSic1 | SCF 1·s7−→ SCF
S11 : Cln2 | SCF 1·s7−→ SCF
S12 : Cln2 | Cdh1 20·s7−→ Cln2 | iCdh1
S13 : Clb5 | Cdh1 20·s7−→ Clb5 | iCdh1
S14 : Clb5 | iMcm1 0.25·s7−→ Mcm1 | Clb5
S15 : Mcm1 | (n)Lc(y˜.gB2.x˜ | Y ) 20·s7−→ iMcm1 | (n)Lc(y˜ · gB2 · x˜ | Y ) | Clb2
The accumulation of Clb5 is the event that triggers the transition from phase S
to phase G2. We introduce the following vertical rule:
T2 : visualised2 | Clb5mc(Clb5,3) | stage2 ∞7−→ Clb5mc(Clb5,3) | stage3 | SPN
to instantaneously perform a transition from stage 2 to stage 3, after rule R2 has
visualised chromosome duplication. Besides changing visual stage, the above rule
also sends a signal (SPN) to start metaphase spindle. This signal is needed to
activate Cdc15 in mitosis. Since it is unknown how to relate the accumulation
of this signal with biochemical reactions at molecular level, we assume that this
signal is available since the beginning of phase G2.
4.2.5 Molecular Level: Phase G2 and Beginning of Phase
M
The cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) Clb2−Cdc28 is the main controller of phase
G2 and M . This CDK activates Mcm1, allowing Clb2 to accumulate. It also
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degrades MBF and SBF , stopping the transcription of Cln2 and Clb5. Cyclin
Cln2 is then degraded by SCF , while the degradation of Clb5 is regulated by
Cdc20 andAPC (Anaphase Promoting Complex ). ProteinMcm1 stimulates gene
gC20 to produce Cdc20 and APC must be phosphorylated by Clb2−Cdc28 before
it can bind with Cdc20. During metaphase, the SPN signal activates Cdc15.
Protein Cdc15 then phosphorylates Net1, releasing Cdc14. Protein Cdc14 is
needed later in mitosis exit and also activates Cdh1. Tumor suppressor Cdh1 is
needed for Clb2 degradation.
S16 : Clb2 | iMcm1 20·s7−→Mcm1 | Clb2
S17 : Clb2 | MBF 1·s7−→ Clb2 | iMBF
S18 : Clb2 | SBF 1·s7−→ Clb2 | iSBF
S19 : Mcm1 | (n)Lc(y˜ · gC20 · x˜ |Y ) 20·s7−→ iMcm1 | (n)Lc(y˜ · gC20 · x˜ | Y ) | Cdc20
S20 : Clb2 | APC 20·s7−→ APC−P | Clb2
S21 : APC−P | Cdc20 1·s7−→ APC−Cdc20
S22 : SPN | iCdc15 0.25·s7−→ SPN |Cdc15
S23 : Cdc15 | Net1−Cdc14 0.25·s7−→ Net1 | Cdc14 | iCdc15
S24 : APC−Cdc20 | Clb5 1·s7−→ APC
S25 : iCdh1 | Cdc14 0.25·s7−→ Cdh1 | Cdc14
The accumulation of APC−Cdc20 is the event that triggers the beginning of
cytokinesis. We introduce the following vertical rule:
T3 : SPN | visualised3 | APC−Cdc20mc(APC−Cdc20,4) | stage3 ∞7−→
APC−Cdc20mc(APC−Cdc20,4) | stage4
to instantaneously perform a transition from stage 3 to stage 4, after rule R3
has visualised nucleus division. This rule also removes signal SPN which is not
needed anymore in cytokinesis, but whose degradation is not clearly understood
in terms of biochemical reactions.
4.2.6 Molecular Level: Cytokinesis
The main activity in the stage 4 is the degradation of Clb2 by APC (with the
help of Cdc20 or Cdh1). Protein Cdc14 is also active in this stage, producing
Sic1, which is needed to return to phase G1.
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S26 : Cdc14
5·s7−→ Sic1 | Cdc14
S27 : APC−Cdc20 | Clb2 1·s7−→ APC
S28 : APC | Cdh1 | Clb2 0.25·s7−→ APC | Cdh1
Finally, transition from cytokinesis to phase G1 is triggered by the accumulation
of Sic1. We introduce the following vertical rule:
T4 :
(
iGFRN | X)L c (Y | visualised4 | Sic1mc(Sic1,1) | stage4) ∞7−→(
GFRN | X)L c (Y | Sic1mc(Sic1,1) | stage1
to instantaneously perform a transition from stage 4 back to stage 1, after rule
R4 has visualised cell division.
4.3 Simulation and Visualisation of Budding Yeast
Cell Cycle
In this section we describe our approach to develop a prototype of a tool to
simulate and visualise the model of budding yeast cell cycle using the formal
approach introduced in Section 4.2.1 and Section 4.2.2. We start by defining an
algorithm to simulate our model based on Gillespie’s Direct Method. Then we
describe the design of the simulation and visualisation tool.
4.3.1 The Simulation Algorithm
The simulation of budding yeast cell cycle is performed by using a variant of the
Gillespie’s algorithm which extends the variant introduced by Basuki, Cerone
and Milazzo [14]. The extension consists of the selection of the cell in which the
current reaction has to occur.
Algorithm 4.1. Direct Method with Compartment Selection
Step 0 Input M reactions R1, . . . , RM , and N values representing initial molec-
ular population numbers X1, . . . , XN . Initialise time variable t to 0. Cal-
culate propensity aj for j = 1 to M . Calculate the sum of all propensities∑M
j=1 aj.
Step 1 If visualisedl is present in the term, then visualise stage l and execute
vertical rule Tl.
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Step 2 If the space is fully occupied, then stop simulation. Otherwise generate
random number r1 and calculate time increment τ . Increment simulation
time t by τ .
Step 3 Generate random number r2 and calculate the pair (µ, θ) of next reaction
index and index of the cell in which reaction Rµ must occur.
Step 4 Execute reaction Rµ inside cell with index θ. Update N values represent-
ing molecular population numbers X1, . . . , XN and propensities a1, . . . , aM
according to the execution of reaction Rµ.
Step 5 Calculate the sum of all propensities
∑M
j=1 aj. Return to Step 1.
Gillespie defines that the probability of reaction Rj to occur is proportional to
aj, the propensity of reaction Rj. The propensity of reaction Rj is the product
of its reaction constant cj and the number hj of distinct combinations of reacting
molecules.
Since reactions are confined within cells, we need to extend Gillespie’s algorithm
to choose in which cell reaction Rµ should occur. Let C be the number of cells and
X ik the number of molecules of kind Bk in the i-th cell. We define Xk =
∑C
i=1X
i
k.
Let aij be the propensity of reaction Rj occurring inside the i-th cell. Then a
i
j is
defined as the product of cj by the number h
i
j of distinct combinations of reacting
molecules of reaction Rj within the i-th cell. We define aj =
∑C
i=1 a
i
j. If t is the
current simulation time, then t + τ represents the time at which next reaction
occurs, with τ exponentially distributed with parameter a0 =
∑M
j=1 aj. Time
increment τ , the index µ of the reaction that occurs at time t+ τ and the index
θ of the cell in which such reaction occurs are calculated as follows:
τ =
1
a0
ln(
1
r1
) (4.1)
(µ, θ) = the integers for which
µ∑
j=1
θ−1∑
i=1
aij < r2a0 ≤
µ∑
j=1
θ∑
i=1
aij (4.2)
where r1 and r2 are two random real numbers which are uniformly distributed
over interval [0,1].
As an alternative approach we could choose (τ, µ) using the original Gillespie’s
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formulation as follows:
τ =
1
a0
ln(
1
r1
) (4.3)
µ = the integer for which
µ−1∑
v=1
av < r2a0 ≤
µ∑
v=1
av (4.4)
Then we could generate a third random number r3 which is also uniformly dis-
tributed over interval [0,1], and use it to choose θ as follows:
θ = the integer for which
θ−1∑
i=1
aiµ < r3aµ ≤
θ∑
i=1
aiµ (4.5)
Proposition 4.1. Both techniques described above choose (τ, µ, θ) with identical
probabilities.
Proof. In both implementations, the computation of τ uses the same technique.
We will show that the probabilities of choosing a reaction Rµ at compartment θ
by using either implementations are identical.
In the first implementation, the probability Prob(Iµ,θ) of choosing reaction Rµ at
compartment θ equals to:
Prob(Iµ,θ) =
aθµ
a0
In the second implementation, the probability of choosing reaction Rµ at com-
partment θ equals to:
Prob(Iµ,θ) = Prob(Iµ).P rob(Iµ,θ|Iµ)
Since Prob(Iµ) =
aµ
a0
and Prob(Iµ,θ|Iµ) = a
θ
µ
aµ
, then Prob(Iµ,θ) =
aθµ
a0
We assume the existence of a function, called getpos(), that is responsible to find
the correct position for a newborn cell and to resolve the spatial conflict that
arises between cells. Naturally, the newborn cell should be attached to its parent
cell. If we model the system in n-dimensional space, there are 2n positions for
this newborn cell. Function getpos() will find an empty position among these 2n
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positions. If it cannot find an empty position, it will choose one position and
then push forward the other cells on that direction by one position. Since the
space is limited by a sphere if the last cell is adjacent to the sphere boundary, it
cannot be pushed forward. In this case getpos() will search any empty position
for this cell. If no more empty position can be found, then the simulation must
stop.
Figure 4.5 shows an example in 2-dimensional space. In the left picture, cell
number 1 is about to divide, but all neighbouring positions are occupied by other
cells. Then in the right picture getpos() chooses the position of cell number
2 as its target and divides cell number 1 into two newborn cells (grey colour).
It pushes cell number 2 toward cell number 3, but cannot push cell number 3
forward because of the boundary. Then cell number 3 is moved to an adjacent
empty position, along a different direction.
Figure 4.5: Application of getpos()
After executing reaction Rµ (step 4 of the algorithm), we need to update the
molecular populations and propensity functions that are affected by application
of Rµ. Gibson and Bruck [46] define a data structure to support an extension of
Gillespie’s First Reaction Method. We use their notion of dependency graph in
order to simplify the process of updating molecular populations and propensity
functions. In this way we need to update them only if they are affected by the
application of reaction Rµ.
4.3.2 Cell Cycle Simulator and 3D Visualisation
We design a simulator of cell cycle, which also visualises the stages of cell pro-
liferation in 3-dimensions. For this purpose we design a tool that consists of 4
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modules:
(i) Module Space, which handles the space in which cell proliferations occur,
(ii) Module Simulation, which controls the simulation,
(iii) Module Display, which controls the visualisation,
(iv) Module Menu, which controls the interaction between the tool and a user.
As shown in Section 4.2.1 our model assumes the existence of a sphere with radius
R, in which cell proliferations occur. In Step 1 of Algorithm 4.1 it is shown that
the size of this space limits the duration of simulation. Once the space is fully
occupied by cells, the simulation terminates. Module Space creates this sphere,
records the allocation of space for cells created during cell cycle and allocates
space to newly born cells. To create the sphere the user must first input the
radius R, which is handled by module Menu. The user is then asked to input the
cell radius, which is modelled as r. Module Space then creates a grid of cubes
inside the sphere, with r as the length of the cubes’ sides. Each cell created
during cell cycle is put inside a cube. In this way module Space can record the
space available for cell proliferation and allocates space for newly created cells.
The grid of cubes inside the sphere is just a way of allocating space for cells and
is not visualised.
Module Simulation implements Algorithm 4.1 to control the simulation. Its task
includes updating system states at molecular and cellular levels according to
applications of rewrite rules, controlling the timer and performing the calculation
needed in Algorithm 4.1. In the prototype of the tool that we have implemented,
reactions are implemented as part of the program. This is different from the
description of Algorithm 4.1,the module containing reactions can be replaced
by another module that contains a different set of rewrite rules. One possible
extension to the prototype is by combining it with the Maude engine. We can
define the cell cycle model in Maude and define another Simulation module which
reads Maude simulation output and visualises it. The simulation is performed by
the Maude engine and the ouput is visualised by the tool. By using the Maude
engine to perform the simulation, we can also use the Maude model-checker to
perform statistical model-checking as in the approach defined by Basuki, Cerone
and Milazzo [14].
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Module Display visualises the cell cycle according to the visual state of the system.
Figure 4.6 shows the visualisation of cell cycle provided by our tool. The picture
on the top left shows the initial stage of the system, in which the sphere that
limits the proliferation space only contains one small cell. This cell then grows
(top center) and duplicates its chromosomes (top right). The bottom left picture
shows the cell after nucleus division. Then the picture on bottom center shows
the visualisation after cell division. All newly born cells concurrently repeat the
cell cycle and finally the simulation stops because the space is full of cells (bottom
right).
Figure 4.6: Visualisation of cell cycle by our tool
Module Menu controls the interaction with the user of the tool. We have de-
signed this tool to allow the user to interact with the tool during simulation.
This kind of interaction may either affect only the visualisation (such as mov-
ing or rotating the camera) or affect the simulation as well. In the prototype
of the tool, we allow the user to interact with the system during simulation,
by injecting a kind of virus to the space in which cells proliferate. We also
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define three more rewrite rules describing the behaviour of this kind of virus:
S29 :
(

)L c v | (X | m)L c Y 20·s7−→ (X | m)L c (Y | v)
S30 :
(
X | GFR | m)L c (Y | v) 1·s7−→ (X | m)L c (Y | v | v)
S31 :
(
X | m)L c (Y | vvTH) 5·s7−→ (X | m)L c (Y | vvTH−1) | ()L c v
Rule S29 shows how a virus infects a cell through the cell membrane. Inside
the cell the virus is able to degrade the growth factor receptor, which is shown
by rule S30. The growth factor receptor is used by the virus to duplicate itself.
The virus can then move from the cell through the cell membrane back into the
environment when the number of virus inside a cell has reach a threshold, as
shown by rule S31. From there the virus can then spread to another cell.
We can classify the infection level of a cell based on the number of virus inside
it. We define a threshold and use it to classify the level of infection of a cell into
three classes as follows.
• healthy cell, if no virus is inside the cell
• lightly infected cell, if the number of virus inside it is less than the threshold
• severely infected cell, if the number of virus inside it is greater than or equal
to the threshold
To represent the infection level of a cell, we use colours in our visualisation. We
colour healthy cells with orange, lightly infected cells with green and severely
infected cells with blue. Figure 4.7 shows the visualisation of virus attack in
our tool. The tool also supports the generation of a report file, describing the
details of reactions occurring in the system. By combining our observation from
the visualisation and the report, we can find interesting things about the model.
For instance, in the visualisation we observe that sometimes a severely infected
cell cannot proliferate anymore, while other infected cells can still proliferate. We
can later analyse that this is related with the stage of the cell when it is infected
by virus. If the cell is infected while it is still growing, this may cause the cell to
loose its growing capability, which means that the cell can no longer proliferate.
In contrast if the cell is infected after the growing phase is already over, it can
still proliferate.
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Figure 4.7: Visualisation of virus attack
Chapter 5
Modelling Population Dynamics
As we have already seen in the previous chapters, CLS and its variants are suitable
for modelling biological systems at molecular and cellular level. The looping and
containment operators fit very well to model membrane bounded systems such as
cells and nuclei. The parallel composition operator naturally models the mixture
of molecules inside the membrane-bounded systems, while the sequence operator
is useful to model ordered structures such as DNA.
In this chapter we introduce our approach to model population dynamics. We
show that many aspects of the dynamics can still be modelled by using Stochastic
CLS. Some characteristics that cannot be modelled using Stochastic CLS inspired
us to extend the formalism. We apply our approach to model a case study of
Aedes albopictus population dynamics.
5.1 Modelling Domain Specific Information
When we model a population of organisms, we usually find some specific informa-
tion about the organism which is important for the population dynamics. This
could be size, age, phase of development, gender, etc. We use CLS symbols to
model this kind of information. Sometimes the domain of the information is in-
finite or even not discrete. In order to perform simulation and model-checking,
information should be discretised. Size and age are examples of non-discrete in-
formation. In our approach we abstract such information as discrete classes. For
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instance, the size of an organism could be abstracted as small, medium and large.
Different kinds of information about an individual could share the same domain.
Age and weight are examples of two kinds of information that could be repre-
sented by using natural numbers. To model different kinds of information, we use
CLS sequences. Each sequence contains two parts: name and value. For example
a term which contains age · 2 | weight · 2 describes an organism whose age is 2
years and whose weight is 2 kg.
The way we model a population of organisms is similar to the way we model
a population of cells as in Chapter 4. Looping-containment operator is used to
model an organism and parallel composition operators are used to combine these
organisms into one big population. However, in the organism model, the loop
does not model a cell membrane but only groups the specific information about
the organism.
A common characteristic of animal populations is the tendency to form a group
or colony. Usually a colony lives inside a lair/house. The life cycle of a colony
member is usually centered around its house, so it is important to model the
existence of a colony’s house. To model a house we use the looping operator.
When we model a population, we often have to take into account the environ-
ment in which the population lives. Changes in the environment may affect the
dynamics of the population. We do not intend to model the environment, but we
are only interested to model the environmental factors that affect the population
dynamics. To model such external factors, we need to extend the formalism as
described in Section 5.2.
5.2 Extending Stochastic CLS
In Stochastic CLS, a model is defined by a pair (T,R), where T is the term that
represents the state of the system being modelled, and R is the set of rewrite
rules that represents the dynamic behaviour of the system. Using Gilespie’s SSA,
the model can be simulated over a period of time. This is called an in silico
experiment.
When we model a population of organisms we have to take into account the
external factors from the environment. To model these factors, we assume the
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existence of a list of external events, with information about the time when these
events should occur. The Stochastic CLS model is therefore extended to a triple
(T,R, E), where E is the list of external events. The events in list E are sorted
in increasing order based on the time they are scheduled to occur.
Every event in list E affects the behaviour of the system being modelled. When an
event occurs it updates information in the system state. The updated information
is then used by some rewrite rules. In this way the event affects the behaviour of
the system.To model this we propose the following:
(i) to define a mechanism to update the system state after the occurrence of
an event,
(ii) to modify the SSA algorithm to handle external events,
(iii) to modify the semantics of Stochastic CLS, in particular with respect to
the computation of reaction rates.
We start by modelling the information related with external events, which is
called environmental information. One way to do this is by modelling environ-
mental information in the same way as we model the domain-specific information.
Each piece of information is modelled as a sequence containing two parts: name
and value. These sequences of information are put inside the loop that models
the environment in which the population lives. In this way we do not need to
change the syntax of Stochastic CLS because the environmental information is a
subset of CLS terms.
Another way to model environmental information is by attaching the information
to the looping operator. The environmental information is defined as a syntactical
class which is not a subset of CLS terms. This is similar to the extension of
Stochastic CLS to Spatial CLS [9], by adding spatial information to the looping
operator and sequence. This is the approach we choose to model population
dynamics. We define the extended syntax of terms as follows. As in the previous
chapters, we assume the existence of a possibly infinite set of symbols E .
Definition 5.1. Terms T , Nonparallel Terms C, Sequences S and Environmental
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Information I are given by the following grammar:
T ::= Cn
∣∣ T | T
C ::= S
∣∣ (T)L
I
c T
S ::= 
∣∣ a ∣∣ S · S
I ::= λ
∣∣ a : V ∣∣ I I
where a is a generic element of E ,  represents the empty sequence, λ represents
the empty environmental information, V represents the value of information field
and n is a natural number. We denote with T , C, S and I the infinite set of
terms, nonparallel terms, sequences and environmental information.
The environmental information contains zero or more fields. Every field contains
two elements: name and value of the information. Names are unique: no two
information fields have the same name. Values may come from any domain
such as integers, reals, etc. Using this approach we provide more flexibility in
modelling environmental information, because we allow the information domain
to be infinite or even dense. This is not possible if we choose to model the
environmental information as part of the loop modelling the environment.
With the addition of environmental information to the syntax of Stochastic CLS,
we also need to redefine patterns. We assume a set of all term variables TV
ranged over by X, Y, Z, . . ., a set of all environmental information variables IV
ranged over by x, y, z, . . . and a set of natural number variables NV ranged over
by q, r, s, . . ..
Definition 5.2. Environmental Information Patterns IP , Nonparallel Term Pat-
terns CP , Term Patterns TP and Patterns P are defined as follows:
IP ::= I
∣∣ I | x
CP ::= S
∣∣ (P)L
IP
c P
TP ::= CP q
∣∣ TP | TP
P ::= TP
∣∣ TP | X
where X ∈ TV , x ∈ IV and q ∈ NV . We denote with P the set of all patterns.
We denote with V ar(P ) the set of variables in P .
We have defined in Definition 2.4 the instantiation function for term variables. We
now redefine the instantiation function with respect to environmental information
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variables and natural number variables. Given P ∈ P , we denote with Pσ the
term obtained by replacing all variables X, x, q ∈ V ar(P ) with σ(X), σ(x) and
σ(q) respectively.
Definition 5.3. An instantiation function is a partial function σ : TV ∪ IV ∪
NV → T ∪I ∪N that preserves the type of variables (σ(X) ∈ TV, σ(x) ∈ IV and
σ(q) ∈ NV ). We denote with Σ the set of all possible instantiation functions.
Events in the event list E must update environmental information in the system
state. Every element of E is a triple (NE, VE, tE), where NE is the name of the
event, VE is a value that will be used to update the information field related to
this event and tE is the time at which this event is scheduled to occur. We assume
the existence of an event handler algorithm which will handle the update of the
term representing the system state due to the occurrence of an event (NE, VE, tE).
To run the simulation by using the extended version of Stochastic CLS, we need
to modify Gillespie’s Direct Method. In Chapter 4 we have defined a version of
the Direct Method that can handle compartment selection. This is useful when
we have to simulate a biological system with multi-compartments. In modelling
population dynamics we have to deal with a similar problem. We extend the
Direct Method for multi-compartments with additional steps to handle the ex-
ecution of external events from the event list. After computing the time of the
next rewrite rule, we need to compare this time with the time of the first event
in the list, and execute the event with earlier occurrence time. We propose the
modified version of Direct Method as follows.
Algorithm 5.1. Given rewrite rules {R1, . . . , RM}, numbers X1, . . . , XN of N
categories of organisms, a list of events E and time maxtime that limits the
duration of simulation
Step 0 Initialise simulation time t to 0. Compute propensity ai for every rewrite
rule Ri.
Step 1 Compute the time increment τ . Let (NE, VE, tE) be the first event from
E with NE the name of the event, VE the value needed to update the system
state and tE the occurrence time of the event.
Step 2 If tE < t+ τ then set t to tE, call the event handler algorithm to handle
the new event and return to Step 1. Otherwise increase simulation time t
by time increment τ .
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Step 3 If t > maxtime then stop. Otherwise select the next rule index µ and
the index θ of compartment in which rule Rµ will occur.
Step 4 Execute rule Rµ in the compartment with index θ and update numbers
X1, . . . , XN of N categories of organisms and propensities ai for all rewrite
rules Ri affected by the application of Rµ accordingly. Return to Step 1.
The event handler algorithm is an algorithm specifically designed to handle events
occurring in the system. The actions performed in this algorithm depend on the
kinds of events available in the system. This algorithm will be explained through
a case study in Section 5.3.
As explained in previous chapters, the simulation is affected by the propensity
of every rewrite rule. Propensity depends on the number of individuals in the
population and the reaction rate constant. The external factors from the envi-
ronment affect propensity values. We cannot associate a reaction rate constant
with each rewrite rule, because the value of the reaction rate changes according
to external events. Therefore, to model reaction rates we define a function of
term as follows.
Definition 5.4. A rewrite rule is a 4-tuple (fc, PL, PR, f), usually written as
[fc]PL
f7→ PR
where fc : Σ→ {true, false}, Var(PR) ⊆ Var(PL), and f : T → R≥0.
As defined in Chapter 2 PL and PR are the left and right patterns for the rewrite
rule. The left pattern matches a portion of the term that models the system using
an instantiation function σ ∈ Σ. This portion of the system must also satisfy
the constraint function fc to enable the rule to be applied. A rate function f is
associated with the rule, which depends on PLσ. After the rule is applied, PLσ
is substituted by PRσ.
As in Gillespie’s paper [48] the propensity represents the probability of choosing a
rewrite rule to occur. However propensity ai for rewrite rule Ri is now computed
by multiplying the number of possible combinations of reactants hi by the rate
function fi associated with Ri.
The computation of τ and selection of (µ, θ) in Algorithm 5.1 still follows the
approach defined in Chapter 4.
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5.3 Modelling the Population Dynamics ofAedes
albopictus
Aedes albopictus or tiger mosquito is a kind of mosquito characterised by its
striped black and white body. This kind of mosquito originated in Asia, but
now is spread all over the world. It is an important vector of many diseases as
shown in Table 5.1. Just like other mosquitoes, its immature stages are spent
in water. This kind of mosquito prefers to lay eggs outdoors [28]. Its natural
breeding places are small, restricted, and shaded water collections surrounded
by vegetation. In urban areas, many man-made containers, such as tin cans,
pots, tires and bottles, are usually stored outdoors and collect rainfall water,
thus become mosquito’s ideal breeding places [39].
Aedes albopictus goes through 4 phases in its life cycle: egg – larva – pupa –
adult. The larval stage is divided into 4 instars [20]. The adult stage is divided
into 8 gonotrophic cycles [38]. A gonotrophic cycle is a cycle in the adult life
which consists of three phases called Beklemishev phases [68]
• search for a host and blood-feeding,
• digestion of the blood and egg maturation,
• search for a suitable oviposition site and oviposition.
The larval stage usually takes 5–10 days in optimal condition [56]. Table 5.2 shows
the duration of larval and pupal stages with optimal amount of food. Generally
the duration of larval stage is longer for female than male [56]. Factors which
affect larval mortality are larval density, food supply, predators and parasites.
The first two factors also affect adult size, which in turn affects reproductivity.
The pupa stage usually takes 1–3 days in optimal condition. Pupal mortality is
low, but pupa development rate and size are more sensitive to food supply and
density at larval stage than larval mortality.
Longevity of adults varies between strains and is longer for females than for males
as can be seen in Table 5.3. Like other kinds of mosquito, adult Aedes albopictus
needs to suck blood before ovipositing. However, Aedes albopictus only sucks
blood during daytime. In general a female can produce 42–88 eggs/blood meal,
and during its lifetime can produce 300–345 eggs [56]. The fecundity declines
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Virus Laboratory Field
Infection positives
Dengue Fever * *
West Nile * *
Yellow Fever *
Japanese Encephalitis * *
Jamestown Canyon * *
Keystone * *
LaCrosse * *
Oropouche *
Potosi * *
Rift Valley fever *
San Angelo *
Trivittatus *
Cache Valley * *
Tensaw * *
WEE *
EEE * *
VEE *
Chikungunya *
Sindbis *
Mayaro *
Ross River *
Table 5.1: List of diseases transmitted by A. albopictus [39]
over age. Table 5.4 shows the time spent from engorgement (the condition when
a mosquito has sucked blood until the limit of its body capacity) to oviposition.
Besides blood, Aedes albopictus also needs food, which is usually nectar. Adult
size is also affected by food supply and density at larval stage, which in turn
affect reproductivity.
The fecundity of Aedes albopictus also depends on its size. The size of an organism
is inherited from parents. However, size is also affected by the environment during
immature stages. In the case of Aedes albopictus size is affected by population
density in its immature stages.
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Temperature (◦C)
Study Stage 14 15 18 19 20 21 23 25 27 30
Udaka59 L 19 7 6 8 9
P 4 2 1 1
Galliard,Golvan57 L+P 20 11 9
Galliard58 L 8 5–7
Livingstone,Krisch,85 L 5–6
P 1.3–2.2
Hien75 L 13 9 7
del Rosario63 L 7
P 2.5
Mori79 L+P 9.8(f)
P 8.7(m)
Chan71 L+P 6.1
Halcrow55 L 6.5–11
P 2–3
Liu85 L 6.7
P 2.4
Table 5.2: Duration of immature stages of A. albopictus in the lab. at various
temperatures [56]
Table 5.5 shows the embryonation period of Aedes albopictus, which is the period
from oviposition to hatching. The table shows that the embryonation period
depends on temperature. However Juliano et al shows that egg mortality depends
on humidity and temperature [62]. They performed experiments on temperatures
ranging from 22◦C to 26◦C and humidity level from 25% to 95%, and found out
that the mortality is greatest when the temperature is high and the humidity is
low. Hawley mentioned three main causes of egg mortality in nature: desiccation,
predation, cold [56]. Cold causes egg mortality especially in winter, because no
egg can develop to larva and can only die or wait until temperature increases.
We notice that many external factors affect the life cycle of Aedes albopictus. Be-
low we list 6 possible external factors that affect the life cycle of Aedes albopictus :
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Median survival Max. survival
Strain Male Female Male Female
China 17 24
India 6–15 36–48 68 104
Calcutta 30 38 68 73
Japan 50–56
Philippines 21–30 31–40 65 87
Vietnam 30–80 170
Table 5.3: Survival (in days) of adult A. albopictus in the lab. [56]
Blood Days to
Strain Temp. (◦C) source oviposition
China 25–26 mouse 4–5
Mauritius 27 guinea pig 2–3
Philippines 24–29 human 3–4
Singapore – human 2.5–3
Vietnam 25–26 guinea pig 3–3.5
Table 5.4: Number of days from engorgement to oviposition [56]
(ii) Humidity/Rainfall
(iii) Density
(iv) Predation
(v) Food supply
(vi) Blood supply.
Table 5.6 shows the external factors affecting development rate at each phase in
A. albopictus life cycle. Roman numbers in the header refer to factors in the above
list. In this thesis we start by defining a model that only considers the effects
of temperature, population density, rainfall and desiccation on Aedes albopictus
population dynamics. The duration of the immature phases of Aedes albopictus
life cycle (egg – larva – pupa) is affected by temperature. Population density
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Temperature (◦C)
Strain Origin 17 20 24 25 26 27 30
China 2
Japan 6 3 2 2
India 2
Vietnam 6 4 3
Philippines 3–4
Table 5.5: Embryonation period (in days) [56]
Phase (i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi)
Egg
√ √
Larva
√ √ √ √ √
Pupa
√ √ √ √
Adult
√ √ √
Table 5.6: External factors affecting development rate
affects the death rate of immature mosquitoes. Since immature mosquitoes live
in containers, population density in one container is defined as the number of
individuals inside the container divided by the water volume in the container.
In this case, every event that either changes the number of individuals inside
one container or change the volume of water in the container also changes the
population density. Rainfall and desiccation are two events that change water
volume in the containers.
As for internal factors, we notice that size, age and gender affect the life cycle of
A. albopictus. In this thesis we only model the effect of age in the life cycle of A.
albopictus.
5.3.1 Modelling Information about a Mosquito
We model each mosquito using a parallel composition of symbols representing
information about the mosquito enclosed within a loop with a symbol a inside
the membrane part. The information inside the loop consists of the current
development phase of the mosquito and an indicator of whether the mosquito has
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sucked blood. In our approach we only model females, assuming equal numbers
of males and females in the population. In this way we do not need to model
gender in the information of a mosquito.
Possible development phases are: Egg, Larva, Pupa,Adult. Larva phase is di-
vided into 4 instars, so we add 4 symbols 1, 2, 3, 4 to represent these 4 instars.
Analogously, we use 8 symbols 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 to represent the 8 gonotrophic
cycles for the adult phase.
The adult mosquito needs blood before ovipositing eggs. This phenomenon is also
modelled in our approach by adding a third symbol in the parallel composition
that represents information about a mosquito. Symbol Blood is used to represent
an adult mosquito that has sucked blood. The number of Blood symbols in a
term that represents a mosquito indicates how many times this mosquito has
sucked blood. As an example, we represent 3 adult mosquitoes at gonotrophic
cycle 1 that have sucked blood twice and 5 larvae at instar 1 phase by using the
following term:
((a)Lλ c (Adult | Blood2))3 | ((a)Lλ c (Larva | 1))5.
5.3.2 Modelling Compartments
In Stochastic CLS, compartments are modelled by using looping-containment op-
erators. As we have seen in Definition 5.1 compartments play an important role
in our approach, because environmental information is attached to the compart-
ment.
Immature Aedes albopictus live in small containers, which are modelled by using
looping-containment operators with symbol C inside the loop part. The spe-
cific information about each container is attached to the loop that models the
container. A population of immature and adult Aedes albopictus individuals is
modelled as a parallel composition of looping-containment operators, each with
symbol C inside the loop part to model a specific container and a parallel com-
position of looping-containment operators (with symbol a inside the loop part)
inside the content part to model the immature mosquitoes living inside that con-
tainer, and looping-containment operators with symbol a inside the loop part to
model the adult Aedes albopictus individuals living in open space. The whole
population is then put inside another looping-containment operator with symbol
En inside the loop part, which models the environment in which the population
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lives. In this way we model the environment in which a population lives as the
outermost compartment of the Stochastic CLS term that models the biological
system of interest.
We have already defined two kinds of compartments: containers and environ-
ment. Each kind of compartment has different environmental information. For
environment, we only need to attach information about current temperature and
daylight. The term that models the environment will look like the following:
(En)LTemp:VTemp Daylight:VDaylight c (T )
where VTemp is a real number representing the current temperature, VDaylight is a
boolean representing whether it is daylight time and T is the term representing
the population of Aedes albopictus.
Temperature is an essential parameter in computing the rates of rewrite rules for
immature stages, during which individuals live inside containers. Since containers
are modelled inside the looping-containment operator that models the environ-
ment, rate functions of rewrite rules involving individuals living in containers
should be computed by using temperature attached to the environment loop. In
this way the left patterns of such rewrite rules would become very long. A long
rewrite rule is generally less readable and the implementation of the rewrite rule
needs more time to be matched with the system state. To avoid this we attach
temperature to all container loops. We assume that temperature in all containers
is the same as temperature in the environment, so the environment temperature
can be propagated to all containers. This propagation is handled by the event
handler algorithm that will be explained in Section 5.3.5.
The fact that Aedes albopictus only sucks blood during daytime requires us to
distinguish daytime and night time in the term modelling system state. We
model this by adding an environmental information field Daylight to the loop
that models environment. Since immature mosquitoes do not suck blood, it is
not necessary to propagate this information to all containers.
For each container we attach the following environmental information:
• an index to identify each container, to be used for container selection by
SSA,
• the volume of water inside the container, to be used to compute population
density,
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• container temperature,
• three population density thresholds, to be used in the computation of death
rates of mosquitoes living in the container,
• container desiccation time.
If NC is the number of containers in our model, we use natural numbers ∈ [1, NC ]
as container indices. We model the volume of water in an abstract way by clas-
sifying containers as full, half−full and empty. Population density thresholds,
which are used to classify the population density in a container and set the death
rates accordingly will be explained in Section 5.3.3. Desiccation or decrease of
water in a container is a process that depends on the characteristic of the con-
tainer. A desiccation time, which measures how many days are needed to reduce
the volume of water in a container, is assigned to each container. Container
desiccation time will be explained in Section 5.3.4. A nighttime environment
at a temperature of 10◦ C with a population of 8 adult mosquitoes at the first
gonotrophic cycle, 5 of which have sucked blood twice and 3 of which have not
sucked blood, and 2 empty containers is represented as follows.
Pop ::= (En)LTemp:10 Daylight:false c (AdultPop | Containers)
AdultPop ::= ((a)Lλ c (Adult|1|Blood2))5 | (a)Lλ c (Adult|1))3
Containers ::= (C)Lind:1 Temp:10 V ol:empty φ1:100 φ2:250 φ3:300 DTime:2.0 c  |
(C)Lind:2 Temp:10 V ol:full φ1:50 φ2:125 φ3:150 DTime:1.0 c 
Note that container 1 has no water, has population density thresholds 100, 250
and 300, and has desiccation time of 2 days, while container 2 is full of water,
has population density thresholds 50, 125 and 150, and has desiccation time of 1
day.
5.3.3 Modelling Internal Events
We identify the following stages in Aedes albopictus life cycle:
(i) egg;
(ii) larva (instar 1–4);
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(iii) pupa;
(iv) adult (8 gonotrophic cycles).
In total there are 14 stages in Aedes albopictus life cycle. We define rewrite
rules to model internal events in the system. Some of these internal events are
transitions between the development stages. We identify the following internal
events:
(i) Egg hatch
(ii) Transitions between instars (3 events)
(iii) Pupation
(iv) Adult emergence
(v) Blood sucking
(vi) Oviposition at each gonotrophic cycle (8 events)
(vii) Death at each phase (14 events).
Internal events (i), (ii) and (iii) are transitions between immature development
stages. Adult emergence models the transition from the last immature devel-
opment stage to the first adult stage. The adult life of an Aedes albopictus is
divided into 8 gonotrophic cycles. Every gonotrophic cycle consists of two inter-
nal events: blood sucking and oviposition. Ovipositions are also transitions from
one gonotrophic cycle to the next gonotrophic cycle, except for oviposition at the
8th gonotrophic cycle in which the mosquito dies after oviposits.
Figure 5.1 shows the rewrite rules modelling the internal events occurring during
immature stages. These rules are divided into two parts: transition rules and
death rules. Rules R1–R6 model the transitions between immature stages, while
rules R16–R21 model the death events in these stages. The duration of an imma-
ture stage depends on temperature and is measured in degree-days. Degree-days
for each immature stage is defined as the number of days it takes for an individual
in that stage to develop at 1◦C above the minimum temperature for development
(MTD) [1]. Following this definition, we define the values of temperature fields in
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(C)Lx c
(
Y |(a)Lλ c (Egg|X)
) f17−→ (C)Lx c (Y |(a)Lλ c (Larva|1|X)) (R1)
(C)Lx c
(
Y |(a)Lλ c (Larva|1|X)
) f27−→ (C)Lx(Y |(a)Lλ c (Larva|2|X)) (R2)
(C)Lx c
(
Y |(a)Lλ c (Larva|2|X)
) f37−→ (C)Lx c (Y |(a)Lλ c (Larva|3|X)) (R3)
(C)Lx c
(
Y |(a)Lλ c (Larva|3|X)
) f47−→ (C)Lx c (Y |(a)Lλ c (Larva|4|X)) (R4)
(C)Lx c
(
Y |(a)Lλ c (Larva|4|X)
) f57−→ (C)Lx c (Y |(a)Lλ c (Pupa|X)) (R5)
(C)Lx c
(
Y |(a)Lλ c (Pupa|X)
) f67−→ (C)Lx c Y | (a)Lλ c (Adult|1|X) (R6)
(C)Lx c
(
(a)Lλ c (Egg|X) | Y
) f167−→ (C)Lx c Y (R16)
(C)Lx c
(
(a)Lλ c (Larva|1|X) | Y
) f177−→ (C)Lx c Y (R17)
(C)Lx c
(
(a)Lλ c (Larva|2|X) | Y
) f187−→ (C)Lx c Y (R18)
(C)Lx c
(
(a)Lλ c (Larva|3|X) | Y
) f197−→ (C)Lx c Y (R19)
(C)Lx c
(
(a)Lλ c (Larva|4|X) | Y
) f207−→ (C)Lx c Y (R20)
(C)Lx c
(
(a)Lλ c (Pupa|X) | Y
) f217−→ (C)Lx c Y (R21)
Figure 5.1: Rewrite rules for the immature stages of Aedes albopictus
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the environmental information as the difference between the actual temperature
and MTD.
If di is the average duration of the i-th development stage, then the rate constant
of the rule modelling the transition from stage i to the next stage is 1/di. This
is true if there are no other events occurring during this stage. In our model
for every immature development stage we define two rewrite rules, one for the
transition to the next stage and another one for the death event. Rate functions
for transitions in immature stages are computed by multiplying 1/di by survivality
rate at i-th stage, and the rate functions for death events in immature stages are
computed by multiplying 1/di by death rate at i-th stage. We assume that the
sum of death rate and survivality rate at one development stage is equal to 1.
Since the duration of an immature stage depends on temperature, the rate is
then multiplied by the difference between the current temperature and MTD.
The death rate at an immature stage is defined locally for each container and
depends on the population density of the container. We classify the population
density in a container into four classes of density: sparse, normal, crowded and
overcrowded. We define three thresholds to be used to classify density: φ1, φ2 and
φ3 and add these three thresholds to the environmental information attached to
each container. The rate functions for rules R1–R6 and R16–R21 are computed
as follows:
fi((C)
L
I c
(
T
)
) =


VTemp·(1−DR(i,n,VV ol,Vφ1 ,Vφ2 ,Vφ3 ))
DD(i)
if i ∈ [1, 6]
VTemp·DR(i−15,n,VV ol,Vφ1 ,Vφ2 ,Vφ3 )
DD(i−15)
if i ∈ [16, 21]
(5.1)
where
• i is the index of the rewrite rule,
• I = ind:k Temp:VTemp V ol:VV ol φ1:Vφ1 φ2:Vφ2 φ3:Vφ3 DTime:VDTime is
the environmental information attached to the container to which rule Ri
is applied,
• VTemp is the container temperature,
• DR(j, n, VV ol, Vφ1 , Vφ2 , Vφ3) is the death rate function at immature stage
j for the container which contains n immature mosquitoes, with density
thresholds φ1, φ2, φ3 and contains a volume VV ol of water, and
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• DD(j) represents the duration of stage j in degree-days.
The number of immature mosquitoes in the container n is calculated using the
occ function defined in Chapter 3.
We use four classes of population density (sparse, normal, crowded and over-
crowded) to define death rate in our model. We use the following assumptions
for all containers:
• threshold values used to classify population density in a container are de-
fined for the case in which the container is full of water,
• the baseline death rate of stage i is the death rate of the population in a
container whose population density is normal,
• when population in one container is overcrowded or there is no more water
in the container only death events can occur, so the death rate is set to 1,
• death rate increases by 20% above the baseline death rate if population
density is crowded,
• death rate decreases by 20% below the baseline death rate if population
density is sparse,
• when a container is only half full, the values of thresholds used to classify
the population density are divided by 2.
We define the death rate function DR : N×N× E ×N×N×N→ R as follows:
DR(j, n, V, φ1, φ2, φ3) =


1 if V is empty
1 if V is full and n ≥ φ3
1.2 ·BDR(j) if V is full and φ2 ≤ n < φ3
BDR(j) if V is full and φ1 ≤ n < φ2
0.8 ·BDR(j) if V is full and n < φ1
DR(j, 2n, full, φ1, φ2, φ3) if V is half−full
(5.2)
where BDR(j) is the baseline death rate for phase j of the life cycle, n is the num-
ber of immature mosquitoes in the container, φ1, φ2, φ3 are the density thresholds
of the container and V is the volume of water in the container.
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(En)Lx c (day|Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|X))
f77−→
(En)Lx c (day|Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|X|Blood)) (R7)
[q > ϕ](En)Lx c (Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|1|X|Bloodq)|(C)Ly c Z)
f87−→ (En)Lx c
(Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|2|X)|(C)Ly c (Z|((a)Lλ c (Egg|X))eggs(1)) (R8)
[q > ϕ](En)Lx c (Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|2|X|Bloodq)|(C)Ly c Z)
f97−→ (En)Lx c
(Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|3|X)|(C)Ly c (Z|((a)Lλ c (Egg|X))eggs(2)) (R9)
[q > ϕ](En)Lx c (Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|3|X|Bloodq)|(C)Ly c Z)
f107−→ (En)Lx c
(Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|4|X)|(C)Ly c (Z|((a)Lλ c (Egg|X))eggs(3)) (R10)
[q > ϕ](En)Lx c (Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|4|X|Bloodq)|(C)Ly c Z)
f117−→ (En)Lx c
(Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|5|X)|(C)Ly c (Z|((a)Lλ c (Egg|X))eggs(4)) (R11)
[q > ϕ](En)Lx c (Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|5|X|Bloodq)|(C)Ly c Z)
f127−→ (En)Lx c
(Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|6|X)|(C)Ly c (Z|((a)Lλ c (Egg|X))eggs(5)) (R12)
[q > ϕ](En)Lx c (Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|6|X|Bloodq)|(C)Ly c Z)
f137−→ (En)Lx c
(Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|7|X)|(C)Ly c (Z|((a)Lλ c (Egg|X))eggs(6)) (R13)
[q > ϕ](En)Lx c (Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|7|X|Bloodq)|(C)Ly c Z)
f147−→ (En)Lx c
(Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|8|X)|(C)Ly c (Z|((a)Lλ c (Egg|X))eggs(7)) (R14)
[q > ϕ](En)Lx c (Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|8|X|Bloodq)|(C)Ly c Z)
f157−→
(En)Lx c (Y |(C)Ly c (Z|((a)Lλ c (Egg|X))eggs(8)) (R15)
Figure 5.2: Rewrite rules for blood-sucking and oviposition events of Aedes al-
bopictus
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Figure 5.2 shows the rewrite rules modelling blood-sucking and oviposition events.
Rule R7 models the blood sucking by adult mosquitoes. The symbol day on the
lefthand side of rule R7 is used to state that blood sucking can only occurs in
daytime. We assume that a mosquito always sucks a constant amount of blood.
To oviposit, the amount of blood sucked by an adult female must be above a
threshold (represented by ϕ in rules R8–R15).
Rules R8–R15 model the oviposition for the 8 gonotrophic cycles of the mosquito.
We assume that all adults die after ovipositing at the 8th gonotrophic cycle. The
number of eggs any female can produce in each gonotrophic cycle is between 45
and 80. This number declines over age. We model this by defining function eggs,
for each gonotrophic cycle j of the mosquito.
eggs(j) =


40 if j = 1
37 if j = 2
35 if j = 3
32 if j = 4
30 if j = 5
27 if j = 6
25 if j = 7
22 if j = 8
(5.3)
Although the number of eggs produced by a female mosquito at the j-th gonotrophic
cycle is between 45 and 80, eggs(j) only returns half of this value to take into
account that we only model female individuals.
Rule R7 models the blood-sucking of adult mosquitoes. All adult mosquitoes
have the same probability of sucking blood. Since we use Maude to implement
our model, which mosquito is chosen in the application of rule R7 depends on the
strategy implemented in Maude. To guarantee fairness we implement our own
strategy in choosing the mosquito with the smallest number of blood sucking
times first.
All adult mosquitoes in a given development stage that have sucked enough blood
have the same probability of ovipositing. Therefore we consider one rule for each
development stage (rules R8–R15). We have to deal with the same problem (of
choosing the mosquito to oviposit) as in rule R7. To guarantee fairness we define
a strategy to choose the mosquito, based on how many times the mosquito has
sucked blood. As a consequence of the strategy defined for rule R7 the number
of times a mosquito sucks blood is proportional to the time spent in adult stages.
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(En)Lx c (Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|1|X))
f227−→ (En)Lx c Y (R22)
(En)Lx c (Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|2|X))
f237−→ (En)Lx c Y (R23)
(En)Lx c (Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|3|X))
f247−→ (En)Lx c Y (R24)
(En)Lx c (Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|4|X))
f257−→ (En)Lx c Y (R25)
(En)Lx c (Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|5|X))
f267−→ (En)Lx c Y (R26)
(En)Lx c (Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|6|X))
f277−→ (En)Lx c Y (R27)
(En)Lx c (Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|7|X))
f287−→ (En)Lx c Y (R28)
(En)Lx c (Y |(a)Lλ c (Adult|8|X))
f297−→ (En)Lx c Y (R29)
Figure 5.3: Rewrite rules for death events in adult phases of Aedes albopictus life
cycle
Our strategy will choose the mosquito with the biggest number of blood sucking
times to oviposit first.
Another strategy that we implement is for choosing the container in which a
mosquito oviposit. We implement a strategy that randomly chooses the container
in which the mosquito oviposit.
The three strategies we have defined in this section have different purpose from
the strategy we explained in Section 3.3.1, which was used to choose which rewrite
rule to apply during a simulation. The strategies defined in this section are used
to choose which portion of the term that models the system state matches the
lefthand side of a rewrite rule.
Finally figure 5.3 shows rules R22–R29, which model the death at every adult
stage. The reaction rates for rules R7–R15 and R22–R29 are defined as follows:
fi =


1
d(i)
if i = 7
(1−BDR(i))
d(i)
if i ∈ [8, 15]
BDR(i−14)
d(i−14)
if i ∈ [22, 29]
(5.4)
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where d(i) is the duration of stage i and BDR(i) is the death rate at stage i.
5.3.4 Modelling External Events
External events are events that cannot be controlled by the system. These events
occur nondeterministically and are usually used to model changes in the environ-
ment that affect the population. Every event is modelled as a triplet (NE, VE, tE),
where the event name NE is used to distinguish the kind of event, the event value
VE is used to update the environmental information in the system state and the
event time tE is the time when the event is scheduled to occur. Event names and
values will be explained in the next paragraphs. Event time tE is a non-negative
real number and measures time in days. The integer part of tE represents the day
and the fractional part represents the time of the day at which an event should
occur. For instance tE = 1.5 means that the event is scheduled to occur on day
1 at 12 pm, and tE = 4.125 means that the event is scheduled to occur on day 4
at 3 am.
As explained in Section 5.3.2, for each container there are seven kinds of environ-
mental information in our model: container index, container temperature, volume
of water in the container, three container thresholds for population density and
container desiccation time. External events must deal with these kinds of envi-
ronmental information. In our model we define four kinds of event: light change
event, change of temperature, desiccation and rainfall. Light change events are
scheduled twice a day, one at sunrise and another one at sunset. The sunrise
event changes the Daylight information associated with the environment from
false to true, while the sunset event changes the Daylight information from true
to false. A change of temperature event updates temperature in all compart-
ments. A desiccation event updates the volume of water in a specific container.
A rainfall event updates the volume of water in all containers. Container indices
are used by the event handler algorithm to handle all events that occur. Popula-
tion density thresholds are used to compute propensity after population density
in one container is updated due to the occurrence of a desiccation or a rainfall
event. Container desiccation time is used to schedule new desiccation events due
to the occurrence of a desiccation or a rainfall event.
A light change event is modelled as a triplet (Light, V, t). The time when the
sun rises and the time when the sun sets depend on the position of a place on
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the earth and the time of the year. With our approach, we offer flexibility to
model this kind of event in different places in the world and at different times
in a year, by scheduling the sunrise and sunset events according to the actual
sunrise and sunset times. Value V determines whether the event is a sunrise or
sunset event. If V = sunrise then the event is a sunrise event and if V = sunset
then the event is a sunset event. For instance in a place where in a winter day
the sun rises at 8 am and sets at 5 pm, the sunrise event on day 1 is modelled as
a triplet (Light, sunrise, 1.33) and the sunset event on the same day is modelled
as (Light, sunset, 1.71).
Temperature affects the duration of immature phases of the mosquito develop-
ment. We model a temperature change as a triplet (Temp, VTemp, t), which is
interpreted as an event to set the temperature to a new value VTemp starting
from time t. The data of daily temperature in a place usually contain only the
average daily temperature. In this case we schedule one temperature change
event every day at midnight. So a triplet (Temp, 10, 3.0) means that the average
temperature on day 3 is 10◦C above the MTD of Aedes albopictus.
The desiccation event is modelled as a triplet (Desic, i, t) which is interpreted
as a desiccation in the container with index i at time t. We assume that the
desiccation time depends on container type and measure this time as the number
of days needed to reduce the water volume one level (from full to half−full or
from half−full to empty). Initially we introduce one event for each container
in list L scheduled according to the desiccation time of the container to which it
refers. Every time a desiccation event occurs and the container is not yet empty,
another desiccation event is scheduled to reduce the water volume to the next
level. For instance, if the system state is represented as:
(En)LI c ((C)Lind:1 V ol:empty DTime:2.0 I′ c T ′ |(C)Lind:2 V ol:full DT ime:1.5 I′′ c T ′′)
where I, I ′ and I ′′ represent part of environmental information which is not rel-
evant for desiccation events, T ′, T ′′ are terms representing population of Aedes
albopictus inside container 1 and 2 respectively and the first event in list L is
(Desic, 2, 1.0) then at time 1.0 the system state becomes
(En)LI c ((C)Lind:1 V ol:empty DTime:2.0 I′ c T ′ |(C)Lind:2 V ol:half−full DT ime:1.5 I′′ c T ′′)
The event (Desic, 2, 1.0) is removed from list E and a new desiccation event
(Desic, 2, 2.5) is added to list E.
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In our model we only consider containers stored outdoors. In this way, rain-
falls are scheduled events that increase the water volume level in all containers.
Rainfalls are assumed to be prescheduled initially. Every time a rainfall event
occurs, all desiccation events have to be removed from the list and new desicca-
tion events should be added. We classify rainfalls as heavy and light. A heavy
rainfall increases the water volume level of all containers to full. A light rainfall
increases the water volume level of all containers from empty to half−full or
from half−full to full. The rainfall event is modelled as a triplet (Rain, lev, t)
which represents a rainfall event with level lev (heavy or light) starting at time
t. For instance, if the system state is represented as:
(En)LI c ((C)Lind:1 V ol:empty DTime:2.0 I′ c T ′ |(C)Lind:2 V ol:half−full DT ime:1.5 I′′ c T ′′)
and list E contains three events (Rain, light, 1.25), (Desic, 2, 1.5) and (Desic, 1, 2.0)
then at time 1.25 the system state becomes
(En)LI c ((C)Lind:1 V ol:half−full DT ime:2.0 I′ c T ′ |(C)Lind:2 V ol:full DT ime:1.5 I′′ c T ′′)
The three events are removed from the list and two new desiccation events
(Desic, 2, 2.75) and (Desic, 1, 3.25) are added to the list.
5.3.5 Handling External Events
In Section 5.2 we have presented Algorithm 5.1 which may call, in step 2, an
event handler algorithm. The event handler algorithm specific to our case study
is defined as follows.
Algorithm 5.2. Given a list E of events, NC containers,M propensities a1, . . . , aM ,
total propensity a0 and a term T that represents the system state:
• Remove the first event (NE, VE, tE) from E.
• If NE = Light then
– If VE = sunrise then set the value of Daylight field in T to true.
Compute the propensity of sucking blood a7 and increase the sum of
all propensities a0 by a7
– Otherwise set the value of Daylight field in T to false. Decrease a0
by a7 and set a7 to 0.
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• If NE = Temp then
– Set the value of the Temp field in the En loop in T to VE.
– for all containers in T do
Set the value of the Temp field in the C loop to VE.
– Recompute propensities a1, . . . , a6 and a16, . . . , a21 using the new tem-
perature value VE and update the sum of all propensities a0.
• If NE = Desic then
– Select the container with index VE, which corresponds to subterm(
C
)L
ind:VE DTime:VDTime V ol:VV ol I
| T ′ of T
– if VV ol 6= empty decrease VV ol one level.
– Add a new event (Desic, VE, tE + VDTime) to E.
– Recompute propensities a1, . . . , a6 and a16, . . . , a21 for container with
index VE using the new water level value and update the sum of all
propensities a0.
• If NE = Rain then
– for i = 1 to NC do
Let
(
C
)L
ind:i DT ime:VDTime V ol:VV ol I
| T ′ be the subterm of T correspond-
ing to the container with index i.
∗ If VV ol 6= Full
· If VE = Heavy then set VV ol to Full.
· Otherwise increase VV ol one level.
∗ Remove (Desic, i, t′) from E.
∗ Add a new event (Desic, i, tE + VDTime) to E.
∗ Recompute propensities a1, . . . , a6 and a16, . . . , a21 for container
with index i using the new water level value.
– Update the sum of all propensities a0.
We recall the example given in Section 5.3.2 about a population of Aedes albopic-
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tus with additional information about the event list E as follows:
T ::= (En)LTemp:10 Daylight:false c (Adults | Containers)
Containers ::= (C)Lind:1 Temp:10 V ol:empty TH1:100 TH2:250 TH3:300 DTime:2.0 c T ′ |
(C)Lind:2 Temp:10 V ol:full TH1:50 TH2:125 TH3:150 DTime:1.0 c T ′′
E ::= (Temp, 11, 0.0) (Light, sunrise, 0.33) (Light, sunset, 0.71)
(Temp, 7.5, 1.0) (Desic, 2, 1.0) (Rain, Light, 1.1) (Light, sunrise, 1.33)
(Light, sunset, 1.71) (Temp, 7.6, 2.0) (Desic, 1, 2.0) (Rain, Light, 2.25)
(Light, sunrise, 2.33) (Light, sunset, 2.71)
where Adults represents the population of adult mosquitoes, T ′ and T ′′ represent
population of immature mosquitoes inside container 1 and 2.
At time 0.0 the first event occurs and Algorithm 5.2 modifies system state T and
list E as follows:
T ::= (En)LTemp:11 Daylight:false c (Adults | Containers)
Containers ::= (C)Lind:1 Temp:11 V ol:empty TH1:100 TH2:250 TH3:300 DTime:2.0 c T ′ |
(C)Lind:2 Temp:11 V ol:full TH1:50 TH2:125 TH3:150 DTime:1.0 c T ′′
E ::= (Light, sunrise, 0.33) (Light, sunset, 0.71) (Temp, 7.5, 1.0)
(Desic, 2, 1.0) (Rain, Light, 1.1) (Light, sunrise, 1.33)
(Light, sunset, 1.71) (Temp, 7.6, 2.0) (Desic, 1, 2.0) (Rain, Light, 2.25)
(Light, sunrise, 2.33) (Light, sunset, 2.71)
We can see that the value of the temperature field in the environment loop is
updated and propagated to all containers.
Then at time 0.33 (8 am on day 0) the system state becomes
T ::= (En)LTemp:11 Daylight:true c (Adults | Containers)
E ::= (Light, sunset, 0.71) (Temp, 7.5, 1.0) (Desic, 2, 1.0)
(Rain, Light, 1.1) (Light, sunrise, 1.33) (Light, sunset, 1.71)
(Temp, 7.6, 2.0) (Desic, 1, 2.0) (Rain, Light, 2.25)
(Light, sunrise, 2.33) (Light, sunset, 2.71)
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We see that the sunrise event changes the Daylight information from false to
true.
At time 0.71 (5 pm on day 0) the system state becomes
T ::= (En)LTemp:11 Daylight:false c (Adults | Containers)
E ::= (Temp, 7.5, 1.0) (Desic, 2, 1.0) (Rain, Light, 1.1)
(Light, sunrise, 1.33) (Light, sunset, 1.71) (Temp, 7.6, 2.0) (Desic, 1, 2.0)
(Rain, Light, 2.25) (Light, sunrise, 2.33) (Light, sunset, 2.71)
We see that the sunset event changes the Daylight information from true to
false.
After handling the temperature change event at time 1.0, the first desiccation
event also occurs at time 1.0 and the system state becomes
T ::= (En)LTemp:7.5 Daylight:false c (Adults | Containers)
Containers ::= (C)Lind:1 Temp:7.5 V ol:empty TH1:100 TH2:250 TH3:300 DTime:2.0 c T ′ |
(C)Lind:2 Temp:7.5 V ol:half−full TH1:50 TH2:125 TH3:150 DTime:1.0 c T ′′
E ::= (Rain, Light, 1.1) (Light, sunrise, 1.33) (Light, sunset, 1.71)
(Temp, 7.6, 2.0) (Desic, 1, 2.0) (Desic, 2, 2.0)
(Rain, Light, 2.25) (Light, sunrise, 2.33) (Light, sunset, 2.71)
We see that the volume of water in container 2 is reduced and a new desiccation
event for container 2 is scheduled according to the container desiccation time.
The next event in the list E is a rainfall event scheduled at time 1.1 which changes
the system state as follows:
T ::= (En)LTemp:7.5 Daylight:false c (Adults | Containers)
Containers ::= (C)Lind:1 Temp:7.5 V ol:half−full TH1:100 TH2:250 TH3:300 DTime:2.0 c T ′ |
(C)Lind:2 Temp:7.5 V ol:full TH1:50 TH2:125 TH3:150 DTime:1.0 c T ′′
E ::= (Light, sunrise, 1.33) (Light, sunset, 1.71)
(Temp, 7.6, 2.0) (Desic, 2, 2.1) (Rain, Light, 2.25)
(Light, sunrise, 2.33) (Light, sunset, 2.71) (Desic, 1, 3.1)
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This event increases the volume of water in all containers and reschedules the
desiccation events for the two containers.
The examples we give in this section only show the effects of external events
on environmental information. In a real simulation of a biological system, some
internal events may occur between the occurrences of two consecutive external
events and change the population of Aedes albopictus (which are modelled by
terms Adults, T ′ and T ′′ in the examples). Occurrences of these internal events
are controlled by propensities. Each kind of external event occurrence affects
different propensities. The daylight event only affects the propensity of sucking
blood event (rule R7). At sunrise adult mosquitoes are getting ready to suck
blood. This is shown in the event handler algorithm by recomputing the propen-
sity of sucking blood event (a7) and then adding a7 to the sum of propensities (a0).
At sunset (and during night time) adult mosquitoes do not suck blood anymore,
therefore a7 is subtracted from a0 and a7 is set to 0. On temperature changes,
only internal events for immature mosquitoes are affected. This is shown in the
event handler algorithm by recomputing the corresponding propensities a1, . . . , a6
and a16, . . . , a21, followed by recomputing a0. Desiccation event on a container
only affects propensities of immature events in the container. This is shown
in the event handler algorithm by recomputing the corresponding propensities
a1, . . . , a6 and a16, . . . , a21 for the specific container, followed by recomputing a0.
A rainfall will increase water levels of all containers, thus affecting immature
events in all containers. This is shown in the event handler algorithm by re-
computing propensities a1, . . . , a6 and a16, . . . , a21 for each container, followed by
recomputing a0.
5.3.6 In silico Experiment and Analysis
We implement our model in Maude and then run an in silico experiment by using
data collected during May–November 2009 in the province of Massa-Carrara (Tus-
cany, Italy) in 11 CO2 mosquito traps. The mosquito traps are checked from time
to time and in total have captured 3535 Aedes albopictus individuals. Table 5.7
shows the dates when these traps are checked and the number of mosquitoes
captured on these dates. Note that traps need to be charged with CO2 in order
to work, and that the charge allows the trap to work for one day. Hence, data
in table 5.7 refer to captures of mosquitoes in one day for each considered date.
This way of sampling mosquito populations follows standard practice.
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Date Number of captured mosquitoes
8 May 4
15 May 25
19 May 81
5 June 33
18 June 167
3 July 360
14 July 561
29 July 381
19 August 486
3 September 471
19 September 276
23 September 292
14 October 398
Total 3535
Table 5.7: Data of Aedes albopictus captured in CO2 traps
Figure 5.4 shows the climatic data during May–November 2009. The minimum,
maximum and median temperature in ◦C and rainfalls in mm are recorded ev-
eryday. These data are used in our experiment for modelling the temperature
change and rainfall events. As mentioned in Section 5.3.4, we only use the median
temperature in our model. The rainfalls are classified into heavy and light by
using 40 mm as threshold.
We use 8.8◦C as MTD [99] and 11 containers, each container has carrying capacity
of 100–250 organisms and has desiccation time between 4.5–9.0 days. Table 5.8
and 5.9 show the degree-days and duration for each stage in the life cycle of
Aedes albopictus.
Figure 5.5 shows the result of our simulation compared with the population sam-
pling produced by using the 11 traps. In our simulation we initialise the popula-
tion with 4 adult mosquitoes (which equals the number of mosquitoes captured
on 8 May 2009) and 10 immature mosquitoes in each of the 11 containers, 6 eggs,
2 instar-1 larvae, 1 instar-2 larva and 1 instar-3 larva. The water volume level
in each container is initially set to half-full. We also set initial desiccation events
according to the desiccation times of the containers. Let t0 be the time when the
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Stage DD
Egg 35.5
Instar 1 17
Instar 2 10.5
Instar 3 14.5
Instar 4 38
Pupa 23.5
Table 5.8: Degree-days of immature stages of A. albopictus
Gonotrophic Cycle Duration (days)
Cycle 1 5
Cycle 2 8
Cycle 3 8
Cycle 4 8
Cycle 5 8
Cycle 6 8
Cycle 7 8
Cycle 8 8
Table 5.9: Duration of gonotrophic cycles of A. albopictus
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Figure 5.4: Temperature and Rainfall in Massa Carrara, Italy
simulation starts and DTi is the desiccation time of container with index i, then
we set initial desiccation events at time t0 +DTi for i = 1 to 11.
From Figure 5.5 we can notice some differences between the simulation results
and the field sampling. For example, the number of mosquitoes in the sampling
decreases between 19 May and 5 June, whereas in the simulation such number
rapidly increases. This probably happens because of the coarse classification of
rainfalls in our model: a very tiny rainfall, with neglectable effect in reality, which
occurs just before 19 May, is classified as a light rain and, as a result, increases
the level of water of the containers in the simulation. This may indicate that we
need to improve our model by using a finer classification of rainfalls.
The number of mosquitoes captured in traps rapidly increases from 18 June to 14
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of in silico simulation (dark line) with data sampled from
mosquito traps (light line)
July, probably due to rainfalls. However, no population growth is shown by the
simulation during that period. This may be due to an overweighed effect that
temperature decrease has in our model on immature stage duration and death
rates. It may also be due to too small values for desiccation times used in our
model.
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In the simulation the effect of the heavy rainfalls that occur just before 19 Septem-
ber immediately causes a population increase on 23 September, but the subse-
quent decrease in rainfalls and heavy decrease in temperature lead to a population
decrease on 14 October. In the field sampling, instead, population samples keep
increasing from 19 September to 14 October. This difference might indicate that
decrease of rainfalls and temperature take a longer time in reality to affect the
population growth than in our simulation. This might be again due to too small
values for desiccation times used in our model. Moreover, a decrease in temper-
ature might cause a slower desiccation, a phenomenon that is not considered in
our model.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis we have shown that rewriting systems are suitable for modelling
and analysing biological systems quantitatively. Calculi of Looping Sequences,
which is a class of formalisms based on rewriting systems, is used to model all
biological systems described in this thesis.
We have used rewriting system not only at the modelling level, but also at the
implementation level. We have used Maude, a rewriting logic based formalism,
to implement, simulate and model-check our models. Our approach is discrete
and stochastic and models system states by using terms and system behaviour
by using rewrite rules. In this sense our approach differentiates itself from most
approaches used in systems biology, which are continuous and deterministic, and
mostly use differential equations to define the behaviour of the system.
Calculi of Looping Sequences consists of several variants, each equipped with
formal syntax and semantics. However, such syntax and semantics cannot be
directly used for implementation. Models of biological systems at molecular level
usually contain a large number of molecules, which yield a very large state space.
In Chapter 3 we have defined a compact representation for system states and an
operational semantics based on such representation. To handle the state explosion
problem we have chosen to perform statistical model-checking by sampling the
state space of the system. Using this approach we were able to show that rewriting
systems, especially Calculi of Looping Sequences, support not only modelling
quantitative aspects of biological systems, but also analysis using simulation and
model-checking.
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We have realised that in silico biology requires not only a model of biological
systems at molecular level, but also an integrative model at all possible levels. In
Chapter 4 we have proposed an approach to integratively model biological systems
using different levels of representation. We have also provided a mechanism to
link models at different levels of representation, so that the behaviour of the
system of interest at a given level of representation depends on the behaviour
of the system at lower levels. Our approach also supports visualisation of the
system behaviour at a high level. Visualisation is important to compare the
system behaviour with what we observe in real biological processes, especially
when the behaviour is related with spatiality, as in the growth of an organ.
When we model a biological system, we often have to take into account the inter-
action between organisms and the environment where they live. The environment
provides resources which are needed by organisms to sustain their lifes. Many
approaches in modelling biological systems do not consider the environment as
part of the model in order to keep the model simple. Sometimes we cannot take
this kind of approach, since the environment is a crucial factor in the evolution
of the biological system of interest. This phenomenon is shown in Chapter 5,
where we model the dynamics of a population of organisms. The development of
each organism depends on many environmental factors, thus we have to consider
the environment as part of our model. These environmental factors are usually
weather related events, such as rainfalls and temperature changes. We model
them as external events. Our approach supports incorporating real weather data
into the model. In this way we can use the data to validate our model.
We believe that the approach we have presented in this thesis is general and
supports the integrative paradigm of systems biology. The generality of our
approach is shown by applying it to different domains: from cell biology both at
molecular and microscopic levels to population biology. The integrative paradigm
has been illustrated by modelling the cell cycle at different levels of representation,
which are linked with each other.
Interesting future work could be the combination of our approach to model a
system at different levels of representation with our approach to model external
events. The resulting approach could be used to model population dynamics of
animals, especially spatial aspects of the dynamics. In this way we could use
visualisation to observe some high level behaviour of the population as a whole,
such as population dispersal. This phenomenon is useful for modelling the spread
of a disease by an animal that acts as a vector.
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The tools we are using in this thesis are based on Maude. The behaviour of
a system is modelled using Maude rewrite rules. This requires the modeller to
understand Maude syntax. The development of tools that provide a user friendly
interface for a modeller to input the model would be an interesting future work.
These tools should also be equipped with the capability to visualise the output
using either charts or animation. In this way we can provide a set of tools
for biologists, who are non experts in computer science, to perform in silico
experiments with biological systems.
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